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Holland, the
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Volume Number 67

Holland, Michigan, Thursday, April

28,

the Files of
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Thirty,

ZEELAND’S CHICK AND EGG
SHOW IS GREAT SUCCESS

Twenty and Ten Years
Ago Today

Constradho Booster for
Holland Since 1872
UAAAI

iaaai

Number 17

Make Canoe Trip ZEELAND STREET RECEIVES A
MILK BATH
Over Miles Of
Winding River

Pike Season

Opens May 1st

What may have been bad luck
for the babies may in turn have

(Next Sunday)

been fortunate for the neighbor-

WHAT A PEACEFUL PICTURE- hood cats and dogs, Tuesday morn- MUSKELLUNGE ALSO ARB LBing, when East Main St., Zeeland
GAL WITHIN A FEW DATS
A TRIP DOWN THE
received a milk bath that spread
KALAMAZOO

4J-JW'-WS
Today, Friday, winds up a fotirday Chick and Egg Show, an annual
event that is becoming more successful each vear. On the first day
the annual banquet featured the
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News Items Taken From

Crowned In

Tha Newt Has

1938

Miss Cora Crowned Chick Queen

Chick Queen Is
Royal

NEWS

HOLLA NT) CITY

!

pretty well over the pavement.
Trout fishermen open their seafind the following contribuThe accidentoccurredwhen Miss son on Saturday, bqt pike and
The old saying that “lightning sma, 85 E. 16th St., April 24, a tion by Mildred Adele Hale in the Bernice Danielson backed her car muskellungefishermen will have
Allegan Gazette of recent date. The out of a driveway, striking and to wait until Sunday, the first of
will not strike twice in the same son.
articlepictures a trip from the upsettinga trailer carrying several May. That is the day when fishing
place" was exploded on Wednesday
crowning of Miss Cora Bouwens
upper reaches of the Kalamazoo cans of milk. The trailer
iller was at- for these species again becomes
last. The chimney on the residence
Frank Lievensc shot a loon near
of Zeeland as the successful
of G. Vyn in the village of Zeeland the Waverly stone works. This is river, downstream to New Rich- tached to a car driven by Albert O. legal in the largest number of lakes
Queen. This occurred Tuesday
inland and otherwise and hundreds
was struck and completely demol- the first time in the recollection of mond — that beautiful spot just Witteveen of R. R. 3, Holland.
evening at the Zeeland high school
river
It is reported that Miss Daniel- of lakes in the state specifiedas
ished on that night. Shortly after- local sportsmen that this type of south of Holland, where the ri
gymnasium.
ward another bolt of that same bird has been shot in this vicinity. winds lazily between sylvan shores son was backing out of her yard "pike lakes" will find their fisherWhen the moment of the coronstorm entered the dwelling, tore up Note: — The loon must have been and where, from the hilltop, one and was compelled to wait for the men busy casting or still fishing
ation arrived and the curtain was
•* fin
finny tribe.
the carpet in one room, smashed crazy to come here with Frank looks down into a forest-filledval- passing of the Witteveen car, and for the
drawn, it revealed Miss Bouwens
ley, presentinga picture that poets without suspectingthe presence of
The limit on pike is five a day.
the furniture, and left by the win- around.
seated on a throne trimmed in gold
and painters would rave about. a trailer, backed into the street as They must be at least 14 inches
dow. Ten days before during anand white, and covered with dark
They would see a placid, rippling soon as the Witteveen car cleared. long. There is no catch limit on
other electric storm the house in
Will Kremers of the Holland-St. river, nearly covered over wi„.
satin. On either side of her stood
question was struck."Three times
Her car caught the rear end of the muskes, but the minimum legal
Louis Sugar Company, has bought foliage; and nestling in this valley
her court, in the persons of Miss
and out.”
trailer and it was demolished,and length is 30 inches. In pike lakes,
a Standard-Daytonfour-cylinderthey would discover a small village. several cans of milk intended for all speciesexcept large and small
Hatel De Roster, 1937 Chick and
touring automobile.It is a beauti- Its existent* there is emphasized
Egg Queen, and the runners-up in
he Mead Johnson Co. plant, at mouth bass, bluegills. sunfish and
Anthony De Kruif, employed at ful vehicle.
the Queen contest, the Misses Lois
by the spire from a church pene Zeeland, were thrown to the pave- warmouth bass may be caught on
the drug store of Escott’s, Grand
Wyngarden, Gladys Schrotenboer,
tratingtne leafy background, add- ment, spilling most of the contents. May 1. The season on these five
Rapids, contemplatesmoving to
and Ruth Canning.
N. E Brown has finished a birds' ing dignity and solemnity to the
species does not open until June
Zeeland and opening up a drug
VVVVtVvtVVVVYVY
The stage had a pleasingsetting.
store. Note:— Mr. De Rruif con- eye photographof Grand Haven, scene.
which is rather remarkable.The
It had a beautiful background
But then, let the contributorof PUBLIC DECORATION DAY
The stale conservation departtinued to run that store for 60 years.
which painted an imposing spring
ment has listed 277 so-called*pike
.....
After his death Angus De Rruif picturewas taken from a kite at a this story describethis trip down
MEETING
HAS
BEEN
CALLED
height
of
fully
1,500
feet
over
the
the stream that bears the Indian
picture. On either side of the
lakes” in differentparts of th<
was in charge for some time.
city, and gives a good view of the name, Kalamazoo(Boiling Kettles),
throne palms and various flower
state. This does not include th<
river, the harbor,and Lake Michi- the shores of which J. Fenimore
A public meeting has been called trout streams, which would tots
plants added to the beauty of the
Last week Mr. and Mrs. P. M. gan. The camera was so high that
Cooper, the greatest of all Indian in the G.A.R. room at the city hall as many more. With so many place:
setting. Imitation grass, laid beChick Queen Cora Bouwens and Wyngarden and Gladys Schroten- Stegenga celebrated their golden it focused down on the summit of
writers, chose as the setting for his for Tuesday, May 3, at 7:80 o’- to fish in Michigan, surely thi
fore the throne, added to bring out
anniversary
at
their
home
in
North
her court at the banquet in her boer. At the extreme right is John
Dewey Hill, the highest point in celebrated story, "Oak Opening," clock. At that time preparations playground of tourists cannot he!]
fully the beauty in color and arhonor staged by the Zeeland Chick B. Strange, Commissioner of Agri- Holland. Speecheswere made by that vicinity. The picture shows
containing, it is said, the most won- wilF be made for Memorial Day and but be a mecca for the fishermei
rangement. Queen Cora was pleasand Egg Show. Seated in front of culture for the State of Michigan, Rev. Van Ess and A. P. Stegenga, how the city would appear to a derful descriptionof a forest yet all preliminarywork generallytak- from our own state as well as frot
ingly decked in a formal gown of
and music was furnished by R. A. person in a balloon.
Queen Cora are Hazel De Roster, who crowned Queen Cora.
en up at similar meetings will be other states. Lake Macatawa, righl
written.
peach crepe-de-chene.She wore a 1937 Queen; Ruth Canning, Ix)is
Hyma and others. A review was
— Courtesy Zeeland Record.
gone oyer at that time. The pastor at our door, is includedin
bouquet of tea roses. Miss De Rosn tiie El
given on the subject, "Our 30
Prof. John W. Beardslee,Jr. has CANOEISTS FIND RIVER BEAU- to deliver the Sunday Memorial of “pike lakes” as is Muskegor
ter wore a formal flowered chiffon
Years of Pioneering in this Holbeen granted a leave of absence TIFUL WITH WILDLIFE AND address will be selected; the speak- lake and White lake in this vicingown. Miss Wyngarden was dreslegislativeact last year, wherein land Colony." There were present
from Hone college and will take a
er during the Memorial Day exer- ity. In the list only the largei
SCENERY ALWAYS
sed in a gown of net over blue
150 persons, of which number there
the
state
will
co-operate
with
the
cises will be suggested; the differ- akes are mentioned, however, such
difff:rent
satin. Miss Canning wore a pink PRIZES FOR ZEELAND WINDOW federal government to prevent were 7 children, 47 grandchildren,post-graduate course in the UniDISPLAYS AWARDED
versity of Chicago. Dr. Almon T.
ent committees will be appointed; lakes as Hutchens lake and Kalasilk taffeta formal. Miss Schro.wind erosion, the cost borne by and 5 great grandchildren.Note:— Godfrey intends to spend the sumtenboer was pleasinglygowned in
Winds Through Dense Swamp arrangementsfor flowers will be mazoo lake and river in Allege!
We
wager
that Albert Stegenga,
both
state
and
federal
funds.
Judging of window displays in
mer vacationstudying at this same
made; and such other arrange- county or Pigeon lake and mei
Lands and Big Timber Tracts
blue talfetta. The members of the
Dewey Hill and sections of the supervisorof Olive, fits some- institution.
connectionwith the Chick and Egg
ments that have to do with our an- at Port Sheldon, where there an
court wore corsages of roses, sweet
where
in
this
picture.
Anyway,
had
Show at Zeeland was completed on Spring Lake townshipnorth will
many pike, are no doubt included
nual Decoration Day.
Ry Mildred Adele Halt
peas, and pansies.
the old couple lived to this day
come
within
the
district
as
well
as
Wednesday afternoon,by the three
Be sure and attend this meeting Not a few Holland fishermen wil
Saloons in Holland will go out of
The festivitiesbegan at 6:45 o’- judges, Mr. Bert Roelofs, R. R. 3, the dune country along Western they would have celebrated their
It was an amber colored river and take a part in these arrange- leave today for the trout streams
110th wedding anniversary — and existenceat 10 o’clock tonight, and
clock when Rev. R. J. Vanden Berg
Holland; Miss Jo Gerding, 422 Ma- Michigan from this point south
However, more will be contented b
in
their places will be only the that slowly wended its water ments Tuesday, May 8.
that
is
something
to
look
forward
offered prayer. Mr. J. H. Geerlings,
ple Ave., Holland; and Mr. W. A. through Park and Port Sheldon to.
Mayor Henry Geerlings, go after pike and “muskies’’dose:
wholesalehouses. Note:— That con- through the dense autumn swamppresidentof the Zeeland Chick and Fuptterer,5151 W. 65th St.. Chica- and in nearby townships.
Chairman. home.
dition lasted for but one year, when lands, big timber tracts and now
Egg Show, made a few welcoming go. The judges are reportedto have
Leo Arnold, county agent, has
and then out around a yellowish
Ben
Mulder, Secretary.
saloons
were
voted
back.
Wholesale
remarks before introducingToast- done a commendable job. There been intenselyinterested in the
FIFTY YEARS AGO TODAY
houses, with drinking everywhere, sandhill.Peaceful at times, powHEALTH UNIT OF OTTAW>
master B. J. De Witt, who also call- were a large number of entries, project and has assisted the county
was condemned by both wet and erful and treacherous around the LAKE MICHIGAN
COUNTY RECEIVES HONORed upon Mayor Gerrit Yntema for and it requireda lot of time.
committee in every way to bring
next bend but always interesting
The pay of a night watchman was dry.
a few remarks.
PERCH FISHERMEN
ABLE MENTION AGAIN
First prize went to Wm. De Pree ebout the referendum.The large
and
always
different
.
.
.
that’s
indeed low. The council proceedWARNED OF LIMIT
Mr. John B. Strange, Commis- Company, $10.00 cash; second prize vote was gratifying to all con- ings show that Frank Van Ry, our
Pete Pleume and "Heinie” Vru- the Kalamazoo, one of Michigan’s
For the third consecutive yei
sioner of Agriculture,was intro- went to City Market, $5.00 cash; cerned. Educational meetings have
present chief, received $6.86 for ink, star basketeersfor Hope, were illustrious canoe trails.
duced who gave a brief address, and The Book Shop won third been held all through the town“A snag! Turn to the left . .
With oerch startingto run both the Ottawa County Health unit hi
six nights, and Jake De Feyter,$9.- out of the game since both were
stating that the poultry industry prize, $2.50 in cash. All decisions ships, letters were sent to property 14 for eights nights on duty. W. W. speakers in the oratorical contest. quick!" I exclaimed from the prow here and at other lake piers, state received honorable mention in
owners and leasersof farm land,
nation-wide contest in rural heal
ranked third in the income brac- resulted unanimously.
Noble received the sum of $25.00 V,ey were substitutedby H. Hui- seat of the little green canoe. Bill conservationofficersissued a warnand newspaper articles have been
conservationsponsored by tj
ket among agricultureindustries
ing
that
under
a
new
state
law
knew
that
I
had
seen
a
hidden
obfor three months’ work as lamp- Binkveld and Henry Rottschaeffer.
in Michigan. He further stated, VVTVTTVTY’f VwvVv YVVTVTV publishedfrequently to acquaint lighter,receiving $100 per year. Harvey Oilmans took Vruink’s struction just under the rippling there is a limit of 60! on catches in United States Chamber of Coi
“Zeeland and vicinity is the leader ACCEPTS NEW YORK CHARGE the voters with the purpose of the Note:— Mr. Noble, looking all the place as guard. Hope beat Kala- surface. A good stroke of his pad- Lake Michigan.As in the past, how- merce and the American Pub
plan.
Health association.
in the poultry industry. Allegan
world like a Santa Claus, filledall mazoo easily, by a score of 70 to dle sent us swiftly veering to safety ever, no license is required of angAppraisers go through ea
It was emphasized that the soil
and Ottawa counties are the two
Announcement has been made
the street lamps in the morning with 23. The game at Carnegie gym was and we raced past a huge elm log. lers in Lake Michigan.
leading counties in poultry hus- here of the acceptance by James district had nothing to do with the oil, and when darkness fell he would little more than a comedy. Note: It had become lodged there and
For some time th*r« he« b^n district to tabulatewhat has be
bandry in the United States.” He Nettinga, graduate of the class of farm conservationprogram, which be seen with his little ladder going Hope had a great team in those left when timber was more plenti- a limit on perch in lakes, but not done during the year and the
reports are assembltdand rab
also stated that there were more 1937 of Western Theological Sem- is a federal project to increase from lamp post to lamp post, light- days— it became nationallyknown. ful, a remembrance of lumbering in Lake Michigan.
people engaged here in the mar- inary, of an invitationto become land value through rotation of ing the wicks. There was a post on Judging from their recent game days of the years past.
To the north, unusually large There- are two major awai
keting of eggs than in any other supply pastor of the 89th St. Re- crops, and systematic planting, a every comer and in long blocks, one at Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo basA few short hours before we catches of perch are reported off over the nation for first and
phase of agriculture. Commis- formed church of New York city. national project affectingfarmers was placed midway. As a rule there keteers have become more profi- had loaded our “Indian Craft" with the piers at Frankfort. Some fish- ond places and a long list of he
able mentions. Ottawa
conn
\sttawa turn
sioner Strange concluded his talk Nettinga, son of Dr. and Mrs. S. over the entire country.
was a lamp placed near every cient during these thirty years, tent, sleepingrobes, camera, fishing ermen were found with catches --waa one of three districts in MU
If the state designates the soil church. It is a far cry between elec- for it appears the tables have turnby saying that the State Depart- C. Nettinga of this city, has taken
large
enough
to
fill
12-quart
tackle, food and cooking equipment
igen to gain the honor for the <
ment of Agricultureis willing and post graduatework at Princeton district, it may be the means of trics of today and those octagon ed.
pail.
to shove off.
cellent work done in rural a
able to serve the poultry industry seminary this year and will attend bringing a CCC camp to this sec- lamps of yesteryear.
Each bend of the ever-twisting Conservation officers have been tions to promote public health.
in a manner that will build this Union seminary in New York next tion in order that the immense
TWENTY YEARS AGO TODAY river held a new joy all of its own. ordered to stop catching of more Dr. Ralph Ten Have, head of I
industry up even greater than it is year. The appointment marks the tree planting program, which will
The enchanting scenery and vari- fish than a family can eat.
Hoyt’s “Peck’s Bad Boy” will be
unit, ________
_____ or the hor
received word
Letters from soldiers received and
be necessary to reforest the sand
today.
o
first time that a Western graduate
played at Lyceum Opera House. printed in the Holland City News ous wild life are missed by the
today and a certificatesimilar
Following this address Toast- has servod a New York city Re- dunes, may be accomplished.
Corporation
franchise
has
been
Come and see a real comic and en- were from Corporal Maurice H. many motorists who travel the
the ones he receivedin 1985 a
master De Witt announced the cor- formed church as pastor.
joy a hearty laugh. Note:— “Peck’s Huyser, Camp Merrit,N. J.; Pluis gravel highway that follows the filed with the MichiganCorpora- ’36 will be displayed on the wi
onation of the Queen would take
tion
and
Securities
commission
at
NEW MASS BUILDING. RIVER Bad Boy” would go over big to- Berkomnas, Co. I, 125th Inf. A.E.F., high banks of this flow. Slipping
of the county health unit offi
place. The trumpets sounded and
along noiselesslywe surprised Lansing by the La Reine Hosiery in the court house.
hAVE.. READY; LARGE FOOD day.
"somewhere
in France"; Mayo Hadthe curtain parted, revealing the
Mills, Inc., of Zeeland, which lists
several
wood
duck
that
cried
as
oden, "somewherein France” to his
STORE MOVING IN
Queen and her court. To the ac$100,000 common stock.
Holland city will have only three mother; Jim Van Ry, to the folks they flushed and sped their way
companiment of music, the exesaloonsthis year. Peter Brown will at home, “somewhere in France"; down stream.
cutive board of the Chick Show,
HarringtonP.T.A. will hold a
The large new Mass buildingon hold forth next to the post office. J. W. Gunst, from Camp Custer; The sight of Bear creek’s crysMessrs. D. Van Ommen, George
River Ave. and 10th St., costing Peter has always conducted a clean Lloyd J. Purchase, American Ex- tal clear water flowing into the regular meeting tonight at 7:46 at
Caball, J. H. Geerlings,and Mr. J.
the school at Virginia Park.
$25,000, is so far completed that place. Then there is Charles Rich- peditionary
peditionaryF'orces
F’orcesin France, to river reminded us to stop and reB. Strange, ascended the stage to
the ground floor, leased by the ardson of South Haven, who will his mother. Note: — These letters fill our canvas water-bag; it
join in the crowning of the Queen.
OVERWHELMING SUPPORT OF Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Co., take the place of Bob Hunt. Rich- are all gripping indeed,and read- would be our last chance until we as I called that breakfaat was
Miss Hazel De Roster relinquished
is ready for occupancy. The A&P ardson will have his place on Main ing them brings back that terrible passed through New Richmond,a about to be served he had a strike.
7 OTTAWA COUNTY TOWNthe crown to Mr. Strange, who in
food distributors,have a large force and Market Streets and H. D. Mc- war most vividly. God forbid that small hamlet far below.
I saw the water churn as he set
turn, with a few appropriate reSHIPS MAKES FORMATION of men busy arranging the inter- Duffee of Allegan has purchased we be plunged into another.
A few more miles of river had the hook so grabbed up the land- TURNED DOWN IN HIS DRI
marks, placed it on the head of
ior.
OF DISTRICT PROBABLE
the place of C. Blom on River St.,
been left behind when my com- ing net and rushed to' the scene. ER’8 LICENSE EXAMINATIO
Miss Cora Bouwens, crowning her
The new type store is a self-ser- called the “Rose Bud." The license
panion suggestedthat we beach Aftter a good fight, the fish was
BOY RUNS INTO ARMS
George
Houting,
formerly
of
HolQueen of Zeeland Chick and Egg
Property owners in seven town- vice, with wide aisles, convenient this year is $25.00.
OF LAW
land, now of Milwaukee, died after the canoe and have lunch at the led in close to shore and I slipped
exposition.
ships of western Ottawa county displays, effortless basket carriers,
first suitablesite. The yard of a the net under a great northern
Queen Cora, in a queenly fashion, were practically unanimous in their and each customer is to get an item- F'ORTY YEARS AGO TODAY a short illness with pneumonia.
long deserted river home proved pike of probably five pounds. It Find Large Portion of the $1,
responded to the remarks made by approval of a soil conservationdis- ized, printed receipt for all purto be the place. The landing was was a welcomed addition to our Stolen from Bloomingdale Ba
Nathaniel
Robbins,
Sr.,
of
Grand
the man who had placed the crown trict to prevent wind erosion at the chases; and cashierswill take care
Dan Wise, a C. and W. M. Raila bit soft and our moccasins sunk food supply.
upon her head.
referendum held Monday.
of the purchases. All week this road man here, caught a 20-pound Haven, received a message from deep into the bluish-blackmud.
our breakfast was over
Two Allegan boys, mere farme
A toast was then given to the The total vote was 802 in favor arranging of the new type store Muskellungein Black River Wed- F'rance telling of the safe arrival We built a small fire, from the weAfter
soon broke camp, loaded the lads, are now in prison,charge
of his soldier son, Nathaniel, Jr.
Queen by Mr. J. H. De Witt. He of the district to 11 votes opposing has been going on, and merchandise nesday.
Holland is especially interested dead wood that was around, to duffle into the canoe and were with holding up the BloomingdaU
accomplishedthis to the great it. In Park and Robinsontown- has been coming constantly by
boil our coffee and to smell the once again on our way down river. Mich, bank, in Van Buren counts
since
the engagementof Miss Helamusement of all those present.
ships there was not one vote truckload,and these are all being
Harry Van Zee, at the close of ene De Pree, daughter of Mr. and wood smoke . . . a treat in itself. A few miles below our camping and taking away with them $1,8(K
Miss Esther Bultman of Holland against the proposed project.
arranged systematicallyin order the year, will discontinuehis salWhile enjoying our first meal in spot, of the night before, a little They are Richard Hulbert, age
gave two readings, the one, “A
The size of the vote far exceed- to be ready for the opening oon business and move to Texas Mrs. Con De Pree of this city, had the open, after months of more river of jade water emptied into 20; and Harry Murphy, aged 2f
Jewish Lesson in Salesmanship," ed the fondest hopes of the pro- next week Monday morning, May and enter the grocery business. been announcedJust before the civilized living methods, we talked
the Kalamazoo. It was Rabbit river They made their get-away throug
young man left for "over there.”
and the other a monologue on “A moters of the project as it was ex- 2nd.
Note:— Harry conducted a saloon Note: — Mr. and Mrs. Robbins,after of the empty cabin and the epi- and invited us to paddle up and Allegan County and got aa far a
Day at School in Pigtails.” This pected there would be about 500
The new building is arranged in for about five years in what is now the war and their marriage, which sodes of life that this little old look around a bit. The mud along the outskirts of Holland on Michi
was well received.
votes cast. Hunter Hering, super- order that the best daylight de- the Green Mill. For many years
river cottage must have witnessed.
Ave. when they saw a poss
Mr. Bert Hogan, Dutch-Irish intendent of the polls, tabulated fusion is always available, and the this building was used as a sal- followed, made their home on Cen- There had been happy times its shore was fresh with mink, gan
raccoon and muskrat tracks. The of local and state police watchini
tral Ave. Today they are livin
ig in
humorist of Grand Rapids, had the the votes at the county agricultural electric arrangementis the latest oon, first by Hill-Tunnelleer,
then ( alifornia. They have reare
ed a here and, too. there had been sorry small holes in the mud flats told for the robbers,and they change
audience in laughter continually. office
at
in the
— ••• —
— Grand
“ .... Haven
.....
- — court
*'*'“*approved
xr • • ^ ^system
j vx_ > that
v >1* v it
v was
nun pos- by Jim Selby, and later by David fine family.
ones. The hut probably had that some member of the snipe their course eastward strikingM
His iokes and Dutch broque com- house as the polling officers from sible to install. With the new build- Blom.
been a retreat to some riverman. family had enjoyed a feast of tiny 21 and continued on to Grand
bined to give every one a good each township came in with the bal- ing nothing but new fixtures and
Here he could hide away for a few insects. What a stream this would Rapids; thence over US-16 to De
ten
years
ago
today
time.
lots. Yesterday Mr. Hering took the interiorstore facilities have been
hours’
r a hard day’s be for the fly angler to wade. It troit.
James A. Brouwer, Isaac MarsilThe Queen spoke over station ballots to Lansing where they will installed.
Dr.
A.
J.
Brouwer
of
Holland
je, W. H. Beach, Louis Schoon, C.
work, before other day dawned was too narrow to cast a fly from
In Detroit they went on a “spent
WOOD, Grand Rapids on Wednes- be canvassed on Wednesday by the | Mr. J. O. Reach, district super- Verschure, and John C. Post were has just returned from a visit to with more heavy toil awaiting.
the canoe with any success so we ing spree,” drank the best llquo
day, giving a review of the poultry state soils conservation jeommis- visor, and H. Ebel, A&P superinPalestine, Turkey, and the Europnominatedat a caucus, called for
With lunch over we washed the gave it up as too difficult a pas- saw the best shows, and had
industry
iustry as this relates
relates to
___
Zeeland sion.
tendent, of Grand Rapids, have the purpose of selecting six candi- ean countries. In a series of articles dishes, repacked the canoe and time, when angling could await “high, old time,” they said. But t
«nd vicinity. George Caball, promFollowing is the vote in the sevdates for the school board ticket, in the Holland City News he gives soon were on our way. The yel- until another day when we would law was not far behind. 9her
inent poultryman, announced the eral townships:
a force of ten men, have been ar- three to be selected from these six a full description of the Holy Land. lowish water gradually changed return with waders, creels and fly Fred Miller of Allegan county hi
program for the week.
Townships
Yes No ranging stock. Mr. Reach states at the election held later. The tellto a clearer tint as we left the fishingequipment... to do this a hunch that perhaps these t\
The annual Chick and Egg Show
Spring Lake ... .................65 1
that all the staffs of the two other ers selected to count the votes were
Poultrymen of Western Michigan cities far behind. An occasional little river justice.
young Wn, never steadily en
will wind up today, Friday, with a
Crockery ..........................
115 2
stores, which are to be discontinu- Dr. A. Knooihuizen, Gerrit Van declare they are puzzled by the rise of a game fish prompted me
Sometimes it took our best ef- ployed,lovers of life beyond wh
gigantic chick auction,which will
Robinson ..........................
192 0
ed, will all be found in the new Schelven, Wm. O. Van Eyck, Bas- low prices of eggs this season, in to rig up the casting rod. As the forts to push the canoe against they could afford,-ight
might kno
1
indeed be interesting and undoubtlew of the fact that production is canoe slowly drifteddown stream
Park .................
.................
45 0
store, 20 in number.
tian Steketee, and Simon Kleyn. vdew
the
surging
current, then again somethingof the bank job.
edly profitable to successful buyD per cent lighter than a year ago,
Olive .................
.................
91 3
“Bill" Jekel, genial manager of At the election a week later W. H.
Sheriff Miller had told Sheri
I cast plugs of various shapes and the fast water would give away
ers. Prizes were awarded during the
Port Sheldon ... .................89 2
the East 8th St., College Ave. store Beach, C. Verschure, and John C. anna the supply of cold storage eggs colors. Only one half-hearted strike to slowly moving placid pools. The Warren J. Dodge of Van Burt
week; merchants received prizes for
as been exhausted. This talk is was the reward of my efforts.
Grand Haven .................
205 3
for some years, has been made the Post were elected. The school board has
big elm and soft maple that stood county and DetectivesRobert Mu
best show window; and all in all
hatcherymen in this
manager of the self-service store. besides these men is composed of rife among hatchery
That night we camped at Buck- along the hanks sent their branch- ray and Purlett Hinckley of tl
our neighbor, Zeeland, staged not
Toda,, 10 ,years
____
Total ...........
.................
802 11
"Jud” Hoffman is assistant man- Dr. Henry Kremers,Henry Geer- vicinity. Note: Today,
horn bayou, a nice little body of es arching out over the canoe Paw Paw state police post of h
only a very successfulshow, but a
Must Name Directors
ager. “Ken" Holcomb is produce lings, B. Steketee,Geo. Van Dur- later, eggs also are not moving cold spring water. Bill built a fire trail. Then the water shallowed suspicions.
really constructiveone that cannot
With such an overwhelming ma- manager, and Wm. Welling is as- en, Germ Mokema, and Patrick H. the way they should.
Saturday Sheriff Miller, Unde
and while I cooked the supper he and, too, a log jam obstructedour
• • •
help but be beneficial to the poultry jority in favor of the project local sistant. “Gene" Vande Vusse |is McBride.
busied himself at setting up the path of travel. Not wishing to un- sheriffClaude Gibson of Allega
industryin two counties. Many Hol- supporters are certain that the manager of the meat department,
Marriage licenses were issued to small tent and put the camp in load our dunnage and portage county and the state police di
land folk availed themselvses oJ state commission will designate a and Peter Nienhuis and Roy Naber
Robert P. Koning, 21, Ella Boor- shane for the fast approaching around the impediment we re- tectives sat in the Allegan sheriff
At
the
Holland
Cycle
Club
meetthe opportunityto attend this show, soils district in this county. In are his assistants.
man, 22, Holland; Gerrit De Haan, *ight. I looked up from my cook- tracted our paddle strokes back office discussingHulbert and Mui
and not rfew were seen at the cor- the event this is granted the comphy and wonderingwhether the
There are to be three cashiers ing Monday evening the following 30, Holland,Elizabeth Bulthuis, 30, ing several times when my hus- down the stream.
officers were elected
elected for the year. Grand Haven; Richard B. Bernonation of the Queen.
mission will appoint
should search the nome the boj
jpoint two directors under the supervisionof Miss Anna
band
would
draw
my
attention
to
Soon
we
were
out
on
the
big
o
and three more directorswill be Berendschot. One young lady has President,Homer Van Landegend; hardt, 27, Chicago, Alice A. Seek- "A big flock of mallard slipping river again. We had traveledonly occupied.
LOCAL GIRL GOES
appearedthat Murphy, whe
selected from the townships at also been assigned to the dairy and Vice Preaident, Austin Harring- amp, 24, Holland; Wm. Schroter, into the bayou,” or, “Look quick!
a short distance when a loud heItgot
ton; Secy., Arthur Baumgartel: 25, West Olive, Viola Lyons, 18,
TO CALIFORNIA large, who will make immediate coffee department.
to Dearborn, had to ha*
A mink over on that log jam.” crackle from the tall grass on
Treas., Ben Van Raalte,Jr. Board West Olive.
plans to carry out the conservation The new A&P at the comer of
Then again, “Did you see that rise shore drew our attention and there his driver’slicense, for which l
of Directors includesthe above
•
•
•
was examined and was turns
Tonight Miss Beth Marcus of program.
River Ave. and 10th St. will be
over by those pond lilies? I’ll bet arose the largest flock of ringAt the hearing held in Grand open for self-service at 8:00 o’- mentionedand Frank Pifer, Geo. A new bridge is being erected that it was an old grandpa small- neck pheasants that we had ever down. He resented the results an
this city, will leave for San FranHyma, and Dick Homkes. The club
said if he could not get a driver1
cisco, Calif., as local delegate of Haven on March 2 before the state clock Monday morning. An anexpects to work on cycle paths this over Pine Creek, and a detour is mouth. Some wake that he left!” seen at one time. There were prob- license there he could get one i
260 farmers nouncement, setting forth just what
the Holland Junior Red Cross at commission
----- --- -----there
--- were
--------------being
used
to Waukazoo.
We
hadn’t
made
camp
any
too
ably twenty-fiveor thirty birds and
year, but where has not yet been
Allegan County where they kne'
the National Red Cross convention and property owners who appeared the service embraces, is given by
soon for darknesssettled
Je ' before several adu‘
ult roosters.It was a
decided.A large number of “safehim. Well, he did go to Allega
to be held there. Miss Marcus, sen- to be unanimouslyin favor of a I the company on the last page of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pifer have our evening meal was over but it beautifulsight.
ty riders” have renewed their memCounty, where the aheriff awaite
ior at Holland high school, has iust district.Questioning on the part of this issue
We passed a man and his wife him. Sheriff Miller was occupie
berships because of the fine work returned from Seattle, Wash., was * pleasure to eat by the flickreturned to the city from the D.A.R.
where they spent the winter.
ering light of the campfire once who were trying to make a few
with his duty, looking into the caa
convention at Washington,D. C.,
again.
nickels at clam fishing. Bill asked further, when suddenly the dc
____ the
.... district
. ..... ..
to which she was named as Michi- pected, in case
was $26,000 combination store-and-offlee to Zeeland and to Macatawa,and
After supper we sat on the river them the distance to New Rich- of the office opened and
Simeon A. Henckle, J. B. MulIQ in walk
formed, brought out the fact that building has been completed, and
gan delegate.
one was contemplated along the der, Chas. K. Van Duren, Walter bank and watched the huge orange mond. “Just around the next bend. Murphy.
Last year she attended the Na- the fanners would set aside land interior finishing is being done at road-side to Grand Rapids. Some
Groth, and Ben Mulder motored to moon, the hunting moon of the In- About a Quarter of a mile,” the
“Hello
lo there, Murphy,
Murohi how a
tional Red Cross convention at that the commission deemed neces- present. The building is of brick of them were made of clay and
Detroit as delegatesto the Repub- dian, aa it slowly appeared from man yelled as he started the out- you?" said SheriffMillei
Washington.Supervisor of Junior sary to plant to small trees and npd tile construetion, thus making others of cinders.
back of the wooded eastern hills. board motor that propelled their
lican State Convention.
fine, sheriff,” replied tl
Red Cross work locally is Mrs. beach grass and that they would it one of the most modern firep>roof
It worked its magic on the scene '
g clamming scow.
big
scow.’ A f
few more young man, “I would like to get
Harry White, Junio Pruis of Hol- aid in the actual work necessary. structuresin the city.
part of the second floor office apace The electrical contract was com- that lay before us. The river was minutes
lii
of paddling and we could
It was brought out that the conland also attended last year’s Red
The building measures 140 by 62 and retain the remainder for stor- pleted by Joe Roerink. The plumb- like a great ribbon of gold as it see several buildings that were driver’s license.”
"You look fine,” said the sheri
Cross convention at Washington. servation committeeof the board feet, and has an asphalt roof. Mov- age purposes, Mr. Mass indicated ing was in charge of Bouwman rippled its way towards Lake Mich- stretchedalong the left river
“I see you have a new hat ai
of supervisorshad struggledfor 10 ing of fixtures into the building today that so many calls have been Plumbing Co., and the heating units
igan. As we slid into our sleeping bank. Bill swung the canoe toward some new overalls.” The sher!
to bring some relief to prop- began Monday and will continue receivedby him in regard to office were installed by Modders PlumbBen Bosch of Allendale has had years
„
robes that night. * great homed the boat landing and we stepped had also noted a new wrist wab
the misfortune of fracturing his erty owners who annually were until the opening day. The build- space that the entire second floor ing and Heating Co. These are all owl hooted loudly from the big out to thei beach to stretch a bit
and a fine ring. “Step in ai
j valuable property through ing has been under construction may be rented for business pur* HoUand companies,employing Hoi elm swamp aerpss’ the river.
arm while cranking an automobile, ______
losing
and rest while we waited for Swad we will fix up the license.”
*’
the encroachmentof duties.
since January 8.
poses.
land labor, and the job was com
The next mbmihg Bill arose to meet us with the car. He arrived Murphy came in and sudden
Mrs. H. K. Lanning of Drenthe The district, if formed, will be
While it was originally planned
The contractors for the Mass pleted Jin a comparatively short early and cast the shore line of in due time and another canoe trip
the
first
one
in
Michigan,
under
by the Mass people to rent only buildingare Van Dyke and Volkers. time, and on the date
died at the age of 81 years. greet upon. the spring-hole near camp. Just was over.
te aagreed
(Continued on Page 8)
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS

VAN RAALTE SCHOOL WINS BIG PROGRAM FOR NORTH
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ANNUAL SAFETY CONTEST
TWICE

HOLLAND

P.T.A.

m&mmsms

AT SCHOOL

The annual exhibition of the
For the second time in as many work of the 4-H club together with
years, Van Raalte school has been
C. c. WcKKi, president of the presenteda loving cup by the safe- a style show will be featured at
the North Holland P.T.A. meeting
rT\t! k'’'l0re community club ty and trafficdivision of the Autoat the North Holland school at 8
of Waukaioo, has announcedthat
mobile Club of Michigan for taking o’clock Friday night. There will
an aero program is to be featured
first place in a contest under the be motion picturesand a fine proThursday, May 19, during the Tusponsorship of the club. As a re- gram to which the public is wellip festival at Park township airsult, a representativeof the school,
come. The teachers participating
port at Waukaroo on the Ottawa
Peach road. The program is being Oeorge Schinpers, 12, captain of are John Dyksterhouse, Principal;
the Van Raalte Safety Patrol, will Frederick Knoper and Miss Mary
sponsored by the club. No admisattend a safety conventionin Wash- Kossen, all of the North Holland
sion is to be charged to the proington,D. C., on May 6 and 7. He school.
gram this year, according to Mr.
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. George
vVood.
Schippers of 2.76 West 18th St.
MISS SUE WEDDELL SPEAKS
The program, startingat 2 p. m.
Local schools also recognized
TO MISSION WOMEN
will last about an hour and a half.

Holland. Michigan

M 8«m4

NEWS

were Froebel,Lincoln, and Holland
Features of the occasion will be a
' hristian, while Longfellow school
Miss Sue Weddell, secretary of
delayed parachute jump by Richard
here took second. Van Raalte had the Woman’s Board of Foreign Mis"A flirt conicienct tierpt in thunder." (nil!) Ross of Holland; a balloon- a rating of 94.6 points, while Longsions of the Reformed church, led
bursting contest which lists Don
fellow’s total was 37 points. The a one-day workers’ conference held
APRIL
Scott and Dillard Thathan of Grand
Nan Ran to Patrol is supervised by at First Reformed church Tuesday
Rapids and Dick Van Eden of ZeeU-Hudaon nllod on his first land as entries; a ribbon-cuttingMiss Wilhelmine Haborland, teach- under auspices 'of the fvVomen’s
voyage of discovery. 1607. conteststaged by Thathan and Van er at the school. Chairman of safe- Missionary Union of the Holland
ty work in the city is Miss Her- dassls.Plans for a ’’DenominationU- Boston New* Letier.ftret Eden; a 15-minute stunt-flying ex- mine Ihrman, principal at Van
Day in the fall, when the Wonewspaperin the New hibition by Thathan; and a "bomb Raalte school.
mons Missionary Union and the
World issued 701
mg" contest by Milton Hill, Des
Donald Scholten,son of Mr. and Greater Things Movement will comMua^rove, Van Eden, Scott, and
Mrs. Gerrit Scholten of this city bine in a celebrationof the 50th
Confederate forces were
withdrawn from New
Throughoutthe day, cabin and attended the Washington Conven- anniversary of the founding of the
Orleans 1062
tion Inst year as representativeof Arabian mission,were formulated.
open planes, including a large StinMrs. Wynand Withers was in
26—Th# first setllers In son tri-motor, with Musgrove as pi- N an Raalte and the city-at-large.
charge of both sessionsof the conVirginia arrived ai Cape
lot, will be available for trips.
Henry. 1607
ference.Mrs. James Wayer supermod arrangementsfor the affair.
Magellan killed In Philip- »0,u;V?rpX".u. "r'Airu.'; : T
Mrs Simon Blocker and Mrs. K1pines in an encounter by the Fw-t Wayne aero club of
mn Ruisard provided special music
with natives. 1S21
Indiana. They will again send a
Devotions were led by Miss Hanna
squadron of planes to the festival
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FIFTH ANNIVERSARY
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2>— Plllsbury played twenty
game* ol blindfold chess
simultaneously1900

Confess To The
Robbing 0/ Bank

this year, but not on Air Day They
will be guests of the Park commun-

'ty

The club will serve meals
’n the newly-erectedPark township!
communityhall during the festival I

25-The Gilbert Elevated
Railroad New York ran

rnjm

tram 1070

1
-----

u;,|H0Ckjrf ,°f Hol|and, and Mrs.
W illiam Pyle of Qverisel.

Croten Watches

-

I

LEAGUE FOR SERVICE UNION
HOLDS BANQUET

PORTED WATCHES

‘

Ladies, Reg. $14.9.5

oi!'Uierew!f your rar?" barked
STEAMER SOUTH A.MERK \\ j
Miller. "Where dal you
"Arabia" was the theme of the
GOES INTO DRY
,p.e t^at r'n^’ Where did you get banquet held Tuesday night at Trin; those new clothes’ (Jive me. the
ity Reformed church by members
Michigan Today
Last Sunday at 8 a, m. the excurto your car and tell me where
,, ra^ue for Service union of
Holland.Miss Lois Ketel was toastA half-century ago there were <ion boat South American,which 11 ls Parked."
Wintered at Montello Park docks! The sheriff got the keys to the mistress for the affair, which was
28.6 persons per square mile in near here, left for Manatiwac, Wis., car an,i on** the state police
the union’s second annual spring
Michigan.
where it was taken to dry-dock for (l(‘tectivesand Undersheriff Gib- affair. Miss Sue Weddell, secretary
And today there are 84.2 persons -e pairs. The ship is owned by the son W(>nt t0 find it. Sheriff Miller of the Woman’s Board of Foreign
Chicago, Duluth, and (ieorgianBay 1 an<^ ,b(‘ other detectivestarted to Missions of the Reformed church
to the square mile, which is double
Transit Co. About 25 seamen com- 1 (lu,‘st',)n Murphy,
presented the main address of the
the populationdensity of the nosed her crew. Next Sunday
Confesses Holdup
evening.
United States as a whole.
North Americanwill leave, as soon The confessioncame quickly and
Election of officers resulted as
Seventy-fiveper cent of Michi- is the Fouth American returns on 'V|,b it came the statements that follows: Adrianne Steketee of Holgan s population, 50 years ago, was hat date. She will also be taken to implicatedHulbert. Then, too land re-elected president; and Miss
I’Tdock at Mantiwoc. The sister camr ‘b** information that Hulbert Edith Brouwer of Zeeland named
rural, while less than 32 per cent
;bips will again furnish hotel ac- 1 was to be found in Dearborn, Mich secretary to succeed Miss Agatha
of it is rural today.
•ommodations this year for Tulip a’"1 'he state police radio quickly Nanden Fist Leagues from Sixth
Sixty-eightout of every 100 per- lime guests. They will be open for spn' 'be information to the state 1 hud, Second Zeeland, Bethel Ov
•nspection during the festival, 1 nn|ice in Detroit. They had Hurl- ense! First Zeeland. Beaverdam
sons in Michigan now live in urban which opens May 14.
bert under arrest within a short
Hrst. Trinity. Fourth. South Blen
centers of 2,500 populationor more.
time.
don. Forest Grove, North Holland,
Whereas in 1880 there were 17 TTTAWA RECEIVES $150,000 INBack in Allegan, Sheriff Miller Hamilton. Jamestown,and Harlem
WEIGHT TAX MONEY
quickly called Sheriff Dodge, and were represented at the meet.
states more urban than Michigan,
Murphy was taken to the Van Burtoday only seven states have a
Receipt of the state general’s en county jail where a detailed MUSEUM GROWING IN
larger percentage of their populacheck for $151,133.79 as Ottawa confessionwas made.
POPULARITYIN CITY
tions living in towns and cities.
Murphy said he and Hurlbert
'•ounty’s share of returned weight
The rapid increasein Michigan’s tax receipts for the first quarter had planned the robbery and that
^ith a full schedule of visiting
urban population began in the of 1938, was announcedtoday by 15 minutes before the holdup he clubs and church groups in the MuNicholas Sprietsma, of Holland , had entered the bank, received Tv,Um j0n TueR,lay-Wednesday and
1910-20 decade and has been outcounty treasurer.Half the money ,n*e fnr a *5 bill and looked the Thursday night of this week the
V*.. _____ 1
.
. ... J mnr*<»r\\m r
stripping the rural populationever tarill
will be used to retire road obliga- place over.
Museum is daily growing in popusince.
They had stolen a car belonging larity. To date several hundred
Hons, pay interest and the balance
to Harry Plotts, conservation offi- people have already availed themApproximately 39 per cent of the turned over to the Ottawa county
oad commissionfor highway im- cer who lives at Allegan,had stolen selves of the opportunity of aeetotal populationof the state is now
a set of plates from another car 'np the marvelouscollection that
provement, Mr. Sprietsma said.
in Wayne county alone.
- -o
and placed them on the Plotts auto has been gathered together in the
past fifteen months.
Mrs. Irene Koeman Breuker, and used it in the holdup.
This shiftingof populationfrom
They hid their own car in the
wife of Harold Breuker of LanOn Friday night of last week a
country to city was a result of a ding, passed away Tuesday at 11 woods several miles from Bloom?roup of members of the Ebenezer
rapid industrial development,which p. m. at her home. Death came un- ingdale and when they left the Reformed church took advantage
has placed Michiganin the fore- xpectedly of a heart attack. A bank they drove there, changed of the chance to see the exhibits
native of Graafschap, she had num- cars and headed for Holland.About and enjoy the special program pre
front of industrial America.
’rous acquaintances in Holland 1 mile south of Holland they saw a pared for these groups. All were
And in its turn it has created The parents, Mr. and Mrs. Abel state police blockade on the road pleased.A committee was formed
new social, economic and political Koeman of Graafschap; a daugh- ahead and swung off on a side consistingof H. H. Boeve. chairproblems, which have yet to be ter, Ruth Ann; six sisters, Misses road going east a few miles and man. with Mrs. J. C. Van Leeuwen.
Esther Mae, Frances. Beatriceand then cut north to M-21, coming and William Vanden Belt as addisolved or controlled, as is pointed
Elsie, all at home, Mrs. Anna Jul- east into Grand Rapids and thence tional members.
out in an interestingbulletin just ist of Kalamazoo, and Mrs. Stan- eastward into Detroit over US-16.
On Tuesday night members of
A Fling in Detroit
issued by the Superintendent of 'ey Heneveld of Central Park; and
the Trinity Reformed and Hope
In
Detroit
they
each
bought
a
car
Public Instructionat Lansing and 'hree brothers. Nelson, Henry, and
churches attended and were equalKusaell, all of Graafschap, survive. for $.i5(i and saw the sights. In the ly pleased. Plans are under way
entitled“Michigan Today.”
Murphy car the officers recovered under the directionof Mr. Tysse
The last half-century in Michi- Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Wierdsma $427.32. In Hulbert’sroom in De- superintendentat Trinity, to form
gan was devoted to increasingthe -'f Milwaukee, Wis. were guests of troit about $.)00 was recovered.
a committeeto canvass the memMurphy said he left Detroit Fri- bership. A committee in Hope
Rev. H. D. Terkeurst and H. J.
output of machinery.
day and arrived m Allegan Friday
Potter in this city the past week.
church has already been appointevening.He spent most of the eve- ed.
The next half-centurymay have
to be devoted more largely to train- * A AAA AAA AAA a A A A a AAA A A A A a n'nR’, m 'he Dixie Inn on US-131,
Wednesday night a group from

•

-

-

ing human beings to use that machinery for the betterment and not
for the injury of society.
0

SHERIFF VAN ETTA IS

and Gift Shop

Gents. Reg. $12.00

Sale

Price — $8.95

Take This Unique Manner of Showing

Our Appreciationof Your
Past Patronage.

.

Never Before have you Had an Opportunity

Merchandise of National
Renown at such Record Breaking

to Purchase
v////lin\v.

New Haven Strap
Watch
REG.

$3. .50

POSTS TRU-BLU

Diamond Rings
With Free Insurance Feature
Reg. $25.00. Sale Price $18.75
Reg. $37.50. Sale Price $27.75
Reg. $50.00, Sale Price $39.75
Reg. $75.00, Sale Price $59.75
Reg. $100.00. Sale Price $75.00

OTHERS PRICED

ACCORDINGLY

Prices.

VALUE

SALE PRICE

$1.79

SELECTYOOR GRADUATION GIFTS NOW!
A

Small

Payment Will Hold

Article Until Wanted!

SILVERWARE

.

pc. Made by Rogers
H. Handle

SPECIAL '

--

HOPE COLLEGE NEWS
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south of Wayland,
1, and had not the, M°ntdlo lark community visbeen
to bed when he came in to Red the museum under the leaderseek a driver’s
ship of the club in that communiH< told officers he had been ty. E. D. Hansen and Richard
stopped by police on his way back Smeenge are the committee in
to Allegan and warned he must charge of the work there The I’bil

license.

Van Eck Will Work

EN-

Post Jewelry

Sale Price— $9.95

1

the

unusual and rare values

POST’S SPECIAL FINE IM-

Continued from Pag?

the manner of the officerschanged

DOCK

Holland, Mich.

by taking advantage of these

wo Farm Boys

27—

-

in

25—

In Michigan State

I
;

|

license.

renew his
lathea class of the
First Methodist
In Murphys car was found the church were also in attendance.
revolverbelonging to Plotts. which i Thursday night the menVand
DRIVERS
was m the latter s car when it was ( women's clubs from the Beechwood
Edward
Van
Eck, senior, has
| community were present and comEvery county is having its difBoth
mittees have been
ficulties in providing ample facili- been notified that he has been ac- tk 7- men demed
V they held
ntm up
llI’ 'mitee8 "ave been appointedbv
branch of the 1 Cornelius Plakke and Mrs Plakke
ties in different parts of the coun- cepted by the Michigan State h« ( anfield-Russell
ties in examiningnew drivers and
n?bbed of Wh° h‘‘a'1 theHe two liv‘‘ nrganizaHealth Service $7PS
f.'i000 ,hl'’ (la> aftpr ,h‘‘ Blooming- j tions. A delegation
from the
Ninth
those drivers whose licenses ex............
- Ninth
at Lansing to do ! dale robbery
pire; Mr. Van Etta states that the
volunteer work
C.P.. Don Leonard of the .fate
p""’",. Rffom""' fhurch
whole thing is new and takes time
Detroit said Hulbert At the noon meeting of the Exunder the organ- pu ice
for adjuatment, but he feels that
nulled a gun when officers entered i change club on Monday, each memtne
the regul
regulation is now pretty well
ization for a perhis room in Dearborn, but was j her was given a book of five ticin hand.
iod
from
quickly
kets and were asked to see that all
Holland is naturally taken care
three to six Moth men are married. Murphy were sold this week. To date sevof through the police department,
months. His du- has been separated from his wife <tbI of these books have been re
aa in Grand Haven. The Zeeland
Van Eck ties are to bo- for some time and the wife and a | turned already filled out in full,
police department has consented to
Holland, Michigan
take care of all those applicantsin gin June 20. After he has put in child live m Detroit.Mrs. Hulbert Dr G. Bos and Dick Boter were the
and around Zeeland. The sheriff’s
with Aue,uan. Murphy ha,! llVp'1
10 report thpir Job completed,
the required time, Van Eck will «.
h the Hu
land turned in their looks the foldepartment takes care of a portion
submit
to
a
civil
service
examinan ted States AttorneyFrancis lowing morning. John De Wilde is
of theae applicants.However, the
T.
McDonnell, with headquarters general chairman of the commitnortheast end of the county was tion. the result of which will denot so well taken care of, but Mr.
tee in charge of the club, and he
Van Tatenhove,Mrs. Jack Bar- of Oakland, California, who is NaVan Etta has secured a special it the laboratory.
has p sub-committee consistingof
tion and would prosecute the tw<
endse, Mrs. Ben Roos, and Mrs. A. tional Presidentof the V.F.W. Auxman, placing him in a centrally loh
Cook, Clarence Jalving,
The laboratory, which is the young men who are held on the herre Vmet, Andy Klomparens,
E. Vander Wal. Refreshments were iliary. She was presented with an
cated place in northeast Ottawa.
served by the entertainingdivision. old fashioned bouquet made up of
The law makes certain provisions main unit of the health service in charge of robbing the Peoples State and Joe Geerds. Joe Geerds presid* * a
and it is sometimes difficult to make the state, is under the direction of 1 ar,k at Bloomingdale, Mich. They ed Monday in the distributionof
twenty-five one-dollar bills. The
(were brought to Benton Harbor
adjustments.
Bridge and “500” were enjoyed names of each auxiliaryto contriDr. C. C. Young. Van Eck is a »nd were arraigned before U. S Ilf .jtS in the abaence °f John De
“There are many things we have
Wilde who was called out of the
by the auxiliaryat a benefit party bute to this were placed on the
Commissioner.Elizabeth Forhan. city on business.
to learn because of this new law, Science major.
last Friday, held at Mrs. Tiesen- streamers of the bouquet. Others
who placed them under $25,000 Tuesday night Jacob Fris called Our next meeting will be ThursComrade I-eo Meyers is now ga’s home. The committee in charge present were department officers
but with certain adjustments we
bond each.
are sure this new driver’slicense
a committee together to check over day evening, May 12th at 7:45 ready for his grand opening for served refreshments.First prize in and representatives
from seventeen
Voorhees Hail Elects
Certain folk who live in Allegan the details of the campaign and sharp at the V.F.W. Hall. Ladies the summer season of the Meyer
examination will turn out satisfacbridge was won by Mrs. Jack Bar- auxiliariesin Western Michigan.
Auxiliary
meets
same
night
in
county
are
petitioning
for
leniency
toriljr,” stated Mr. Van Etta.
Barbecueand gas station on the endse. Mrs. A. E. Vander Wall won The Kalamazoo Auxiliary was in
President for Richard Hulbert. The claim every worker was urged to see as G.A.R. room, City Hall.
intersectionof the Getz road and
many people as possiblethis week
second, while Mrs. Dick Van Tat- charge of arrangementsfor the
Ottawa Beach road. Don’t forget enhove won third. Mrs. Arnold Hoff- day.
QVERISEL
• t •
* l l1 'R hls firRt offt,nRP and so that next week may be used to
The last house meeting in Voor- '!
’hat he has really been a good boy clean up on such groups as have
An open letter to the V.F.W. La- to stop in. Gene said she would
Mr. and Mrs. John Boorman vis- hees hall was held on April 14. the Undoubtedly, after “Uncle Sam” hten delayed in their organization dies Auxiliary: We wish to thank meet you with a smile at the bar- meyer won first prize in “500,” and
Mrs. Ben Roos won consolation
ited, the latter’s parents Tuesday
following offi- takes charge of the case, both work. The chairman of each com- the ladies for their help on the becue stand.
prize.
Expires May 14—13481
evening.
Murphy
and
Hulbert
will be taken mittee is asked to contact all their WLS show. EspeciallyMrs. J. Tiesa a a
cers being electSTATE
OF MICHIGAN
Rev. Van Kerkhof of Hamilton
'o the Ottawa county jail where workers so that no stone will be enga and Mrs. P. Wojahn for travAfter going all over Western Last Saturday the auxiliary sent The Probate Court for the Coune d : president.
cal'«»don Rev. Pyle Tuesday.
f-deral prisonersfrom this vicinity lcft unturned in contacting enough eling all over the state of Michigan
Michigan with our loud speaker last a delegation to Kalamazoo to at- ty of Ottawa.
Dorothy Vanden have been housed lately.
Quite a few cases of pink-eye
pyople to get the required number with our advertising.
Saturday advertising our WLS tend the 14th birthday celebration
• • •
o- — have been found among the pupils
of workers.
At a session of said Court, held
Bout; vice-presshow, we found out J. Beider did meeting of the Luzon-Argonne
of the Sandyview school. Also the
Following
the
failure
of
obtainat the Probate Office in the City of
Monday night a very enthusias- Our Fun Partiesare getting bet- a good job. The cows, chickens,
ident, Margaret
Auxiliary.An honored guest at the Grand Haven in said County, on the
primary teacher, Miss Florence
ing positive results in drilling operaudeince listened to Dr. Henry
ter right along. Tried something goats, dogs and even the farmer’s meeting was Mrs. Laurie Schertle,
Greenf ield; ations on the old A. P. Kleis pro- tic
Schippers, was absent a few days
18th day of April, A.D., 1938.
Beets who addressed the men’s club
treasurer, Theo- perty, east of the city several weeks at the First Reformed church on new last time. Even our Auction- wives stood up to take notice. Good
l—t week, and the 7th grade pupils
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Waeer John Beider was calling. You v/ork John, hope all the animals,
substituted for her.
Dot V.5den Bout dora Meulen- ago. a second effort will be made the subject, “The Accomplishments
ter, Judge of Probate.
would be surprised but the people at least, came to our show.
M:m Myrtle Veldhuis has return- dyke; social chairman,Margaret to discoveroil in this vicinity. The of the Dutch.” Dr. Beets delivered
• a a
In the Matter of the Estate of
ed home from Kalamazoo where Allen. Other members are Margar- attempt is to be made on the pro- one of his usual masterly addresses on Eighth Street had cards, and
Maggie P. Hummer, Deceaaed.
could hear the numbers called very
rhe waa employed for a time at the
perty of Edward Scott, which is and inspired the men present to be plainly.
Don’t forget,our V.F.W. Bingo
Daniel Ten Cate and Vernon Ten
home of Mr, and Mrs. Sander et Bilkort,Roberta Rawson, and located on the north side of Black proud of their ancestry.This meeta a a
Party, Friday, April 29, 8 p. m.
Cate, having filed in said court
Bernice Freligh.
Schipper.
River, just east of the city, ac- ing was in charge of a committee
their fourth annual account as ExeOur Commander J. Ticsenga went Public ’invited:Come one, come
• a a
Mrs. Sena Schipper left Tuesday
cording to announcement made under the leadershipof Dick Boter.
cutors of said estate, and their petup north last Monday on business all— but don’t rush us!
to visit Mr. and Mrs. Sander SchipTalks on the work of the Founda- to look over his farm or buy an
NEW LIGHTS FOR OFFICE early this week by William M
ition praying for the allowance
per at Kalamazoo.
Connelly,manager of the Holland tion were continued this week. Dr. oil field. Wish you luck, John. Maythereof, and also for allowance of
Wilma Sas, Marie Roos, Lillian
Chamber
of
Commerce.
r. Albert Voa submitted to an
A.
Leenhouts
addressed
a
meeting
The college office had new lighttheir fees . for extraordinary and
be. we can use some of the Ties- Borchers,Anna Wojahn, and Jeanof the Veterans of Foreign Wars
appendix operation at the Holland ing fixtures installed last week to
difficult services renderedon benation-wide ward week while Martin Verburg spoke at a enga Gasoline in the near future, nette Surdin. members of the local
half of aaid estate;
a a a
V.F.W. auxiliary, attended a meetgo with its modernistic Venetian
meeting of the Ladies Auxiliary of
It is Ordered, That the 24th day
Our Americanism Chairman did ing in Kalamazoo Saturday at the
Manager Harry Wieskamp,of the the American Legion and also at
blinds
and
telephone.
IFYOUDO, osbobt
tot hia home with illness for the
of May, A.D., 1938, at ten o’clock
the beat deed of the year for the Masonic Temple in. that city, at
Holland Montgomery Ward store,
past week.
the regular meeting of the Eagles
ptopl# do at thii tim* of tha
in the forenoon, at said Probate
V/.W. Post by asking permission which there were present repreLast 8th St, states that the com- lodge in their club rooms.
Rev. William Vhnde Werf of Dr. Zwemer Will
yoor-Jofa krik It ovor. LoadOffice, be and is hereby appointed
of the Post to invite the orthopedic sentatives of 17 auxiliaries
pany is conducting one of its largPrenthe had charge of the services
lag mmt
aolo buifeM*
for examining and allowing said
class to be our honored guests at throughoutWestern Michigan.
Lecture Tour of Europe est Ward Week sales in the history See Posts Jewelry anniversary our WLS Artiata Show.
at the Christian Reformed church
account; and the above mentioned
—wall bo glad to talk ybar
of the company. Holland is included sale announcementon page two of
Luzonne Argonne auxiliaryof KaSunday.
petition;
a a a
maty ptoblooMovor with yoa.
lamazoo was in charge of arrangein the nation-wideWard Week sale. this issue.
R**v. and Mr*. G. J. Vande Riet
It is Further Ordered, That pubDr. -Samuel Zwemer, Hope ’87, An eight-page broadcast, replete
One night last week we had quite ments for the affair. National
Wo zaako quick, courtoouo and
returned Monday from a four-days’
lic notice thereof be given by puban excitement in town. Getting V.F.W. president. vLaurie Schertle,
anMaatialloan, on row tigwho
addressed the college at
with
Ward^Week
bargain values,
trin to Cleveland.
. .
lication of a copy of this order, for
near the croyrd all you could hear of Oakland, California,was honor
is found in every home. Newspapers
naturo or ofhor poreonal mcutThe funeral was held Saturday chapel exercise last week, sailed are giving announcementaof the
three successiveweeks previous to
was “I betcha, I betcha.” There guest.
Ity. Como la— or phoao.
for the infant son of Mr. anu iuio. for England last Friday. He has
*»W dgy of hearing, in the Holwere Lundie, Jillson, Teisenga and
sale, which U now in progress and
• • •
”-Hon Lankheet.
land City News, a newspaper printBelderbetting on how many times
been sent by the Church Mission- which will -continue until and inMrs. John Tiesenga’s committee
HOLLAND
LOAN
ASST*
ed and circulatedin said county. •
{*>« WLS Show waa in Holland. of the V.F.W. auxiliarysponsored
try
Society
to
lecture
to
different
cluding
Saturday
night
of
next
See Post’s Jewelry anniversary
CORA VANDE WATER,
Lundie lost and said he will set up a benefit card party Friday afterweek.
10 Woot 8th St
sale announcementon page two of groups on Arabia, he will return
. Judge of Probate.
a barrel of refreshmentsat our noon at the Tiesenga home on Blast
Montgomery
Ward
store,
this issue.
to this country some time in July.
A true copy.
Phoao 1171
next meeting.Everybody out, it’s 19th St. Prizes at cards went to
26 E. -Sth St, Holland.
Harriet Swart
on Lundie.
Mrs. Arnold Hoffmeyer, Mra. Dick
Register of Probate.
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THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
Lambert us Scholten,Henry Masselink, and Russell Nyland. Speeders
were assessed $5 aniece.Lambert
f TTYf V^VTWYTYYTTV?????
Ende paid a fine of |3 for failure
Cast members of the play, “Hot to stop at a through street.
Water," to be presented by Lin• • •
coln school P.T.A., May 5 and 6,
Fifty stitches were required to
follow: Harry Weaver, Mrs. Don close the wound sustainedby John

apartmentin the Arthur Hoffman

LOCAL NEWS

B. Weller and Duff Dangremond
and children motored to Grand RapHaakma and ids on business last Friday.

•

ZUTPHEN

er,

and Mrs. Sue Brinks, sang “Only tonated ere Invited to attend.
Shadow" and "Sailing Home." Mr. Lunch will bo se
terved.
The Men’s Society and the Ladies’ C. Venema
Venema then gave a reading,
"
folMn. Cy Huisenga and Mr*. Ben
daughterConnie spent the week
Mrs. Marvin Kooiker and Mrs.
end in Kalamasoo.
Aid Societyheld a social gathering lowed by a dialogue by Herman Van Dyke of Zeeland visitedMn.
Basil Kibby attended a librarians’
CITY MISSION
Mr. and Mrs. Basil Kibby and meeting in Hopkins last week on Thursday evening. The follow- honing, Bert Cook and John Brink. Tom Ver Hage Wednesday afterRev. Vroon closed with prayer. Re- noon.
51-53 E. 8th St.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Harmsen spent Thursday.
ing program was given: Rev. Vroon freshmentswere served by the
Telephone3461.
the week end in Detroit as guests
Miaa Edna Mae Nedervelt, who
Zwemer, Mrs. Clifton Dalman, Terkeurst, 14, son of the Rev. and
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Franklin opened with prayer. Community committee — Mrs. John Mecngs, spent a few months at the home of
Geo. W. Trotter,Superintendent.of General Motors.
Bert Colton, Mrs. Birthesell, Mrs. Mrs. H. D. Terkeurst, 495 Central
Billings
entertained
the
following
Mrs.
George
Timmer,
Mrs.
Venema
Praise and Testimony Service,
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Kooiker and
singing was held, after which the
her parents to can for her mother
Jay De Koning, Bern (2 Vander Ave., last Tuesday night about 7 Saturday,
7:30 P. M.
daughter Joyce spent Sunday af- at dinner on Sunday evening: Mr. Men’s Chorus rendered a few songs. and Mrs. Andrew Brink.
who was ill, returned to Gnnd RapMeulen, Ade Moes and Miss Wil- o'clock. Young Terkeurst was in a
Sunday, at 1:30, Sunday School. ternoon with Mr. and Mrs. Gus and Mrs. Harold Dangremond and Mrs. Wm. Ensing gave a reading
Mr. Joe Berends of Northern ids, when she is employed.
ma Vande Bunte. Mrs. Bert Colton "satisfactory"conditiontoday. He
family. Mrs. Fisher and Mr. and and the men’s quartette composed Michigan visited his brothers and
At 2:30, Song, Music, Message Maatman at Holland.
Mr. and Mn. Harm Timmer visitis coaching the production.
Mrs. Jesse
will be released in a day or two and Praise.
cf Rev. S. Vroon, C. Venema, L. De sisters, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brinks ed with Mr. and Mrs. George En• • •
The Ladies Missionary society of
from Holland hospital,where he
At 6:30, Junior Prayer Band.
the American Reformed church met
Miss Gladys Lubbers of Lansing Klein and Andrew Brink, sang, and Mr. and Mrs. Tom Ver Hage sing and family Thuraday evtnAccording to Police Chief Frank was taken following the accident.
At 7:30, The Monthly Sacred
“Jesus, l»ver of My Soul." a dia- for a few days.
#
Van Ry, the following paid fines He cut his arm deeply between the Concert by the Mission Orchestra. last Thursday afternoon in the spent the week end with her father, logue. "Aunt Lizzie'sComing to
Relativesand friendswere notifor speeding last week in the city: elbow and the wrist when he fell One hour of music — vocal and in- church basement.Devotions wore Andrew Lubbers.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Elden atTown," was given by Mrs. H. KonAmos Geton, Hazel De Lamb, Cor- through a door at the home of strumental.Brief sermon by George in charge of Mrs. H. Doornik. HosMr. and Mrs. Ted Kuirk and ing, Mrs. L. De Klein, Mrs. Wil fied of the dyath of Mrs. H. Lan- tended the funeral of Mn. Eflle
tesses for the afternoon were Mes- daughter Geraldine of Grand Rap- ,
-- ........ .........ning of Grand Rapids, formerly a Munima of HudsonvfUeon Friday
nelius Dykstra, Harold Koops, Gil- Frank Essenburg, where he was at Trotter.
dames George and Henry Schut- ids were Saturday guests of Mr. hurt Albrecht, Mrs. Dick Vander resident here. The funeralwas held afternoon.
bert Heidema, Donald Bowman, play.
Tuesday, 7:30, Prayer Meeting maat.
Kolk and Mrs. Herman Kamps. A last Saturday,
and Mrs. H. W. Schutmaat.
The Young People’sSociety met
and Sunday School Lesson.
double quartette, composedof Mrs.) The local 4-H sewing club will
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Calahan were
Wednesday, 7:30, The Young
The Misses Evelyn Schutmaat Jennie Ringewole,Mrs. Trudy Hey- hold an exhibit at the school. Arti- on Sunday evening. Rev. S. Vroon
Sunday evening dinner guests of and Evelyn Rigterink were guests
spoke on “Thomas, tha Doubting
People’s Fellowship Club.
boer, Mrs. (laia Baker, Mrs. Mag- cles that were made during the past
Mr. and Mrs. John Drenten.
of the Kuick’s at Grand Rapids on gic VerHage.Mrs. Rena Penler, Mrs. season will boon displayFriday af- Disciple.’’Specialmusic was given
Mesdames Jesse Kool, P. H. Fish- Sunday.
by the Hawaiian Messengen of
FIRST ORTHODOX BAPTIST
Jennie Zwiers, Mrs. Jennie Van Esslternoon at 3:00 p. m. All those in- Grand Rapids.

CHURCH NEWS

home.
Mr. and Mrs. John
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CHURCH

NEVER BEFORE

19th St. and Pine Ave.
Dr. Chas. F. Fields, Pastor.
Res. 359 College Ave.

Phone 3923.

SUNDAY

th,e

LOW

10:00 A. M.— Morning Worship.
Sermon by the Pastor. Observance
of Lord's Supper.
11:15 A. M.— Bible School. Classes for all. Internationallesson

PRICES

MASS FURNITURE COMPANY’S GREAT

studied.

6:30 P,

IN AMERICA’S GREATEST SALE

M.

— B.Y.P.U. Young

People's Service.

7:30 P M. — Gospel Service with
message by the Pastor.

WEDNESDAY

7:30 P. M. — Mid-weekprayer
service. Short Bible study.

WARD
WEEK

A welcome to

all services.

REMODEUNG SALE

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
Services in

Warm

STARTED THURSDAY, APRIL

Friend Tav-

ern.

Sunday

service, 10:30 A. M.

Subject: "EVERLASTING PUNISHMENT."

Wednesday Testimonial meeting.
8:00 P. M.

IMMANUEL CHURCH
(Services in the Armory.)
C. M. Beerthuis,Pastor.
10:00 A. M.— Morning service.
11:30 A. M.— Bible School.
6:30 P. M — Young People’s Fellowship Meeting.
7:30 I'H M.— FarewellService
for Mr. Asaph Tebert. Message by
the Rev. Carl Tanis, Deputation

We

are Remodeling our

Must Have Room

Many

to

28th

Store. The Contractors and Carpenters

Work-So

CLEARING OUT

we fare

EXTRAORDINARY SAVINGS-Don’t Wait-Save

Pieces at

INNER-SPRING
BIG LOT of

Mattress

EXPENSIVE

KITCHEN

m
chance

a Great

Cottage Sets

t0^handise'-

suchaUy
a
-known ^--lowest
nati° a y .tems a Y/ardhlS'

1

!

Sc0re\tnMont6°^uwoUbe
|i||f

War

89c Longwear Sheets

. . 68c

A

m

guaranteed Mattress, dur-

Values of 42.25 to $1.95
Clearing out for

I

ing this sale for only
\rr.

I2V2C

Silvania Prints,

yd.

.
98c Children’s Shoes .
55c Women’s Hosiery .
10c Cannon Towels

,

$12.95

REV. CARL TANIS

.

.

.

Secretary of the Sudan Interior
Mission, under which mission Mr.
Tebert will labor in Nigeria.Special music by the Double Quartette
of Immanuel Church.
Monday, 7:30 P.M.— Men's Prayer Meeting.
Tuesday, 7:30 P. M.— Young People’s Bible Class.
Tuesday. 8:15 P. M.— Chorus Rehearsalunder the direction of Miss
Thelma Vatten Brink.
Thursday,2:30 P. M.— Ladies’
Missionary Society business meet-

7c
—
10c Men's Fancy Socks . . 8c
98c Men’s Pioneer Overalls 84c
5-Tube A C. Mantel Radio $10*98
HAMILTON
Wm.
$11.95 Innerspring Mettress $7*98
and
Ten
Alma Mae and Mary Ann
$27.95 Kerosene Range $23*94
a
Wm.
Electric Refrigerator . $99*00
39c Wardoleum Yard Goods, yd. 25c
19c Fast Color Cretonne yd. 14c
Special Electric Washer $28*95
3c Solid Hardware Clothespins . 1c
10 Quart Galvanized Pail . 17c
Garden Hose 20 feet for 88c
35c Certified Kalsomine - 24c
10c Women’s & Misses’ Anklets

Other Mattresses $5.50 up

BUY ON EASY TERMS

LIVING
Dozens

DOUBLE DECK

ol

ROOM SUITES

them! Two

styling, every imaginable

Springs
Here’s another saving for you

ity to

buy a

$89.50

Regular $9.95 Spring, only

new

Nice Selectionfor

pieces, in

modern or

8rt

‘^'“^ovaiu.

„

conventionalS

.

Curtains.
Pair ............................

J9C

^

SUITES;$59.50 $109.50 SUITES $79.50
—

Yard*** Cl“r*“*•
Ready-made Bathroom

upholstery! A golden opportun-

suite at a saving of 25 to 40r('

49C

..............................

-pji

Livingroom
Lace Curtains

$7*50

ing.

%

Thursday, 7:30 P. M.
Bible
class, praise and prayer meeting.

RUGS

Studies in I Corinthians.
Saturday. 10:00 A. M.-“Through
the Bible Study" Class for children
5 to 14 years of age.

Cm
:y-

:

r-i;

Everyone Welcome.

__

Mr. and Mrs. Bud Ten Brink and
Ten Brink spent Sunday evening in Grand Haven with
Mr.
Mrs. Henry
Brink.

Mrs.

JMst.,

s

Ten
Brink returned to Grand Haven
after spending
few days with
their grandmother, Mrs.
Ten

ki;n

ifr

Brink.

45 inch. Each, only

Mr. and Mrs. Julius Kempkers
were Sunday evening dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kempkers.
Mr. and Mrs. p’red Flossie of

Chicago spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. John Kolvoord. Miss Dorothy
Voorhorst, also of Chicago, spent
the day with her mother, Mrs. B.
Voorhorst.
Mrs. Edw. Miskotten entertained
at bridge for the following last

Friday evening:Mesdames John
Brink Jr., John Drenten, George
Schutmaat, C. F. Billings, and the
Misses Gladys Lubbers,Florence
Lugten and Elinor Voorhorst.
Mr. Jake Datema and Mrs. Eva
Zalsma and son Marvin spent the
week end with Mrs. Zalsma’s brother’s family, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Hayden in Indiana.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lugten are
again back and ar*> living in their

Several Attractive Patterna.

•>99^

An

expensiveSelection of
Lares. Patterna of $1.95

BUY ON EASY TERMS

Newest
Broadloom,

AXMINSTER
^*9. 4

CARPET,
Square Yard
Heavy

Pile, 9x12 ft.

AXMINSTER
rugs

BEDROOM

Thrilling values in choice new Bedroom Suites!
that are so

popular! Woods

prices that

mean

that are

...............

Styles $

so favored! All

rvalue

p

ifl

JQ

at

dollars in your pocket.

Aft
$94.50 SUITES $69.

(439.50 Value)

SUITES

SO

$1*39

N“w

..................

Marquisette panels.
Ready to hang.
45x90. 98c val. for

.49^

Rayon Panels,same

size as

above.

yoC

Each

$104.50 SUITES

$79

Large Assortmentof

............................

BEDROOM
Clearance of Odd
liOt, pair

Lounge

m

....................

Extra Wide and long Bedroom Curtains. Deep flounce

Chairs

style in peach and gold.

41.50.

Reg.
Each.

See Post’s Jewelry anniversary
sale announcementon page two of

Now

Pfjfcsa
79C

................

this issue.

72c Motor Oil . 8
RIVERSIDE TIRES

quarts for
Specially

Bedspreads

96c

Reduced!
LAWNMOWERS REPAIRED and
SHARPENED.

p3t!9

WANTED

1935-36 — Ford. Have
1930 Ford tudor and cash — State
full particularsand beat price.
Must be in good condition. Address Box 200 Holland City

1
nation*^? ^ver

BfS*sSS«
A

LUMBER BARGAINS

V/eefc liven

Hemlock, Rough or dressed, 2x4,
2x6, 2x8, 2x10-430,
Sheating, 430.00, Shiplap, 110.00.
Boirda, rough, 434.00.
Get our prices on Barn shingles
and rough Hemlock and white
pine Barn Boards. Anything you
want in Yellow Pine, White Pine
and Fir lumber at lowest prices.
We deliver anywhere.
AU Types of Insulation.
Bolhtiis Lumber and Mfg. Co.
200 E. 17th St
Holland. Michigan.

25 East 8th St.

Some With Ottomans.
During Sale aa low as

,*•••«

$16.50
BUY ON EASY TERMS

News.

thi*

sna

-

J. Hoeksema, 60

E. 21st St., Phone 4228.

Phone 3188

See Post’s Jewelry anniversary
two of

aala announcementon page
this issue.

Stadia Conches
Large selectionwith InnerSpring Mattresses.
Can be made into Twin Beds.
During Sale, only

$».so

DINING

ROOM SUITES

Ranging from simple Dinette Suites up
piece suites

fit for a

mansion. Our

to

more

^ $5950^

pi
Big assortment. Regularly
much
*841
Now 41.89 and

costly 10-

higher.

9lt£9

complete showing will

thrill you. Price? will delight the thriftiestbuyer.

All Oar High Priced

BEDSPREADS
8-Piece. Regular $94 Value

$69*f8

9-Piece, Regular $129-50 Value

$98*90

are reduced for this Sale!

MASS FURNITURE COMPANY
CORNER TENTH AND RIVER AVENUE
^=55

PHONE 2011 . HOLLAND, MICH.

M

/

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
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Highest Quality— Lowest Prices

Miss ChristineJ. Broek of Moline spent last week end here with
her brother, Harry Broek, who resides on rural route No. 3.

Friday and Saturday

FANCY YEARLING LAMB
STEW

SHOULDERS

8c

12c

CHOPS

LEGS

15c

15c

Peanut Butter
LEAN

BEEF
ROAST

SWISS

BEEF

RIBS

STEAK

STEAK

10c

14c

18c

• BEEF

t

TENDER

LEAN

19c

BUTTER

j

|

26c

Fancy Native Veal
POCKET
ROAST

SHOULDER

LEAN

ROUND

ROAST

CHOI’S

STEAK

12V2c

17V2C

20c

29c

PURE LARDS6'0'

10c

FRESH

SHOULDER

LEAN

PIG

PORK

PORK

HEAVY
FAT

HOCKS

ROAST

CHOPS

PORK

1S1/2c

17c

23c

10c

MASS FURNITURE COMPANY
REMODELING FURNITURE
STORE

Dr. Holland Shackson, head of
the Hope college speech department, this morning at 9 o’clock
addressed members of the School- The buildingprogram of Mr. Pemasters’ club at their meeting in ter Mass has been extensive since
Ann Arbor. Dr. Shackson spoke on January 1st. A new building has
the status of speech in Michigan been erected, and the story will be
colleges. Holland high teachers at- found elsewhere.However,that is

17c

JOWL

BACON

SLICED

PORK

BACON

.SQUARES

BACON

10c

15c

17Kc

23c

LEGION

NEWS
YTYYYTfTYYYVYTTYY

33

KBOGER'S

3

BEVERAGES

sir 4"25c
VAUIiK

WEEK

cans 10c

Oleo

Lard

Coffee

Peas

10c

10c

12V2C

10c

V W.

8TH

charge of senior and junior high of the abutment was broken off. The
da Weaver, and Mr. and Mrs. John music; and Stuart A. Ludlow and ; automobile was thrown into the
Huizen were guests of friends in Miss Gertrude Flaitz in charge of lair, traveling a distance of some 60
local elementary school music, have feet before it struck the ground,
Oakland over the week end.
drawn up plans for the affair,which tearing the sod in a field nearby
The Zeeland Garden Gub has is- will likely become
V W
1*, nil
an OIIIIUCII
annual fill
affair,
till
about a car's
*7 nilfelll
length from
i i \»|ll the
VliV road.
sued its 1938 booklet to members. and which replacesthe West Shore | It then tumbled along some disIt has a blue cover decorated in Music festival, as far as Holland tance further before coming to a
colors with the Michiganstate, entries
'stop, and a complete wreck.
flower, the apple blossom, adornNo admission will be charged for] The body of Van Dyke was found
mg the first page. The first meet-' the concerts, which are open to the about forty feet from the wreck,
ing for the summer will be held public, and which will be held at Some believe that the impact threw
May 6. Mrs. Wm. De Hope will Holland high auditorium for four the man through the roof of the
sneak on the subject, "How to Make nights— namely, May 1, May 2, May car. When the body was examined
Things Grow.” The subjectof Mrs. 5, and May 6.
it was found that both the neck and
H. Munero will be, "Planting the
The May 3 concert will commence upper back were broken, and that
Home Garden." Meetingswill he at 7:30 p. m., and all others at 8 death must have been instantanheld on every other Friday through p. m. Solos and ensemblegroups eous. Otherwise there were no bruisOctober 28.
will be featured the first evening, es except a few scratches.
Bert Van Dyke, the father, lives
Myrtle Schut of Hudsonville,various choral organizationson the
who will graduate from the Early second concert date, orchestrason in Holland.
Funeral rites took place in the
Elementary departmentof West- May 5, and school bands on May
6; thus providing a diversified ser- Allendale Christian Reformed
ern State Teachers College in June
ies of programs for public enter- church, Rev. H. Keegstra officiathas been appointed to a teaching
ing.
nosition in the public schools of tainment.

.....
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MODEL DRUG STORE
Your Walgreen System Agency

8ih We Deliver Holland

Giant Malted Milks

will begin her work
with the opening of the fall term
in September. Miss Schut is a
graduate of the Hudsonville High

HAVE LUNCH AT “THE MODEL’’
Hot Soups, Salads, Sandwiches, Hot
Quick Service.

Ad*

IS

With

Twinkle 2 ^ 7C

^

Corn Flakes

^

Wheat Puffs „;» 7i/c

PKG.

?VALUE^g

65

Silvtnniae

Book

Key

to First Kroger Store Is

Found

.

as 56th Birthday
Celebration Starts
9

so believes in “sprucing up” before
Tulip Time. It is well to announce
again that this is the time of the
vear to clean back yards and alleys before the Festival.Holland
is known nation-wide as a "clean
city." and we hardly believe this
reminder is necessary.

Luxurious, Hand-Picked

lesser quality.

(Without Book $2.00)

MICHIGAN BEET

LUSCIOUS BREAD

LARGE

50-60 SIZE

Bed Spreads
Direct from Factoiy in Georg’a

$2.99
-4

COLP-.V6NOW ORANGE COCO.'MT

CAKE
ROLLS

MEDIUM

LAYER

->

PAN

do“n 5c

29c

AVONDALE RED SOUR PITTED

CHERRIES

"l2

1

CRACKERS

£

15c

NAVY BEANS

^

25c

0c

PACKED IN MICHIGAN

ALURE COMPLEXION

SOAP

k*"

BROWN SUGAR 10

^

1

9c

49c

70-80 SIZE

VALUES

to $9

MILK

Locking!

2 Tones

Hand M*de

to

$14.00

$6.99

SPECIAL—
3

Spreads

Tulted

BUTTER 2

$16.75 Value*

$7.99

BROUWER

CO.

The Old ReliableFurniture Store
212-216 River

Avenue.

i 53c

MOTTS ORANGE MARMALADE OR PURE

JELLIES 3
Spotlight

(3-lb.

COFFEE —

25c

::

Coffee

Brand

5c

1

Economy Size

£

43c)

9c

1

Speciallypriced for this Great Sale

AVONDALE

10e FANCY

TOMATOES
SVNSEALED

PI

3

".0J 25c

RE FLORIDA

ORANGE JUICE „TJLL 10c
KENYON 10c CHOICE GOLDEN

BANTAM CORN

No. 2

3

YELLOW

CORN MEAL

Funeral servicesfor John Slagh,
who died at his home on rural
route No. 2 Wednesday night will
he held Monday at :30 p. m from
the home and at 2 p. m. from North
Holland Reformed church. Burial
will take nlace in North Holland
cemetery. For 35 years, Mr. Slagh
was a member of the North Holland church consistory. Friends
are asked to omit flowers. Survivors are the widow; the following
sons and daughters: John M. of
Chicago. William of South Dakota. Albert, Conrad. Tony. Tim, Mrs.
H. Kooyers. Cornelius. Gerrit, Bert,
and Mrs. William Klfers, all of
Holland; 34 grandchildren; and
seven great grandchildren;two sis-

grocery and food store on the corner of 17th St. and Central Ave.,
Holland, and started business on
Monday. Mr. Vos calls it “Jim’s
Grocery.” He invites his many
friends to look his place of business over. He was formerly identified with the A&P food store.

WANTED
LOUIS

PADNOS

Wants to Buy all Kinds of Scrap
Material Old Iron, Radiators,Old
Batteries and other Junk. Beat
market price; also feed and sugar

DYKSTRA
JAS. A.

4 ™ 25c

Mfk

SCRATCH FEED

100

EGG MASH

100-lb.

15c

lb.

$1.69

*>•«

$1.99

CHICK FEED

NEW FLORIDA WHITE

A

5

10b°.f $1.79

POTATOES 10-23
POTATOES
MICHIGAN

U. S.

No.

1

PINEAPPLES

Ib.

5

perk

1

2

RHUBARB

FRESH CUBAN - EXTRA LARGE
»>..

3

bnnrhe*

j

25c

18 SIZE

9c

HOME GROWN

RADISHES

>

Qc

URGE BUNCHES

ONIONS

3 - 19c

TEXAS - NEW CROP - YELLOW OR WHITE

OPENS GROCERY IN HOLLAND

VALUES

$4.99

19c

:r.

l lbs. bulk 17c

FRESH CHURNED - MICHIG \N MAID

French

ib.

bo i

lbs.

bulk

COUNTRY CLUB

Mrs. E. J. I.eddick of Holland
has been elected correspondingsecretpry for the 5th DistrictW.C.T U . which includes Ottawa County. Mrs. O. K Marshall of Coopersville was elected president.
Harry White. Junior Pruis of Hoi-

Patterns

Early for Choice Selection!

00

PRUNES

19c

SWEETHEART

SOLID, RED -

Handsome Patterns! Expensive

Come

- SANTA CLARA

toe PRUNES 4

LOAF

LB.

SOAP FLAKES

James Vos has opened a new

Pastel Colors — Whites—

50c

cloth bag

EXTRA SPECIAL

CREAM CHEESE *

1

and Candlewick

pound

SUGAR 10

RAYS-N-DAYT

85,

Chenille—

2i5C

you’d pay about this much or
more for other well known brands of the same or

employees of the ChristianPsychopathic hospital at Grand Rapids,
left Grand Rapids Thursday on a
150-mile canoe trjp to Holland.
They expect to arrive here late on
Saturday.

SENSATIONAL-

$5 00

7y2e

CLUB

Dan \ ander N’liet of Holland and
Don Mulder of Grand Rapids, both

VALUES TO

others!

COMPARISONSshow

WESCO FLAKY SODA

The tree-trimmers are busy on
the shade trees on every street
Dead branches are taken out and
limbs that hang too low are amputated.The Park Commissional-

15c

IUNDREDS ENDORSE THEM — Want

1

School.

only

Milk.

1

Lawton. She

Large 20 oz Thick, Rich, Delicious
Malteds with Wafers

Coffee, Tea or

j

go.

j

N.E.Corner River and

dozens

^

I

ST. HOLLAND, MICH. PHONE

There

SILVERWARE

Miss Gertrude Schutter, Miss Lin-

(Imported)

BUEHLER BROTHERS

MBTHDAY SUE

LATONIA CLUB

----

Lighthouse Cleanser

ti

OR

ROCKY

received.

SALT

AMERICAN

and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Dinning
not the full extent of the building The next post meeting will be TWO OTTAWA-ALLEGAN
of Fennville.
operations.The northeast front of held on Wednesday, May 11th.
SCOUT UNITS ORGANIZED
the furniturebuildingproper is to
Miss Clara Reeverts, teacher in
6 • •
be remodeled. This was made necComrade De Fouw and his help- Two new unit* have been organ- Holland high school, was the guest
essary to make provisions for a ers will entertain us with someized in the central district of the of Rev. and Mrs. E. Heeren at
convenient stairway to the second thing new— at least, that is the
Ottawa-Allegan Boy Scout Council. Vriesland,Sunday.
floor of the new building for the report.
HELD IN IMMANUEL
Applicationfor a building permit
Scout Executive M. P. Russellsaid
accommodation of tenants who wilk
v
has been made with City Clerk
a cub pack had been formed at the FOR SALE: — Reasonable,two
• • •
CHURCH
occupy that floor when it is confPlymouthcars. One 1036 coupeOscar Peterson by James Kalkman,
After our meeting on April 27th, Froebel school with Walter C. Gorpleted. This stairway will providea
one 1932 coupe. Call Bert Brandt,
12 River Ave., who desires to reroof
the committee took us to the mov- shine as leader. It is sponsored by
The Rev. Carl Tanis, Deputation rear entrance for the new building
260 E. 14th St. or Phone 3665.
his home at an approximate cost
ies to see “Test Pilot."
the P.T.A., of which Edward Van
Secretary of the Sudan Interior besidesa front entrance and stair• • a
of $140.
Eck
is
preiident.
Twenty-three
See Post’s Jewelry anniversary
Mission,will preach a missionary way on River Ave., directly north
SPECIAL REQUEST— Will all boys have become members.
sale announcementon page two of
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Mulder ami message at a farewell service to of the Colonial Theatre.
those
having
Legion
Dutch
cosA
new
scout
troop
has
been
or- this issue.
daughter. Miss Lucile Mulder, 70 be held by Immanuel Church for
The remodeling is in charge of
West 15th St., motored to Powag- Mr. Asaph Tebert on Sunday, May Van Dyke and Volkers, contractors,
inc. Sunday, to spend the day with 1, at 7.30 p. m. Mr. Tebert is the who also built the new building.
their children,Mr. and Mrs. Roy second missionaryof Immanuel The furniture building is to be
Ueardslee, and little daughter, Mary I'hurchto be sent to Africa. Miss slightly re-arrangedand made more
Kathryn Hengst, a nurse who will convenient.Of course, the furniture,
Ruth.
he working among the lepers in Ni- rugs, carpets, curtains, radios, etc,
A tty. G. W. Hoovers was in Degeria, was sent out by the church will continueto occupy two floors in
troit on business Tuesday While
December 12, 1937. She is now in the furniture building, connectedby
'here he also visited Fords' DearAfrica studying the language.
elevators.
born Park, composedof 200 acres,
Mr. Tebert was born in Germany
The Mass Furniture Emporium
covered with buildings and relics in 1909, and after the World War
was erected on 10th St. 12 years
of yesteryear.Mr Kooyers states
his parents emigratedto Alberta, ago by Mr. Peter Mass. Mrs. Henthat one must really visit the place
Canada. He received his Bible train- drika Bontekoe, daughter of Mr.
in order to appreciatethe gigantic
at
al the
'h1’ Prairie Bible Institute ! Mass, Henry Mass, and Peter A.
work Mr. Ford is doing in preserv- of Three Hills, Alberta, Canada. | Mass are in charge of the store.
|ing things of the past, which playAfter being accepted as a mission-; The building operations in the
I ed
such a tremendous part in de- ary by the Sudan InteriorMission,
furniture building call for a Reveloping the nation into what it is he has been doing deputation work
modeling Sale, and the Mass Furnij today.
for that mission in Canada and the ture Co. is making announcement
Warning was Issued early this I S. After the farewell service of this sale elsewhere in this issue.
I week by Deputy Sheriff William May 1, he will leave for Canada
rTTTTTVTTVTTTVVTTVVTTTTV
Van Etta that a number of worth- and will sail May G from Montreal.
less checks are being circulated After arriving in Nigeria, his first
Miss Kate De Neff of Holland
Actual shopping tests prove Kroger Brands are priced as low as
here by a local man on a Holland task will be to learn the Hausa has returned from a visit to Albank If the man is caught in the language, and then he will go on lendale.
\\ *css than many other well-known brands! Save as much as one
act of passing the checks, he will trek through the jungles, preaching
dollar
out of four by buying Kroger^ Brands!
the
Gospel
from
village
to
village.
be arrested, the sheriff indicated.
FUNERAL OF ZEELAND MAN
The Sudan Interior Mission KILLED IN ACCIDENT HELD
Andrew Johnson has moved to works on four fields in Africa, has
Zeeland from Holland into the sec•
are
of
MONDAY
three hundred missionariesat work
ond floor rooms of the John Kamps
on sixty stations, and these numresidence at 109 West Central Ave.
Kroger’s Gelatin Desserls
The funeralof Claude Van Dyke
•VALUE
bers are being increasedevery year.
RIVER
of
Zeeland,
who
was
instantly
killSpeeial music will consist of two
The Baby Clinic will be held at
the city hall as usual today. Friday, numbers hy the double mixed quar- ed on the Zeeland-Overiselroad, 4ty
hurch and a
*ou,h Zeeland, was held
tntte oi
of Immanuel tChurch
afternoonbeginning 1:30 ’o’clock in leue
Six Pure Fruil Flavors Our Price
Zeeland.The clinic will be conduct- duet by Mr. Tebert and Mr Gordon • Mon,la>'Th<‘ acci,,{,"t w»s unusual.
ed in the "Treasurer’s"room on the Vanden Brink. "The Call of the Van ,)yke w as returnln>f to Ovensel
KROGER’S COUNTRY CLUB
VALUE
first floor of the citv hall instead Dark Sudan." A missionary offer- for an appointment,and when about
-14 miles from Zeeland, he lost conof unstairsdue to Chick Show ac- ing will be
Immanuel Church holds its ser- trol of the wheel when the car
tivities.Mothers of bab'es up to a
S4-oi.
struck a soft snot in the road. The
vear old are urged to bring them vices in the Armory. The pastor is
LARGE
PR1C1
bott
car veered to the west side of the
the Rev. C. M. Beerthuis.
to the clinic.
.highwaywhen about 50 feet from
(Flos Deposit)
KROGER’S COUNTRY
-VALUE
Miss Winnie Buma, for many
la culvert, which he struck head-on.
years residentof Zeeland, now of NATIONAL MUSIC
; it appears that the right wheels of
t:rand Rapids,will leave on Mav f>
TO BE OBSERVED HERE the car trailed in a shallow ditch
for a trip to visit relatives in The
i that led to the concrete abutment.
JUMBO PKG.
BEAUTIFUL LADY DORIS
Netherlands.During the three
A Spring Festival, in celebrationThe front end of the car struck the
months she expects to spend there of National Music Week, May 1-7, abutment, which is composed of a
KROGER’S ColfliHY C'LM
she will have as her address, in will be held in Holland under the slab 4 feet long and 10 inches thick,
enre of Mrs. A. Brower, fil Steyn sponsorshipof Holland public through which a 10-inch corrugatTOUE CHOICE OP FIVE
•Street,Leeuwaarden,The Nether- school organizations. Eugene F. ed pipe protruded.
BEAUTIFUL UNITS
(CUat 2S-o>. eau) OUR PRICE
lands.
When the car struck, the top half
fleeter and Miss Trixie Moore, in

a

Smal|Size

and illan on being in the ganlsed «t Central PaiR with 80
Street ScrubbingAct, please call members under the direction or
the Commander
Robert Simonson. It will be known
• • •
as the Virginia Park troop. AssistRegistration blanks are now on ant scoutmastersare Edward Henehand for the youths who are inter- veld and Howard Nevensel.
ested in the CitizensMilitary
Training Corps at Camp Custer
Mr. and Mrs. George Banning of
this summer. Further information
Drenthe, Sunday, entertained Mr.
will be given on request.
and Mrs. A. De Witt of Holland

Here are examples

SuRar Cured Hickory Smoked

PICNICS

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
tumes,

Mr. and Mrs. Egbert Brink, 730
Central Avo., announce the birth of
a daughter at Holland hospitalon
Monday.
tending the meeting were the Misses Iva M. Davidson, Lida Rogers,
Following a two-months’ trip to and Maibelle Geiger.
Florida and Cuba, Mr. and Mrs.
Neal Tiesenjra of 337 CoIIcrc Ave.
have returned to'the city.
FAREWELL SERVICE TO BE

10c

TENDER

ten, Mn. Cornellu* Hop and Mn.
H. Brink of Holland; and one brother, Dick.

Holland, Michigan.

It took this half-pound key to open the door of the first Kroger
grocery from which, store by store, the presentorganisationwas built.
Miss Grace Blackburn, CincinnatiKroger employee, finds this quaint
object measuresmore than five inches in length.

The Kroger him seven years ago by a relative,
Grocery and Baking Company Julius Brandt. Brandt told him
Just as stores of

were preparing to celebrate the that as a young man he had been
56th anniversaryof the opening of a porter and watchman at the
originalstore opened by B. H.
the first Kroger store in CincinKroger at 310 East Pearl street,
nati, O., the huge brass key to that
Cincinnati It seemed that there
store was discoveredin possession had been some difficulty with the
of a Cincinnatian, ' John C. L. lock on the front door so Brandt
Haefner.

„

was Instructedto replace it with
Hacfncr. who came across the a new one. He saved the oldkey while inspecting some old fashioned key and nearly half a
trinkets, recalls that it was given century later, gave it to Haefner
,

.

Ambulance Service CELEBRATE S6TH
.29 East 9th St.
Holland, Michigan

BIRTHDAY

trer’s everywhere are participating
in the sale, including Holland’s.
Kroger’s Food Stores are cele- There are four Kroger stores in
brating their 66th birthday anni- this city. West Eighth Street, Van

versary of the inception of the
Se« Post’s Jewelry anniversary Ann. and are also inaugurating
sale announcementon page two of Birthday. Sales. See their special
this issue.
announcementon this page. Kro-

Ark Building;WashingtonSquare;
Central Ave. near 16th St, and
West 12th Street and Washington
Boulevard.

SLAB BACON

•

1

9^c

FANCY $UCAR CURED - 9 LI PIKES

,HAM

PICKLED PIG FEET
ARMOUR'S STAR

UAH

’Jr

28c WHITE
FISH
WINTER CAUGHT

BACON SQUARES “ 17c

BEEF

ROAST *

K1
C.

SPICED

Q—

17c to 19c

SHOULDERCUTS

S
,
A M
STAR *'b |4C

ARMOUR

WE ACCEPT WELFARE ORDERS AND CASH W.

KROGER

12&c

su

P. A.

CHECKS
r

tOINITEED MUDS

HOLLAND CITY NEWS
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Holland, Michigan, Thursday, April

MORE TULIP TIME ACTIVITIES
A meeting of

the executivecom-

mittee of the 1938 Tulip Festival

KECK
Eighth

Holland, Mich.

These Items on Sale Friday, Saturday, Monday

75c

DOAN’S

5 LBS.

PILLS

44c

........................................................

EPSOM SALTS

16c

..............................................

TINTEX DYES
8c
25c LUX FLAKES ....................................................
19c
15c

75c

........................................................

VICKS VAPO RUB

$1.50

47c

..............................................

PINKHAM’S COMPOUND

10c

PALMOLIVE SOAP

100

BAYER ASPIRIN

$1.25

86c

..............................

............................................2/1

1c

59c

.....................................................

PERUNA TONIC

77c

............................................

NEWS ADVERTISING PAYS
NOTICE!
Bean Contracts taken for the
Fcnnville Canning Co. at

VAN ALSBORG COAL

CO.

469 Columbia Ave.— Phone 2679— Holland, Mich.

To Make

Number

1938

De-throning the

Queen

SKY

WITH BLACK SMOKE

A

To Michigan

17

Federal Agents
OIL FIRE FILLS

Laws

was held Monday at 4 p. m., in the
Chamber of Commerce headquar- HOPE FACULTY MEMBER EXters in Warm Friend Tavern. A
PLAINS ADVANTAGE OF
major decision was to hold a used
ONE BODY. LAW MAKING
Dutch costume exchange in the
City Rescue mission building on
TO BE MORE BUSINESS
East Eighth St., following the
LIKE
making of due arrangementswith
the mission. Any used Dutch cosDr. Bruce M. Raymond, head of
tumes should be brought for sale
or exchange. Edward Brouwer, the history departmentat Hone
George Trotter, and Mrs. Arthur college, addressed members of the
Visscher were appointed to take Holland Exchange club last Mon-

Holland's Busiest Drug Store

Coroer River and

Only One House

28,

Recognize

Deer Do To Crops

large oil transporttruck,

driven by Ortis Christoffersonof
Burnips,en route from Bumips oil
field to the refineryat Muskegon,
turned over Sunday about 4 a. m.
at the intersection of the short air
road to U.S.-31 east of the city and
M-21. Fearing that the 8,000 gallons of spilled oil would drain into

Harm

ARE AIDING STATE CONSERVATION MEN IN TRAPPING

THE ALLEGAN COUNTY
HERD

-FIND IT SLOW
WORK

There are not aa many deer in
KalamazooRiver valley aa generally aupposed by farmers and
sportsmen, James Hodge, federal
game management specialist, declared as he cooperated with the
State Conservation Department in
the water thousands of fish would its live deer trapping program.
have been destroyed.
“At the most there are not more
John Christoffersenwas owner than 200 deer in Allegan County,”
of the truck. Skidding of the truck Hodge estimated.MI think the numon the wet pavement was blamed ber is nearer 160 than 200.”
for the accident.The truck was
Previous estimates by Allegan
badly damaged.Young Christoffer- county celery growers, who are desen. slightly scratched, was oil- manding the removal of the herd,
soaked by the accident. Thousands and H. D. Ruhl, chief of the game

Lake Macatawa and Black river,
Ira Antics, Ottawa county conservation officer, assistedby Deputy
SheriffsHenry Borr and William
Van Etta, erected dams and set
fire to the oil. Had the oil reached

the

charge of the exchange. Purpose of day noon at their regular meeting
its establishment is to facilitate at Warm Friend Tavern on “Unithe problems of parents of grow- cameral Legislation.” Dr Raymond
ing children who cannot afford to will discussthe subject informally
buy new costumes as the children at a House of Representativessubcommittee meeting at Ijtnsing togrow out of the previous sire.
Decision was also made to ban day at 11 a. m. He first became
all carnival costumesfrom Tulip interested in the subject while
Time festivities. Brushes and working on his doctor’sthesis at
brooms for the street scrubbing University of Nebraska last year.
Dr. Raymond traced the history
event on opening day will be soliof persons thronged to the scene division, placed the herd at 200 to
cited from wives of service club of the legislative movement from,
nil day Sunday to witness the fire,
600 deer. Ruhl “guessed” 400.
England where the three-class
members in the city.
which was set at 9 a. m. and which
“There can’t be that many deer
svstem
of
nobles,
commoners
and
Abel Postma is completing arburned for about six hours. Billows in the county,” Hodge asserted.
clergy
was
once
prevalent,
to
the
rangementsfor the erection of a
of black smoke filled the sky for “There were only 10 does and 12
bandstand at Centennial Park for present one-bodv legislature, as it
hours.
bucks releasedin the fall of 1982.
is
now
in
effect
in
Nebraska.
the Village Green program, and
The normal rate of increase in
Through
the
withdrawal
of
the
Nels Postma will be in charge of
Michigan
n is
is 1.5 fawns per do
FIFTH ANNUAL CHARITY
minor clergy in England,a two- Confessions Made
lighting and amplification.
nually.
siiy. On
C this ratio basis there
BALL A SUCCESS HOLLAND LIONS TO VISIT
Entries into the Tulip Tots divi- house body was formed. Up to the
By Local Robbers
uld "be 176 deer in the county.
GRAND RAPIDS CLUB MAY 11 wot
sion of the Volks parade to be held French Revolution, France had a
County Conservation Officer Harry
three-house
governing
body
and
The
fifth
annual
charity
ball,
Saturday, Mav 14, the opening day
Members of the Holland Liona Plotts has record of 22 deer killed,
of the festival, must be registered Sweden even had a five-house legisWith the arrest and confession sponsored by the Civic Health Comlature
at
one
time.
club
and their wives are to have mostly on the highways, since the
with Mrs. Peter Van Domelen, Jr.,
of two local men Friday that they mittee of the Woman’s Literary
herd was first released.
During the time of the American had participated in three local rob- club, held at the Holland armory charge of the annual “Holland day”
of rural route No. 1, or telephone
Dansge Crepe
5626. Childrenof pre-W/niergar- Revolution, Montesquien realised beries, the robberies were solved, last Friday night, was attended by program of Grand Rapids Lions
“Regardless of the number of
club, scheduled for Wednesday
the value of the 2-house plan, the .......
ten age comprise this division.
Holland police concluded last week- about 250 couples. Proceeds will
deer in the county, there are enough
speaker stated,and published his end. The men are Albert S. Shaka- go for the purchase of cod liver noon, May 11, G. Frank Whitwam, now to do great damage to farm
V V V VTTTT V TV TTTT TV TTV Tv
secretary
of
the
Grand
Rapids
findings in a pamphlet on the laar, 47, of West 21st St., and oil for needy babies. Phil Ostercrops. From now on the herd will
Lions club, announced Friday.
Herbert Chapman, student at "check and balance" system. At the Leonard Seery, 31, 201 East 15th house of Grand Rapids and Miss
more than double in size each year
The
Holland
delegation,
as
well
MichiganState college, and Ken- ConstitutionalConvention in 1787, St. Places from which the men Alta Marie Foster and Jack Ele- as manv of the members of the unless controlledby live trapping
each
representative
had
a
copy
in stole were John’s Place, on Colum- veld, also of Grand Rapids, were
neth Vander Heuvel and Victor
or controlled shooting.
local Lions club, together with
Charven, both University of Mich- his pocket.Out of this convention, bia Ave., owned by John Tupper, featuredin exhibition dances,while
“I agree with state conservationtheir wives, who will be special
our
present
two-house
government
igan . students, attended funeral
robbed on March 26; and two rob- King's orchestra providedmusic
guests, will appear in Dutch cos- ists and farmers that a dangerous
evolved.
servicesheld here Friday for Juberies last week Wednesday,that for the occasion. Co-chairmenof
tume. Cornelius VanderMeulen, situation has developed,and sooner
lian (Jake) Arendshoret,who died
The one-house system has been of Al’s Place, west of the city, and the ball, Mrs. Edgar Naison and Holland attorney,will be the prin- or later it will call for drasticacattemptedfrom time to time in the Superior Pure Ice and Machine Mrs. Henry Maentz, pronounced
last week Tuesday.
tion."
cipal speaker and the program arGeorgia, Pennsylvania, Vermont, Co., at 285 Lake St.
the ball a grand success, as did
Hodge said he took a large crew
• • •
ranged by the Holland group will
A man under the influenceof members of the Civic Health Com- feature
Kindergarten pupils of Van and other states. In 1910, accordDutch music and dances. of men and made deer counts in
Raalte school, who are students of ing to the speaker, reform was beer (beer was part of the loot mittee, among whom are the Misses Gillis VandenBergheads the Grand both the Kalamazoo and Rabbit
Miss Bernice Vaughn, as part of a wanted and, consequently,the ini- taken at Al’s Place), was arrested Rena Boven and Alma Koertge; Rapids committee on arrangements. River valleys. As drives were made
through the wild country, he said
travel project, traveled from down- tiative, referendum, recall, and the Wednesday night by Deputies Wil- and the Mesdames Willard Wichthe deer were counted by men statown to Virginia Park Friday aft- primary system came in, and the liam Van Etta and Henry Borr. ers, Reemer Boersma. J. J. Good, TRACTOR FRACTURES
one-house system was resurrected. His informationwas the clue to the C. Bergen, George Van De Riel,
tioned in observation towers. The
ernoon.
LEG OF GD. HAVEN BOY observers’ figures were checked with
. • • •
At the time of the World War the arrest of the two men. Schakalaar C. J. McLean, James T. Klomparlocked himself in his home when eRs, W. A. Butler,Ervin Hanson,
counts made by men in the drive.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Keppel had matter was again dropped.
Marvin, five year old son of Mr. Invariably, Hodge said, the men in
In 1934, because J. W. Norton police arrived,but in his attempt John G. Eaton, O. W. Ix>wry ,
as their guest last week their
and Mrs. Roy Buckner of Grand the towers would see three times
daughter, Mrs. T. L Kennedy of "talked up” the idea in Nebraska to escape in the darkness, was James De Pree, S. W. Merriam, R.
Haven township, was expected to more deer than the crew on the
S. Schlect, Charles Kirchen. Willis
(it had been defeated in 1920 by caught by Officer Jay Dalman.
Oak Park, 111.
Since Schakalaar is not a citizen Diekema, Don Zwemer, R. W. Ever- be removed to Grand Rapids for ground.
a 43-43 deadlock), the unicameral
treatment of a fractured leg. The
Bait Deer
system was again proposed."Since of the United States and has been ett, B. P. Donnellv, A. W. Taboy was brought in to Hatton hosAfter baiting deer to central
no legislative body will vote itaelf convictedtwice on criminalcharges haney and J. E. Telling.
pital Wednesday, the fracturesaid
ints in the celery country and
out of office and out of a job," the on previous occasions, if he is conby physicians to be of unusually ruit belt, the Conaervation Departproposal did not meet with too victed this time, the federal gov- LAW ON POISON
serious nature, was set and the ment aet up five trapa which it had
much approval. However, largely ernment may deport him to The
AFFECTS CABBAGE patient removed to his narenta borrowed for this purpose. Col. Wilthrough the work of Senator Norris Netherlands, the country of his
home. It was reported the fracture liam A. Benin, assistantchief of
who made some 30 radio speeches birth, as an undesirablealien. He
County AgriculturalAgent L. R. occurred when Marvin was struck the field dh
20 years.
ivision,expressed doubts
on the subject,and donated over has lived here about
• e •
Arnold reminds truck farmers and by a farm tractor.
whether many deer would be taken
$1,000 to the project, "in 1934 the
gardeners this week that arseniin the traps. He declared the trappeople of Nebraska approved the
When they were arraigned Friday
cal dusts or sprays should not be
OTTAWA COUNTY YOUTH
ping method must be given a fair
issue in all but 73 out of 2,923 before Justice John Galien, the men
applied to cabbage after the heads
INJURED BY PITCHFORK trial before resorting to more
precincts."
waived examination and were taken
begin to form. If arsenicals are
drastic control measures.
The Nebraska legislature is com- to Ottawa county jail at Grand applied after this point, cabbages
Reports of deer damage to farm
Waldo
Ade, 21 years old, Chester
Haven
when
they
were
unable
to
posed of 43 members, Dr. Raymond
cannot be marketedunless all the
township, continuesin serious con- crops in Allegan county have temprovide
bonds
of
$2,000
apiece.
informedthe Exchangeites. Each
leaves which were on the plant at
in CoopersvilleGeneral hos- porarily upset Huron county’s plans
man draws a salary of $1,720 Cases of the men were turned over the time of the treatment with the dition
pital as the result of injuries suf- to release a herd of deer in a tract
to
circuit
court
for
prosecution
on
every two years, and each reprearsenical are removed.
fered Wednesday afternoon when of wild land in the Thumb district.
sentative represents about 30,000 a breaking and entering charge.
Tests by entomologists in the he slid down a hay mow and onto Bergin said the board of superpeople. Together with Michigan,
U. S. Department of Agriculture the tines of a pitchfork.He was visors still is holding five deer in
there are some 15 or 20 states now TWO HOLLAND MEN ARE
which show that certain organic employed on tne Henry Dinkle captivity awaiting a decision about
BROUGHT
TO
COUNTY
JAIL
studying the plan, he added, showmaterials that are comparatively
farm. An emergency operationwas their release.
ing its popularity, and in 32 states
harmless to man but fatal to in(Grand Haven Tribune)
performed Wednesday night and
it was used last year for a debate
sects prevent serious insect damattending physicianssaid the out- MOTHER OF MRS. VAN DREZER
topic among high school students.
age
to
cabbage
after
the
heads
beLeonard Seery, 31, and Albert
look was bright although Mr. Ade’s
PASSES AWAY IN NORTH
In closing, Dr. Raymond summar- Schakalaar,47, Holland, were gin to form.
conditionis still serious.
ized advantages of the plan as fol- brought to the county jail last
In these tests, derris dusts conDAKOTA
lows: (1) It stops undue haste in night to await arraignment in cir- taining to 1 per cent rotenone
JUDGE
MILES
TO
GIVE
MEMlegislation, since at least five days cuit court charged with entering gave good controlof the imported
Mrs. L. E. Van Dreser, 123 E.
ORIAL ADDRESS AT GRAND
are required for the passage of a and breaking in the night time, as cabbage worm, the cabbage loop10th St., received word that her
law; (2) Its procedure is sinplc they were unable to produce bonds er, and the immature form of the
HAVEN
mother, Mrs. Timothy B. White,
and smooth; (3) A Single member of $2,000 each.
diamond-backmoth. For practical
passed away Monday, April 25 at
purposes
a
dust
prepared
Jrom
may demand a roll-callvote; (4)
The two men, who were married,
Judge Fred T. Miles of Holland Minot, North Dakota, at the age of
A five-day notice on committee are charged with breaking into cube or derris powder containing has been selected to be the orator 94 years. She had been confined at
meetings must be publishedin Al’s Place at Montello Park and 3/4 of one per cent of rotenone is of the day on Memorial Da
Day at Trinity hospital of that city for the
Nebraska newspapers, so that the stealing a quantityof beer, canned recommendedfor these three pests. Grand Haven. The speech will be past seven months because of a
public may attend if it desires; goods, cigarets and candy and Ray Hutson, head of the entomolo- made at the soldienr plot in For- fractured hip.
at M.v...Ka..
Michigan oionState est Home Cemeteryafter the par(5) There is no dominationby aluminum wire. The arrest was gy department
--r--For at least twenty years after
the president,state governor, or made by officers in the sheriff’sde- co !e??’ ,find* theRe applications ade. The parade committeeis ar- the death of Mr. White, who passed
anyone else; (6) It is far less cost- partment. They were arraigned 8Ultuble for U8e >n Michigan,
ranging a very pretentiousline-up away in 1897, she made her home in
ly than the bicameral set-up; (7) yesterday before Justice John Galof Spanish-AmericanWar veter- Holland with f.ier daughter, but
It is non-partisan.
ien, Holland.
BIG "4-H” LEADERS ACHIEVE- ans, American Legion and Veter- later returnedto Minot, North Daans of Foreign Wars posts, and kota to live with her son, Aldon
Disadvantages are that an emerMENT DAY FOR HOLLAND
their respectiveauxiliaries.
gency measure reqtires five days
White. Mrs. White's maiden name

—

Delegates to General

to pass and that there is only inwas Lydia Baker, and she was bom
Ottawa County 4-H leaders and
SWING BRIDGE AT GRAND
dividualresponsibility in the legis- Synod of the Reformed
in Tilsonburg,Canada in 1884. Mr.
members
held their annual winter
HAVEN JAMS
lature, and no party or group reand Mrs. White settled on a farm
achievement
event
at
Holland
high
Church
sponsibility. “I am not saying that
near Coopersville;and later Mrs.
school, May 5-6-7. Hundredsof arThe large swing bridge on US-31 White conducteda confectionery
the system is goodjf Dr. Raymond
ticles will be on display at the between Grand Haven and Ferrysemphasized, “I am merely reportDelegates and alternates for the school during these days. Judging burg and Spring Lake jammed Sun- store in the basement of the Holland City State Bank building.
ing on what they are doing.”
ParticularSynod of Chicago, which will be done May 5-6. The final day
The remains of Mrs. White were
Guests of the club were Jack is to meet in Sheboygan,Wis., will be a busy one for leaders and day, piling up trafficon both sides
for
miles.
It
was
more
than
an
taken from Minot, North Dakota,
Bos, M. Lucht, George W. Ran- early in May, and to the General
Tht Dt Lust Fordor Sedan
members.The public is invited to hour before the bridge-tenders and funeral rites will take place
ger, and Henry Steffens,all of Synod, to be held at Asbury Park,
look over the display,also to at- could swing the bridge again. The
this Friday afternoon at 2:30 o’Holland, and William Heyns of N. J., early in June, were chosen
tend the program Saturday after- slow swinging of the bridge, even
clock from the Dykstra Funeral
Grand
Rapids.
Music,
arranged
for
noon.
Here’S the biggest and most luxlast week Tuesday at a meeting of
under the best of circumstances, chapel. Dr. E. D. Dimnent of Hope
by the music committee of which the Holland classis of the ReOver 700 boys and girls will finurious Ford V-8 ever built .Its modem style,
Eugene F. Heeter is the head, was formed Church in America, which ish projects this year. Pins and has been reason for complaint.The college, and Dr. BenjaminBush of
‘Tbie Da Lnza Ford V-8 if not only the
in charge of the Hope College was held in Third Reformed church. certificates will be awarded.State bridge must swing even though a Detroit,son-in-law of Mrs. Van
and excellence of appointments, combined with
small skiff with a tall mast goes Drczer, will officiate.Interment
beet looking Ford I've ever owned, bat by
Men’s Glee club, Kenneth R. Os- The Rev. James Wayer, president leaders will be presentto judge arfir tbe mott economicalone I've owned.
through, and for twenty minutes will take place in the Van Drezer
V-8 performance and economy, set a new high
borne
director,
and
Wilbur
Jacobs,
By actual test on local driving, at approxof the group, presided.
ticles and choose honor members. thousands of passengers in autoplot in Fairlawn Cemetery, where
pianist. An invitation from the
imately30 milee an boor, I averaged23
standard in the low-price field. There’s just one
Dr. Albertus Pieters gave a pub- About 15 members will be chosen mobiles must wait for this small
miles to a gallon.On a city-to-citytrip
Holland Lions club to attend the lic address at II a. m. on "Who to attend the state camp at Mich- sail boat, with a spar that is too Mr. White is also buried.
way to really appreciatethis modem car and its
at higher ipeed, I averaged18 miles to a
showing of the Bethlehem Steel Crucified Jesus?” Rev. Wayer was igan State collegein June.
tall.
gallon ol gasoline."
RUMMAGE SALE SATURDAY,
Corporation film. “The Golden named president and the Rev. J.
8-cylinderquality— that’* to ride in it, to drive
Ottawa is one of the leading
J. H. CAUGHBY
CORNER OF 8TH AND RIVER
Gate” at the Holland Theatre, Wolterink of Forest Grove, clerk. counties of the state in winter club
BOY 18 DROWNED IN GRAND
it, to own it!
Tuesday at 12:45 was read by Ex- Western seminaryseniors will be
work. L. R. Arnold, agricultural
RIVER SUNDAY
There will be a Rummage Sale
"Driving a new De Luxe Ford V-S and acchange president,C. C. Wood.
examinedMay 16 by an adjourned agent, states that the best way for
this week Saturday, April 30 under
companied by my family, I hive jail reProf. Milton Hinga of Hcpe meeting of the classis.
Dl LUXI FORD ¥•• PRICIS
Dl LUXI FORD ¥•• NUCIS
citizens
to
determine
the
value
of
turned home from Mexico City, a round
A lad of eight years, named Ken- the auspicesof the Third Reformed
college opened with prayer. “Jake”
Particular Synod appointments such work is for them to view the neth Widing, was drowned in the church in the store formerly occutrip ol 6000 miles. Tbe new car perforaMd
IMCIUP1 THIS I9UIPMINT Ml CABS NUfflD IN MTROIT
F r i s ^ave an autobiography,
— TAXIS OTTRA
include: Prof. Thomas E. Welmers, articlesmade and to attend the
aiarveloBily well, althoughit wae driven
“which rivals Ludwig’s Napoleon," Rev. William Van't Hof, Rev. Way- program. The program for Satur- Grand River at Grand Haven on pied by the Corner Hardware,
‘ IN HOtSIPOWfltOMUI
at a coasistentiyhigh rate ol tpeed.
Front and renr bnmpnn tad
Sunday, while playing on the piles southeast comer of River Avenue
and
which,
according
to
himself
"We were very ranch anrpriied at the
hamper |aard(, ipara wfceal,tiro
coure
er, Rev. H. Maassen, John Haan of day is as follows:
at the Grand Truck car ferry slip. and Eighth Street (Vander Veen
ridiag
comfort
of
this
new
car.
We
had
absois
to
be
published
in
the
near
fuand tuba, tira lock, tut tail U|hU,
TUDOR SEDAN. . . . S72t
Zeeland, Henry B. Stegeman of
9:30 Free motion pictures for He was with several other chilBlock) Holland.You will find many
lutely no troable of any- kind dariag the
two wiadihieldwiper*,two aw
FORDOR SEDAN . . . S774
ture. Literature in regard to the Hudsonville, Herman Mooi and Wil- members only at Holland Theatre.
dren, includingtwo brothers, Gor- bargains here. Doors open at 9 o’entire trip. And we believe that tbie la
viaora (la doled trpaa oaly),
CONVERTIBLECOUPE . $T74
campaign bein^ sponsored by the liam Strong. Alternates are Rev.
10:30
Leaders
conference.
truly a wonderful ear."
ci|ar lilhter, twin koraa, beaddon, 7, and Robert, 5. According to clock In the morning.
CLUB OOUF8 . . . . $74f
Netherlands Pioneer and Histori- John Vanderbeek, Rev. R. J. Van12:00 Dinner hour.
ll|ht beam indicator oa iaatn.
the children, Kenneth had jumped
CONVERTIBLECLUB
HAROLD
W. JOHNSTON
cal
Foundation
was
distributed,
and
matt paaal, da laza ataariaSwheel,
COUPE ...... SIM
den Berg of Zeeland, Rev. Wol1:30 Instrumental music.
on a pile at some distance from aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
speeches
on
the
project
were
made
Slava earn partm eat leek aad clock,
PHAETON ...... SI24
terink, Rev. J. Van Peureem of
1:45 Address of ^welcomeby the slip and must have lost his balmi rwtleeaataal wheel beads.
by Joe Geerds and “Jake” Fris. Zeeland, Bert Roelofs of Zeeland, Mayor Geerlings.
CONVERTIBLESEDAN . $fM
r THE BUSHMASTER
ance, falling into the river. A
“Andy” Klomparens,Dr. Milton Comie Bareman,Henry Swierenga
Response by Wm. Van Allsburg, scoon net, which had been used to
This
terrible reptile, a native of
Gpok, “Pete" Vinet, Joe Geerds, and and A. Slager.
Coopersville.
catch minnows, was thrown to the Central and tropicalSo. America,
ClArence Jalving compose the club
Style
Show.
General Synod appointees are:
drowning boy, the children state, has such wonderful coloration, that
membershipcommittee for the Rev. H. Potter, Rev. F. J. Van Dyk,
I School and sport dresses.
and he rose three times, each time once you have seen it, you certainIN
drive.
II Speciality Act. Holland Jun- attempting to grab it. After he
Rev. H. Fikse of South Blendon,
ly would recognize it when seen
Secretary “Al” Lampen stated Rev. I. Scherpenisse of Hamilton, ior high school girls.
had gone down for the last time, again. The color is a reddish yelthat “Doc” Westrate and Joe John Nyboer, J. Kronemeyer of
THE
III Afternoon and wool dress- the children ran to the Widing
low, sometimesapproaching pink;
Geerds had been appointed to serve Hamilton, Dr. A. Leenhoutsand es.
home, where they found the par- ith black bands on the back. There
on the committee to make arrangeCommunity
singing.
Dick Elzinga of South Blendon.
ents. The police and coast guards is a black line from the eye to the
ments for the state Exchange meet Alternates are Prof. Paul E. HinVocal music.
were soon on the scene, and after mouth. They are about 11 feet long
r.Trn I-CYLINDBI BNCINB
MODBBN STUB AND COMPOBT
EASY -ACT ION SAFETY BRAKES
at Sturgis in June. The Rev. Paul kamp, Rev. John Van Peursem of
Announcement of awards.
dragging a half hour fourtd the and rather more slenderand graceE. Hinkamp and Atty. Vernon Ten
Awarding of door prizes. '
Zeeknd, Rev. Paul Van Eerden,
body in 20 feet of water.
ful than the eastern Diamona Back
Cate were chosen to the CommunRev. Vanderbeek, John Van Zoeren.
Rattler. - Its fangs are very long,
ity Chest committee. Pete Vinet H. Nienhuis, C. J. Dregman and
HOLLAND
YOUTH
FINED
sometimes one and one quarter inWhile Mrs. W. G. Flowerday
chairman, George Pelgrim, and Ray Lahuis of Hudsonville.
'
FOR
FLYING
PLANE
LOW
ches. Not many of these dangerous
and daughter, Rosemary, are in
William Butler were named to the
0
snakes have been on display at our
Brantford, Ohio, for severalweeks
aviation essay contest committee.
Visit oar used! car lot— next to
Norman
Nyland,17,
aon
of
Mr.
Mrs. K. Potts of West 17th si,
Zoos. The reason is that they have
with Mrs. Flowerday’s mother, the
k in Chicago where she is visiting First Methodist church parsonage, and Mrs. Johit Nyland, was fined
SOUTH INDIA MISSION
$30.45 when arraigned before Juswith' her daughter, Mrs. B. Van
their home, will be red oco rated. tice John Galien Saturday afterWORKERS VISIT MOODY
Decoration is being done under the noon on a charge of flying his
auspicesof the Ladies Aid Society plane low over the city. Nyland
Recent visitors from Holland at
The Rev. and Mm. Ben G. Wyma of thfe church.
bitten by a matured reptile of this
flew at an altitude of less than 200
the Moody Bible Institute, Chica- and daughter of Traverse City, fortype would probably die in 10 or
feet,
Deputy
Sheriff
William
Van
1, were Mr. and Mrs. J. J. De- mer Holland residents, spent last
15 minutes.The claim is made that
A
scavenger
hunt
was
staged
by
Etta
said.
.jJois, who have been serving on week with relatives in the dty
it is the onlv speciesof Crotaline
..... 4) " , — —
the
Wanaka
Camp
Fire
group
at
the tnission field of South India.
Snake that lays egg?. Wa can be
Virginia
Park
last
Saturday
afterMrs.
E.
Van
Ham
of
Kalamazoo;
The Institute is now preparing for Driller for the well will be
thankful that Michigan has onl
were Mrs. Jim
_____ .
_____ former Holland resident, after subits May Bible Conference, May 23 Hennr Carpenter, and trustee Jos- noon. 1Participants
the very small rattler to
to 27, which is to culminate in the eph Victor. Several other wells Marcus, Myra Bontekoe, Doris mitting to an operation at Holland with.
laying of the corner-stone of its are to be drilled in this vicinity j Eash, Joyce Galien, Darlene Mar- hospital recently,is recuperating Next Week— The Fer-de-‘
new twelve-otory Admfciistrationin the near future, according to cus, Joyce Bender, and Arleyne Ar- at the home of Mr. and Mrs. W.
Kruithoff, 200 West 21st st.
Mr.
lucid.
f¥f fVf^VVVvvvvvi
Building.
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Mrs. Peter Hof, East 17th

LOCAL NEWS
A

NEWS

But

_______

True^

It’s

SOCIETY
I

daughter, Janice Ruth, was ids. She recentlysubmitted to an
Monday to Mr. and Mrs. Her- operation at Blodgett hospital
Kiekintveldof Montello Park.

• *

and

Henry Geerlings,

St.,

home of her
daughter and son-in-law,Mr. and
Mrs. James Lugers of Grand Rapis convalescingat the

NEWS

TTTTTTTTVTTmnrTTTTTTTf
Members of Third Reformed
church attended the Dutch Museum
Wednesday night as guests of Willard C. Wichers and Martin Verburg, drive chairman.
• *o
Mrs. H. Bittner.83, Flint resident, who comes to Holland each
year during Tulip Time and stays
for the summer, arrived in Holland Sunday. She was taken to the
city by her grandchildren,Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Doyen.

there.

•

E. D. Hansen and R. Smeenge, A son was born Monday in Detroit to Dr. and Mrs. Chester Van
lu.bcrs of the Montello Park
Appledorn. Mrs. Van Appeldorn,
Boosters club, were appointed at
meeting or the club Tuesday the former Miss Gertrude Van Hemert, was a teacher jn the Christian
evening to solicit members of the
school system here prior to her
club for membershipsin the drive
now beingcarried on by The Neth- marriage.
• • *
erlands Pioneer and Historical
A son was bom Tuesday night
Foundation. Martin Vcrburg, director of the campaign, introduced at Holland hospital to Mr. and Mrs.
the matter to members of the club, Herbert K. Tegarden,2fi2 West
and invited all Montello Park res- 12th St.
idents to visit The Netherlands Mu• • *
seum in the Masonic Temple.
Mrs. John Bronkhorst, f>2 West
First St., submitted to an operation
tly. She
Members of the Indies Aid So- at Holland hospital recently.
ciety of First Refomied church is improving nicely.

Aldermen

I v;
AA u/owi f vaa
Ben Steffensand Peter
Hnyaer.
on
behalf of the city,
cKy. also attendedthe
meeting. Miss
Mb Veneklasen, chairman; Mayor Geerlings,Dr. Wes-

W. Tahaney,
and Envoy Genevieve Shafer $raTa
appointed by Mr. Lowry aa members of the committee to investitrate, Mr. Haight, A.

gate the clearing-houseides.

Board of Review
Notice

is

Board

hereby given that the

oi Re-

view of Equalization of the City of Holland will meet
The Rev. and Mrs. C. W. Meredith and son, Philip, residents on
West 15th St., are spending a few

days with

at the

Common

Council

Rooms

of said City at 9 a.m.

relatives in Marion,

Ind.

Tuesday, May

0 0 0

Miss Mary Good, student at Roswere addressed at a meeting at the
Mrs. Harold Rreuker, 26, daughchurch recently by Mrs. Frank Van
ary college,River Forest, UL is
ter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Abe
Koeman
of
spending her vacation in the city
Etta of Grand Haven, wife of the
(iraafschap,passed away at Lancounty sheriff.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
sing Tuesday evening. Funeral
J. Good of West 12th St.
• * •
A “war on spooners” has been serviceswere held Saturday from
declared by the Holland Fish and the parental home at 1 p. m. and
Mrs. J. B. Hughes of Monterey
Game club, locatedon the old Zee- from Fourth Reformed church,HolPark. Calif., was guest of honor
hnd road near Holland by the club, land. of which she was a member,
Tuesday afternoon at a luncheon
because gardens and trees on the at 1:30. The parents, the husband, a
presented by her sister, Mrs. Gerrearing ponds have been damaged daughter, Ruth Ann; and the folrlt Alderink of 66 East 25th St.
lowing brothers and sisters surrecently.
A social hour was enjoyed by the
• • •
vive: Mrs. Stanley Heneveld of
guests, among whom were Mrs.
Mrs. J. Hoffman, 292 West 17th Central Park, Mrs. Jacob Juist of
lu /083, AlBERI BABKCROf]
John J. Piers of Jenison, and Mrs.
St., has filed application for a Kalamazoo,Esther Mae, Beatrice
Eva Tripp, Mrs. Ben Soeet, Mrs.
CAMDEH, HEW )ERi(i, LOST A
Elsie,
and
Frances
at
home;
Henry
building permit with City Clerk
William Markvluwer, Mrs. Ben
PIAMOND
WHICH HE HAD
Oscar Peterson in which she seeks of (iraafschap,and Russell, NelHamm, Mrs. John Oosting. Mrs.
Kehastoh Baird
KEPT
UMDER
a
pillow.
to enclose the front porch of her son and Marvin— all at home.
O* LOi AHEfLCS
Peter Cook, Mrs. John Rozeboom,
m /d8</ HE DEVELOPED A C006H
home with glass at an approxiHAS A WISDOM
Mrs. J. L. Van Huis, Mrs. J. VanWHICH LASTED 26 VEARS... W l9/Oy
mate cost of $140.
Mrs. Anna Hittlev63, former
TOOTH GROWIHC,
dor Vliet, Mrs. L Terpstra, Mrs.
• a • •
HE
TAILED
W
BUS
HI
ESS...
THAT
HEAR
Holland resident, now of Muskegon,
OUT Of HIS CHEEK
H. Plaggemars,and Mrs. 9. PosA DOCTOR DISCOVEREDTHAT THE
William Topp, 344 West 21st died Wednesday at Mercy hospital
HE XT TD HIS LEFT
ma — all residentsof this city.
EAQ..IT HAS
Rt, has applied in the office of in that city. Burial, following serCAUSE OP THE COUGH
THE LOST
City Clerk Oscar Peterson for a vices at the letter Day Saint
TWO flUIHGS
DIAMOND, WHICH WAS LODGED BACK
Officers of the Longfellow P.T.building permit to tear down a church at Muskegon, took place
IH IT...
t WMU Senrtc*
Of HIS LEFT TONSIL... IT WAS WORTH
A., elected at a meeting Tuesday
bam and to erect a garage on his in Fairlawn cemetery here.
night include president. James A.
premises at an estimated cost of
Mr. Baird * tooth grew the wrong way. When he has his teeth cleaned he has that one cleanedtoo.
Bennett; vice president, Mrs. Ree$125.
Mayor Henry Geerlings,William
The horse performs ordinaryfarm duties, Is said to be more efficientthan its four-fooled contemporaries. mer Boersma; treasurer,Mrs. OrBerg, Dr. R. H. Nichols, and
lie Bishop, and secretary, Mrs.
Application for a building per- Charles H. McBride, all of HolFred Van Lente.
mit has been made with City Clerk land, were guests of the Zeeland
Oscar Peterson bv Pearl Pearson, Rotary club at their regular noonAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
2 p. m. Friday afternoonat Lange- AAAAaAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
Gertrude Knapp was guest of
154 West 14th St., who seeks to day luncheon Tuesday.
Innd funeral home for Cornelius
honor at a party at the home of her
remodel the interior of his home
Van Leeuwen,94, who died early
mother, Mrs. Alice Knapp, last
ct an estimated cost of $50.
rvVvwvvvVvVvvvvvV vvV'
Directors of the Michigan (las Wednesday at the home of his dauThursdaynight, the occasionbeing
and Electric Co., elected at a stock- ghter, Mrs. Dick Van Bruggen, 266
the former’s birthday anniversary.
A daughter, Yvonne Ann, was
Miss Gerry Zietlow.171 College holders’ meeting held recently at
West 19th St. He was a native of
A two-course lunch was served.
bom April 5 to Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Ave.. who recentlysuffered a frac- the company offices in The Sentinel
The Netherlands. Burial will take
Prizes at games went to Miss JenDalman.
tured pelvis in an automobile ac- building on West Eighth St., inMay 1, 1938
place in Fairlawn cemetery. Four
nie Arendson, Miss lAicille Bos,
cident.has been returned to her clude M. W. Berg, W. C. Blanchard,
daughters, Mrs. Anna Esveld of
Miss Grace Alferdink and Miss
home from Holland hospital, where W. L. Campbell, C. F. Cook, and Yonkers,N. Y., Mrs. Van BrugFollowing Vision with Service
uite pr
Hermina Walters. Others who atshe was confinedfor some time.
S. F. Massie— all of Holland; and gen of Holland. Miss Minnie Van sented a surprise party at their
Mark 7:14-29.
the
tended the party were Marie De
G A Donald and W J. Hodgkins, Leeuwen of Yonkers; and Mrs. home recently for Miss JesGraaf, Janet Wierda, Josephine
both of Ashland. Wis. Officers elec- Gertrude Vander Loo of The Neth- sie Poll of Olive Center,
Henry Geerlings
Gentry, Violet Siegers, Mary Vanted by the directors are president, erlands,as well as two sons, Her- the occasion being her 16th birthder Wal, Marian Schra, Ruth Cra•
Mr. Blanchard;vice presidents, bert of Grand Rapids, and Peter day anniversary. two-course The arrival •of •the
Savior on the mer and Albertus Knapp.
Mr. Massie and Mr. Hodgkins; sec- of Los Angeles, suryive.
luncheon was served by Mrs. Poll. scene of this miracle was almost
retary, Mr. Cook; treasurer, Mr.
Those present included Carolyn and dramatic in its timeliness. He and
Used fire*clay tile and brick. Campbell; assistant secretaryMr. and Mrs. Thomas Stewart,
Burt L. Post, Holland jeweler, SilindaSmeyers, Marie and Willis the three pillar apostleshad been
Good conditionand reason- ,rt‘&surp,\ E. J. Shaylor; and as- who operates a store at 34 West Timmer, Martha and John Red- for the whole of the preceding who have lived in Allegan county
sistant treasurers,G. H. Ramsey
Eighth St., attended a meet- der, Richard and Henry Nykamp, night upon the mountain top, where all their lives, quietly celebrated
and H. H. Wilson.
able.
ide He had been transfiguredbefore their 61st wedding anniversarylast
ing of the 33rd annual convention John and Fred Veneherg, Claw
Boers, Harold Van Der Zwaag, them, and they had enjoyed the Saturday. Open house was held at
• • •
of
the
Michigan
Retail
Jewelers'
Federal Bakery
Funeral services were held at associationat Jackson this week. Justin and Joyce Poll and the guest signal privilege of listening to the the Stewart home. Mr. -Stewart is
of honor.
conversation of Moses and Elijah HO years old and Mrs. Stewart, 83.
with Him, on the decease which They have two sons, Frank of Moscow, Ida., and Grant of TrowHis loth birthday anniversary He was to accomplish at Jerusalem. bridge; and three daughters, Mrs.
was observed Monday evening by But the other nine apostles had
Lulu Dalrympleof Grand Rapids,
Nelson Molenaar with a party giv- been, for at least a part of the
Mrs. Mary Collinsof Farmington,
en by his mother, Mrs. George Mol- time of their Master’sabsence from
and Mrs. Hazel Millardof Detroit.
enaar, at the Molenaarhome on them, far otherwise engaged.In
rural route No. 3. Prizes at games the early morning, while the I>ord
went to Mrs. Paul Vanderlist and and the privilegedthree were desMiss Jennie Westmaas,who will
Dick Drost. A brief program was cending from the holy mount, a become the bride in May of Maupoor
distressed
father
had
brought
presented, and a dinner was served
rice Vander Haar, was guest of
to those present, among whom were to the others his only child, suffer- honor at a shower presented by
Norma Jean and Donald IJoyd Pus- ing from a peculiarlyaggravated Mrs. Walter Vander Haar at her
sies of Whiting, Ind., and Dickie form of demoniacal possession.
home on the Waverly road Friday
Raphael, in his "Transfiguration,”
Drost. Ixmna Voogd, Vaughn Jennight. WinnifredDykstra, Hattie
represents
the
conflict
of
the
nine
sen, Mr. and Mrs. George MolenWassink, and the honor guest were
disciples
at
the
foot
of
the
hill,
aar. Pauline Etterbeek. Alta Molrecipients of prizes at games.
cnaar, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Vander with the demon in the boy, and Among those invited to attend the
with the malice of the scribes, as affair were Mrs. J. Witeveen. Mrs.
list, and Fannie Workman.
simultaneous with the gloriousexEd Miskotten,Mrs. William Vandperience of the other three discider Haar. Mrs. Dick Tanis, Miss
A stag party at Virginia Park ples on the mountaintop, and so Jeanette
De Graff and Mrs. Gerrit
community hall by members of brings both of them into view toVan Dyke and Mrs. RussellSchuilVirginiaPark Community club was gether. Obviously, this could not
ing of Grand Rapids; Mrs. George
held Wednesday evening. Supper have been physicallypossible, but
Steffens. Mrs. Henry Steffens, Miss
was in charge of Jake De Pree, by taking that course He has sucEllen Steffens,Miss Hattie Waschairman;John Reimink, lister ceeded in settingvividly before us
sink, Mrs. Leonard De Waard, Mrs.
Cook, Ted Knoll, Lawrence Welton, the contrast between the two. And
Clarence De Waard, Mrs. Lou De
Peter Tuinsma, and Lloyd and Don a very striking contrastit was. On
Van Lente. A brief program was the mountaintop were the highest Waard. Mrs. N. Dykstra, Miss Winifred Dykstra. Miss Bast of Grand
presented, and a volley-ball game harmonies of earth, glorifiedby
Rapids. Mrs. Bertha Vander Haar,
was held. The Rev. F J. Van Dyk. their alliance for the time with the
Mrs. John Vander Haar. Mrs. Henpastor of Central Park Reformed harmonies of heaven. In the valley
rietta Smith, Mrs. Henry Van
church, was in charge of devo- were the wildestdiscordsof earth,
Harn, Mrs. Herbert Van Harn,
tions. William Winstrom, club pres- aggravated, for the time, by the
Miss Gertrude Van Harn, Mrs.
ident, presided.
additionof them of the dissonance
Ternsma, Mrs. Ed Van Dyke, Mrs.
of hell. On the mount the three
J. Van Dyke, Mrs. F. Van Dyke,
concert was presented in were sharing by anticipation in the Mrs. Henry Van Dyke, Mrs. Harold
gladness of Christ’s victory over
Coonersville high school Tuesday
Van Dvke, Mrs. J. Van Dyke, Sr.,
night before
meeting of the all His enemies; in the valley the Mrs. Charles Knooihuizen of Denine were suffering under the shame
Coonersville P.T.A. bv the Hope
troit, Mrs. Bert Hughes of Detroit,
of a defeat. On the mountain top
College band of Holland, under
Mrs. Peter Dryer and Betty Dryer
the three were enjoying most exthe directionof Don Zwemer. Si
and Phyllis Vander Haar.
Vngd of Muskegon: Don Kramer, alted privileges; in the valley the
nine were laboringhard in conflict
John Olert, and Cornie Steketee,
IRON A METAL COMPANY
with opposing forces, both earthly
all of Holland; and Dorothv VanBUYS NEW SITE
and
diabolica
liabolical.
den Bout of Rochester,N. Y., were
Now
we
have
similar contrasts
'eatured in solo selections
still. For Christian experience is
During the past week the Zeeneither all enjoymentnor all con- land Iron and Metal Company purA father and son banquet at flict, but it is very frequently an chased a piece of land from Henry
Central Park Reformed church was alternationbetween the two. The Glass which is much larger than
addressed recently by Dr. enjoyment prepares the spirit for their present limitedquarters and
Wynand Wichers, Hope College the conflict; and then, the conflict also better situated for their work.
president, on the subject, “Con- over, the enjoyment comes again The piece is about one and a half
serving Our Inheritance.”Approx- to restore the soul after its exer- acres in size and is locatedon the
imately 75 attendedthe affair, tions.
south side of Harrison Ave. and
which was sponsored by the Men’s
Peter foolishlydesired to rear bounded by the Standard Oil Co.
Adult Bible class of the church. tabernacleson the mount that he tanks on the west, the P. M. tracks
Mrs. Dick Miles and members of and his companions might abide on the south and the first house
the Willing Workers’Aid society there continually, but when he came east of the tanks on the eastern
were in charge of dinner which was down and saw the state of things, side, at Zeeland. This parcel will
served to the guests. Decorations as between his brethren and the be fenced in for the present and
Yes, STAYING OUT IN FRONT is a cinch when
were in charge of Mrs. Elmer Teus- scribes, it would become at once all their iron, wrecked cars, etc.,
you’re using Summer Mohilgas.
ink. The Rev. F. J. Van Dyk pro- apparent to him ,that evil would will be moved there immediately.
o
nounced the invocation,and Rol- have resulted had they tarried
America’s Favorite Gasoline is refinery
“CHEST’ WANTS TO END DUPland Van Dyk presented several longer in the place of privilege.
LICATION OF RELIEF IN
trumpet solos. Gary Ter Beek sang
It would not be good for us to be
adjusted to yield all its power instantly
.
HOLLAND
a tenor solo. While Dick Miles was always at the communion table, or
toastmaster for the evening, Ralph in the sanctuary,or on the mount.
the minute you “step on it” ... in any
At a meeting of delegatesof loVan Lente presented a toast to the We must leave such ecstaciesof
weather or in any car.
sons and Edward Heneveld to the devotion,after a brief season, and cal charitableinstitutions Wednesfathers. Vernon Van lyente was when we do, we ought to look for day night in the city hall, In a sesStart breezing along with the breezes of
general chairman, Richard Streur, this demoniac boy, and seek by sion sponsored by the Holland
program, and Harold Driscoll, din- prayer to cast the evil spirit out of Community Chest board, it was
spring with a stop for a tankful of Summer
suggested that an index system or
ner arrangements. Officers of the him.
sponsoring class are John Henry
We need, not go far before we clearinghouse for relief should be
Mobilgas. Drive in wherever you see the
Teusink, president; Richard meet him, for he is still among started so that duplicationof reSign of the Flying Red Horse.
Streur, vice president; Chris De us in many forms. We may see lief will be avoided.0. W. Lowry,
Witt, secretary: John C. Knoll, him in the poor victims of intem- president of the board, introduced
treasurer,and Dick Vander Meer, perance, held captive by his appe- the matter at hand to those present,
RADIATOR •
teacher.
tite; or in the forlorn waif of and explained to them the function
o
womanhood who sells herself for of the Community Chest SuggesGEARS • CHASSIS
bread; or in the mass of hu^an tions as to how duplicationmight
FORMER LOCAL ATTORNEY
that gathers at the cor- be avoided came from Miss DeborSPEAKS AT ZEELAND MEET driftwood
ners of our streets. All these are ah Veneklasen. in charge of OttaThe rural electrificationassocia- possessed by a demon of some sort wa County E.R.A., M»j. Clare Edwards of the Salvation Army, and
tion. of which John Naber of Zee- and it is our work to cast him out.
Privilege such as we now and Atty. Nelson Miles, City Mission
land is president, and Claude Van
Dyke of Zeeland is secretary and here enjoy is not meant to chloro- delegate.
The need for a visiting nurse
manager, met at the Zeeland city form us into inactivity, but rather
hall with an attendance of about to spur us to exertion, and to re- was stressedby Mrs. J. J. Good of
fresh ius after work, therefore let the Civic Health Committeeof the
two hundred people. The meeting ______
was public, and all of these were us never think of building taber- Woman’s Literary club, who also
probably not members of the co-op. nacles on the mount, but, when the told of the baby clinics and preMany features of the rural elec- time of privilege is past, we ought school clinicscarried on in the
trificationwere discussedand there to hasten away and bring the suf city. Camp Fire representatives,
Mrs. Lloyd Reed and Mrs. Peter
was considerable enthusiasmdis- fering to Christ.
Van Domelen, Jr., expressed their
played.
Elm and Washington Sts. —Zeeland, Michigan
ZEELAND MAN RECEIVES desire that numerous local organiAmong the speakers were Mr.
zationa would be found to sponsor
CRUSHED HAND
McKay and Mr. O’Shanissey, field
Andy De Vree of Zeeland had Camp Fire groups. Other delegates
engineers from the REA at Washmg a bad
oaa- who explained the work of their
HOLLAND
HUDSONVILLE
ington, and Mr. C. A. Wilder, chief the misfortune of receiving
BEAVERDAM
engineer of the Public Utilities ly crushed hand while employed at organisationswere Dr. R. H. NichKnapp Super Service11th and River Al Peaalef . ......................... on M2I
• Grand Rapids, Thurs- ols of the Rotary club. Russell
Commissionat Lansing, and attor- an industryin
Haight of the Lions club, (InfanALLENDALE
Wnrm Friend Service 7th and River
ney Thomas N. Robinson, formerly day.
Geo. Peiton
.......
........ on M50
He was rushed to the hospital tile paralysis work), A. _____
Van Lenof Holland now of Bentor Harbor,
_ .
FOREST
GROVE
Feter Botais .. .U831 and Lakewood
where the first three fingers of the te, and M. H. Russell,
attorney for the co-op.
ing
Boy
Scouts,
and
Dr.
right
hand
were
found
badly
inWilaoa Van Loo 17th and Cleveland
GRAND HAVEN
Mvaard
According to reportsthe work is
dubf
J. Slosarik ................
M50 and US31
progressing very rapidly and It Is jured and relief was given. At Westrate of the Fvrhnn
planned to begin the construction first it was feared that complica- (Goodfellows drive)
ZEELAND
JAMESTOWN
work in the near future. It is tions might set in and that the Ben Lievense of the American
BYRON CENTER
member* might have to be am Legion. Mrs. J. J. Brower and!
/ollink Super ServiceM21 and Elm Sid Nyi'nhim ..............
Starr Corners S. Van Noord .......... ........ Elevator planned to have the patrons do
considerable of the construction putated,but present indications Mrs. Kenneth V. De Free of the
arc thfit they will be saved.
Woman’s Literary dub, and Mayor
work.
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continue in session at least four days

It will

successivelyand as

and

1938

3,

at least six

much

hours in

longer as m$r

•

•

be

necessary,

-

each day during said

four

days or more.

Any

person desiring to

do

so,

may examine

his assessment at that time.

Oscar Peterson, City Clerk.

Dated: Holland, Mich., April 13, 1938.
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SUNDAY SCHOOL

TELEPHONE RATES

LESSON

HAVE BEEN REDUCED

IN

A

For Sale

HOLY SMOKES

!

A

a

.

THEY MUST 8E USING

YEARS

FIVE SUCCESSIVE

1934-1938
'j
#*

T

• •
Those reductions,

•

made

in the face of

and
mean an

substantially increased labor
material costs

and

taxes,

annual saving of more than $3,000,000
to

Michigan telephone users.

The handset telephone charge was
reduced and then eliminated. Rural
line rates were reduced. Service connection and various other charges were

cut sharply.

And there have been

17

items of reduction in long distance
rates,

many

of

them applying

to intra-

state calls, in the past 11 years.

There
fit

is

a type of telephone service to

every need and every pocketbook.

We will gladly give you details about
how cheaply you can have telephone
service if

you will call, write or

visit

the Telephone Business Office.
n

\
TELEPHONE CO.

MICHIGAN BELL

SUMMER MOBILGAS!

-

.

-

.

-

CRANKCASE

DRAIN OUT WINTER

“In'

-

early

busmess career
I occasionally bor-

rowed from

AT THE SIGN OF "FRIENDLY SERVICE"

GEERLINGS BROS. OIL COMPANY

my

friends or

relatives when I

money. But no

My bank

needed

longer!

that purpose and welcomes applications

for

-

—

~

become
-Jn my

a valuable, and very helpful, element]

business.

itf

jmfom fimn+mMk

borrwwm.)

~
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v.'-->

.
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.
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loans on a reasonable basis. Bank credit has.

.

..

,

it in business for.

PEOPLE’S STATE BANK
HOLLAND. MICHIGAN
Member

Federal Depoeit Ineurance Corporation

THE
would be repaired before Tulip

COMMON COUNCIL

Time.
Claims and Accounts Committee
reportedhaving examined claims in
the sum of $6,989.85, and recom-

HOLUHP

an

HEW»

On motion of Ald| Steffens, tec- onded by Oudemool,
ended by Oudemool,
RESOLVED, that the two local
RESOLVED, that the Council banka, aiv., the Holland State Bank
Room be end hereby 4s designated and the Peoples State Bank, be

Marie
John Menken, Chairman
Pater Huyser
Frank Smith

&
BRIDBBiBy arraageamt with a New York

J.RACH1LLD
D.O,Pb.C.
CHIROPRACTOR

Oftees HoOut City Bute Bmk
as the place for holding the eee- designated as depositoriesfor City
Saka
we are aUe la take ckarge of Smto, 1M1 :M %m.i 1-6 A
mended payment thereof.
Aid. Ed. Brouwer, Chairman of sions of the Board of Review end funds during the present fiscal
IN Beat 8tk ft.
Grand
In tha sato Cdunty,
Holland, Mich., April 20, 1688.
Allowed.
year, and
the Civic ImprovementCommittee, Equalisation.
all details, frea oatitUag the bride
on the 16th day of Apry, A. D.,
The Common Council met in regWelfare Committee reportedthat reported having met with the Park
Carried.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,
ular jMuion and was called to order
1988
Mr. John Van Beek, living on E. and Cemetery Board relative to the
On motion of Aid. Steffens, sec- that the Holland State Bank be des- to arraigtai the tablea. Cell Bride’*
Present, Hon. Cora Vanda Waby the Mayor.
Expiree _ ^ _
14th SL, near Fairbanks Are., proposition of dredging out the onded by Oudemool,
ignated as the principal depository
Present:Mayor Henry Geerlings,
STATE
Of
MICHIGAN
Service.
Aids. Prins, Klels, Drinkwater, needs assistance in the way of pay- basin just east of the point at Kol- RESOLVED, that the City Treas- on which all City checks will be
The Probate Court for the Couning up back taxes on his property. len Parit. Mr. Brouwer stated that
Kalkman, Oudemool, Brouwer. StefDorothy Reererts, DiesaoH
urer be required to furnish a Sure- drawn during the current fiscal
ty of Ottawa.
Committee
further reported that an item of $500.00had been placed
year.
It appearing to the court that tho
ROSE CLOAK STORK
fens, Huyser, Bultman, Vogelsang,
ty Bond in the sum of $15,000.00
At a session of said Court, held
Mr. Van Beek had agreed to deed in the Budget for the building of
Carried.
Smith, and the Clerk, Peterson.
running to the City of Holland, the
at the Probate Office in the City of time for presentation of clahns
this property to the City, provid- a new crib at Kollen Park. It was
Aldennen-elect Ketel and Menken
Adjourned.
cost thereofto be paid by the City.
Grand Haven in the said County, against said estate should b« liming they would pay up these back reported that it had been found
were also present.
OSCAR
PETERSON,
on the 7th day of April, A. D., ited, and that a time and place ho
Carried.
taxes and permit him to continue necessary to do this in order, to
Expires June 4
Devotions led by Rev. William
appointed to raooive,examine and
1938.
City Clerk.
living there at such times as he is secure an ample water supply
^)n motion of Aid. Steffens, secadjust all claims and demands
Vant Hof.
MORTGAGE
SALE
Present,
Hon.
Cora
Vsnde
Watable. Committeerecommendedthat sprinkling Kollen Park. However,
Minutes read and approved.
against said deceased by and b*,
Default having Been made in the er, Judge of Probate.
the City enter into such agreement in going into this matter further,
Petitionsand Accounts
.
conditionsof a certain mortgage In the Matter of the Estate of fore aaid court:
with Mr. Van Beek.
the Board had found out that by
Clerk Oscar Peterson presented
It la Ordered, That creditor*of
signed and executed by Gesienus
Geert Bchlppera,Deceased.
Adopted,and Mayor and City dredging out the basin, it would not
several applicationsfor Building
Kamps and Jennie Kamps, mort
Henry Schippers, having filed his said deceased are required to preClerk authorisedto sign such be necessary to build a new crib,
permits.
gagore,
to
Hiram
Kamps,
mortgagpetition,
praying that an inatni- sent their claim* to said court at
agreements.
and was requestingauthorityfrom
Official
Granted, subject to approval of
said Probata Ottos on or before
ee, on the 4th day of March, A.
Mayor
Henry
Geeriings reported the Council to go ahead and use
City Engineer and Fire Chief.
D., 1912, which said mortgage was to Probate as the last will and tea the 24th day of Aagnat, A. Dh
that Mr. and Mrs. George Kelley, this $500.00 for dredging purposes
Clerk Peterson reported applicarecorded in the office of tne Regis- lament of said deceased and that at ten o’clock in the forenoon, aaid
a blind couple, who own a small instead of for building a new crib.
tion No. A-640 made by Russel
time and place being hereby aphome
on
E. 16th St., was also in Mr. Brouwer outlined at quite conGod and man. It is right, of courae, ter of Deeds for Ottawa County, adminiatration of said estate be
To
the
Members
of
the
Common
Risselada for a residence on the
pointed for the examinationand
arrears on their paving taxes and siderablelength the improvementsCouncil and Citisens of Holland: to j^o on trying to inculcatethe Michigan, on the 8th day of March, granted to Herman Schippers and
8. *4 of Lot 12, Block 7, Southwest
adjustment of all daima and deHenry
Schippers
or
some
other
A.
D.,
1912,
in
Liber
96
of
Mortwere not in position to pay them. that the Board is contemplating.It
Tonight we enter upon another spirit of safety and inspire and
Add., has been questioned by the
mands against said deceased.
suitable
person.
gages,
page
63,
which
said
mortMayor further reported that this was further reported that if this term of service. It is always an in- educate drivers and pedestrians,
City Engineer and Fire Chief due
It is Further Ordered, That pubcouple needed some assistanceand were done, it was reasonableto ex spiring thought to me that there but the present condition is such gage was assigned to Hudsonvillo It is Ordered, That the 3rd day
to not being in conformity with the
Ic notice thereof ha given by pubrecommended
that the matter be re- pect that there would be ample are so many men and women in that patiencemay lack virtue. For State Bank and subsequently as of May, A. D., 1938, at ten A. M.,
Zoning Ordinance as it relates to
cetion of e copy of thto order for
ferred to the Ways and Means Com- water supply for many years to every walk ,of life <kho are willing once we might go to the root of signed to Gerrit Jan Buter, on which at said Probate Office is hereby aprear yard requirements.
mortgage
there
is claimed to be due pointed for hearing said petition. three successiveweeks pwvioua to
mittee.
this
evil,
as
a
people
demanding
come.
to give of their tfipe to the welReferred to Appeal Board.
It is Further Ordered, That pub- said day of haerlng, in tho* Holat the time of this notice for prinAdopted.
Clerk reportedthat Gerrit SchutRecommendation of the Park fare of our community.The citi- that it be brought under control by cipal and interest the sum of Twen- lic notice thereof be given hy jub*( land City News, e newspaper printLicense Committee, to whom had
sens of this community have again the same forces that we use to
ten was contemplating the erection
Board approved.
ed and circulated in said eounrtr.
been referred the requestsfor pergiven us a vote of confidence. They combat other anti-social conditionsty-seven Hundred Sixty-oneand lication of a copy of this urder for
of three residences on Michigan
CORA VANDE WATER,
Aid.
Brouwer
also
reported
for
mission to secure licensesto sell
which
fill our world with needless 12/100 ($2,761.12)dollars and an three successive weeks prerious
are
looking
to
us
to
guard
the
inAve., between 20th and 21st Sts.
Judge of Probate.
beer and light wines for consump- information of the Council that terests of our city.
dangers,
suffering and grief. Reck- attorney fee as provided in said to said day of hearing, in tha HolMr. Schutten prefers to have all
tion on the premises,reported rec- they were making progress in the
lessness
is a species of crime and mortgage, and no suit or proceed- land City News, a newspaper print- A true copy:
The past year has been one of
three of these houses located on
ommending that the following li- Improvement of the east end of
should be so regarded in reference ings at law having been instituted ed and circulatedin aaid county. Harriet Swart,
the lot so that the rear of the house
Register of Probata.
Lake Macatewa as proposed at the modest but sure progress. It has to automobile driving and pedes- to recover the monies secured by
censes be approved:
CORA VAN DE WATER,
will be in line. If this is done, how• • •
previous Council meeting.
been that kind of a year for Hol- trianism.Unavoidable accidents are said mortgage,
Judge of Probate.
ever, the rear yard in each case
Expires May 7-17232
• • •
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
true copy.
Licenses: — Andrew Leenhouts,
land because Holland is that kind bad enough, but the ever-rising tide
will be Just 20 ft. It is the opinion
STATE
OP MICHIGAN
Communicationsfrom Boards and of a city. There are some cities of death and injury which traces that by virtue of the power of sale
Harriet Swart,
of Mr. Schutten that this would be 179 River Ave. — Owl Sandwich
The Probate Court for tha Councontained in said mortgage and the
directly
to
individual
irresponsibilRegister
of
Probate.
that
are
always
going
through
crisShop;
Bernard
Keefer,
27
W.
8th
City
Officers
an ideal arrangement since it would
ty of Ottawa.
statutein such case made and pro• » •
is of one kind or another. Our city ity and lack of law and order,
keep the comer house several feet St.— Keefer's Restaurant; Lee De
At a session of Mid Court, bald
vided
on
Monday,
the
13th
day
of
should
arouse
public
indignation.
Expires
April
30-12894
back from the street and thus give Feyter, 180 River Ave. — Lee’s
The claims approved by the Hos- is not of that type. We have exat the Probate Offlca In tha City of
June,
A.
D.,
1938,
at
two
o’clock
in
Your honorable body took a forSTATE OF MICHIGAN
There
a better view at this intersection. Place; Dave Blom, 72 E. 8th St.— pital Board in the sum of $1,143.40; perienced no labor diffleuties.
Grand Haven in the Mid County,
The Probate Court for the Coun- on the 13th day of April, A. D.,
The Spot; Elks Club, 208-210 Cen- Library Board, $340.02; Park and nas been no industrialwar. We ward step in passing a resolution the afternoon, Eastern Standard
Referred to the Appeal Board.
Time, the undersigned will, at the ty of Ottawa.
to
engage
appraisal
engineers
to
tral
Ave.;
Glen
R.
Gillespie,
147
have
gone
forward
in
a
ouiet
way.
Cleric presented operating report
Cemetery Board, $947.53; Police
1988.
North front door of the Court
At a session of said Court, held Present,Hon. Cora Vanda Water,
of the Michigan Gas & Electric River Ave. — Gillespie’s Restaurant; and Fire Board, $1,763.27; Board of Nothing sensationalhas happened. revalue our industrialand comHouse
in the city of Grand Haven, at the Probate Office in the City of
mercial
properties.
This
matter
has
Harold
Stull.
200
E.
8th
St—
East
We
have
minded
our
own
business
Co. for February.
Public Works, $65,369.07, were orMichigan, sell at public auction to Grand Haven in said County, on Judge of Probate.
Referred to Board of Public End Cafe; Wm. and Henry Vande dered certified to the Council for and we have enjoyed a substantial been in my mind for some time but
In tiie Matter of tha Eetate of
the
highestbidder the premises de- the 4th day of April, A. D.,
Water, 126 East Eighth Street- payment. (Said claims on file in prosperity. We have grown the I hesitatedto advance it for finWorks.
Peter Bol, alias Plater Bel alias
scribed
in
said
mortgage,
or
so
1938.
Cleric presented report from Bill and Heinie Tavern; Cath- Clerk’s office for public inspection.) way a lusty boy grows who is in ancial reasons.The Holland FurnPeter Ball Deceased.
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wathe full vigor of health and well- ace Company was greatly interest- much thereof as may be necessary
Hartford Steam Boiler Insp. & Ins. erine Sennas, 205 River AvenueAllowed.
It appearing to the court that
being. There has been a steady in- ed in a move of this- kind and vol- to pay the amount due on said ter, Judge of Probate.
Co., covering recent inspectionof Vogue Coffee Shop; Frances Velthe time for preMntation of claims
Board
of
Public
Works
reported
mortgage
with interest and all legIn
the
Matter
of
the
Estate
of
untarily
made
the
statement
that
ing,
234
E.
8th
St—
Miller
Hotel;
crease
in
community
wealth
based
boiler at Holland Hospital.Report
against Mid estate should be Unithe collection of $32,272.72;City on the sound theory that work will they would pay one half of the to- al costs together with said attorCharles M. McLean, Deceaaed.
states that no conditionswere ob- Holland Hotel Co., 8th and Cen- Treasurer, $20,659.41.
ted, and that a time and place be
ney
fee,
the
premises
being
deThe
Michigan
Trust
Company
tral
Ave.—
Warm
Friend
Tavern
produce goods and goods is wealth. tal cost. Assessed valuationis the
served that require attention at
appointed to receive, examine and
Accepted.
scribed
as
follows:
Bier
Stube);
Holland
Hotel
Co.,
having
filed
in
said
court
ita
first
The banks have grown. Savings de- very foundation of our taxation
this time.
The Southwest quarter (SW\4) annual account as Trustee, under adjust all daimi and demands
8th and Central Avel. — Tavern Clerk reported interestcoupons posits have increased.Substantial system. Many cities in this and
Accepted and filed.
due
in
the
amount
of
$50.00.
of the Northwest quarter (NW the Will of said estate, and its peti againstMid deceased by and befoft
club;
Eagles
Club,
76
E.
8th
St;
other
states
have
had
appraisals
payments
have
been
made
on
Clerk presented application for
Ordered paid.
Orla Arnold, 234 River Ave.— Cov>4) of Section nine (9), Town tion praying for the allowance said court:
homes. Buildings have been im- made, and the administrators of
license to engage in the ice cream
It ie Ordered, That creditorsof
Clerk presented communication proved and new ones have been these towns are more than satis- five (5) North, Range thirteen thereof,
ered
Wagon;
Wm.
Koop,
115
E.
businessat 206 CollegeAve., signed
from the Board of Public Works erected. Additional parks have fied with the results achieved. 13) West, containing forty (40)
8th St.— Do-Drop Inn.
It
is Ordered, That the 3rd day said deceased are required to preby Morris Mills for Mills Ice Cream
sent their claims to Mid court at
reporting the proposed purchase of
been laid out. Appropriations have Their testimonialsare convincing. acres of land, more or less, sit- of May, A.D., 1938, at ten o'clocx
On motion of Aid. Prina, seconded a carload of 6-in. cast iron pipe been made for additiortalplay- The Clemenshaw Companv comes uate in the Township of James- in the forenoon, at said Probate said Probate Office on or before
Granted.
from the Traverse City Iron Works
by Kleis,
town, Ottawa County, Michigan. Office, be and is hereby appointed the 24th day of August, A. D.. 1928,
ground equipment, so that the boys very highly recommended,and I
Clerk presented severaloaths of
at an approximate cost of $1,060.00,
_
The assignee may elect to pay for examiningand allowing said at ten o’clock in the forenoon,said
believe
that
our
constituents
will
and
girls
in
every
part
of
the
c
office.
subject to Council approval.
time and place being hereby apany
taxes due prior to date of said account;
heartily
endorse
our
action.
ThorCommittee
on
Public
Buildings
will have opportunity for pla1
Accepted and filed.
Approved.
pointed for the examinationand
sale,
and
add
any
amounts
so
paid
It
is
Further
Ordered,
That
puboughly
competent
and
experienced
reported for information of the
Night ball games have been playClerk Peterson presented appliClerk reported that pursuant to
adjustment of all claims and destaffs are selected to meet the par- to the amount due on said mort- lic notice thereof be given by publiCouncil that the job of decorating
ed
in
Riverview
Park
during
the
cation to sell soft drinks at 74 East
instructions, he had given notice
cation of a copy of this order once mands against Mid deceased.
8th St., signed by Charles Cun- the city house occupied by M. Wit- of the proposed sale of a strip of summer. Hundreds of people have ticular requirements of each mun- gage.
each week for three successive It is Further Ordered, That pubicipalities.
vliet has been completed.
witnessed
these
games
and
enjoyed
GERRIT
JAN
BUTER,
ningham.
land on 5th St., 66x44 ft. Clerk
weeks previousto said day of hear- lic notice thereofbe given by pubLighting
Committee,
to
whom
Assignee.
them
immensely.
There is a Good Neighbor moveGranted.
ing, in the Holland City News, a lication of a copy of this order for
had teen referred the petition for further presented affidavit of pubHome and industrialconstruc- ment on foot in some cities which, Lokker and Den Herder,
Clerk Peterson presentedpetition
lication of such notice. It was furnewspaper printed and circulated in three successiveweeks previous to
a street light at the intersection of
it sems to me, has considerable
mertion
during
the
past
year,
the
most
Attorneys
for
Assignee.
from residents and property ownther reported that no bids had been
id day of hearing,in the Holland
said County.
Columbia
Ave.
and
32nd
St,
reit.
Up
to
this
time
we
have
been
active
in
seven
years,
set
a
new
Business
Address:
ers in the vicinity of Washington
received except the original bid of
City News, a newspaper printed
CORA
VANDE
WATER,
ported recommendingthat the pevery
fortunate
in
being
able
to
proHolland, Michigan.
Square protestingagainst the prothe IndustrialCommission of the record for the fifth consecutive
Judge of Probate. and circulatedin Mid county.
posed re-routing of heavy trucks tition be granted and the Clerk Chamber of Commerce who offered year and almost doubled figures vide for all the families that need- Dated: March 12. 1938.
CORA VANDE WATER,
A true copy:
instructed to have the Board of
of the previous yesr. 339 permits ed support. But it is possible that
over this street. In this connection,
a price of $120.00.
Judge of Probate.
Harriet Swart,
Public Works erect such light
Expires May 21
were issued, totalling $340,457.In- in the days to come our relief load
it was brought out that at the preProperty ordered sold.
A true copy:
Register of Probate.
Adopted.
MORTGAGE SALE
cluding the subdivision adjoining will mount. Our citirens have revious Council meeting a resolution
Harriet Swart,
Aid. Brouwer also brought up the
the city, the number of homes built sponded splendidlywhen the comhad been adopted providing for
Default having been made in the
Register of Probate.
Motions and Resolutions
Tulip
Time
Committee
of
the
munity
chest
campaign
was
on.
Expires
April
80—17066
brings the total to exceed the hunsuch re-routing.However, it was
conditions of a certain mortgage
* » •
Chamber
of Commerce, reported
We
went
over
the
top
by
a
good
STATE OF MICHIGAN
dred mark. Constructionof the new
moved by Aid. Brouwer, seconded
signed and executed by Oakwood
Expires May 7-17268
having met, and recommendedthat
RESOLUTION
The Probate Court for the Coun
by Oudemool,
building for the H. J. Heim Com- margin. The funds have been allo- Mushroom Farms, a corporation
• • s
the Council members march in the
STATE OF MICHIGAN
pany was the biggest undertaking. cated to the various groups that ap- mortgagor,to the Peoples State ty of Ottawa.
That the Council reconsider its
parades again this year on both of
We, the Mayor and the Common Addition of the new building en- plied. However, occasionsmay arise Bank, a corporation,of Holland
recent action relativeto such reAt a sessionof said Court, held
The Probate Court for the Counthe Saturdays during Tulip Time. Council of the City of Holland,
routing. Several of the Aldermen
ables the company to increase their when we will have to play the role Michigan, mortgagee, on the 21st at the Probate Office In the City ol ty of Ottawa.
Adopted.
of the Good Samaitan. Those of us day of April, 1930, Which said Grand Haven in said County
Knowing that God in His infin- output considerably.
expressed themselvesas having
At a session of Mid Court, held
Tld. Brouwer also brought up the
who are better situated can ren- mortgage was recorded in the office on the 9th day of April, A. D at the Probate Office In the City
ite wisdom has seen fit to take
voted upon this question without
The
year
1937
has
brought
Holmatter relative to the advisability away one of Holland’sfaithful, pubof Grand Haven in the Mid Counbeing thoroughly familiarwith the
land prominently into the ranks of der splendid service to those not of the Register of Deeds for Otta- 1938.
of the City purchasing these gowns
lic officials,in the person of Mr. oil producing centers,with prom- so favored. One human being is wa County, Michigan on the 23rd
conditionof Washington Ave.
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wa* ty, on the 13th day of April, A. D.,
that have been rented from Hope
1938.
Gerhardt Melchior Laepple, and
The motion to reconsider was college for this purpose.
ise of large expansion. At the the same as another when it comes day of April ,1936 in Liber 154 of ter, Judge of Probate.
Whereas,this Council wishes to close of the year there were fifty- to the matter of need and sympa- Mortgageson page 197, on which
Present. Hon. Cora Vande Water,
passed unanimously.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Referred to the Chamber of Comstress the fact that Mr. Laepple two producing wells in Allegan thetic and helpful ministry.There mortgage there is claimed to be
It was then moved by Aid. EdJudge of Probate.
Charlea
L.
Mulder,
Deceased.
ward Brouwer, seconded by Oude- merce Tulip Time Committeewith for a long time has been a mem- County with ten drillingopera- should be no stop signals to the due at the time of this notice, for
In the Matter of the Estate of
It appealing to the court that
power to act.
mool,
ber of this body and at the time of tions going on. Neary half a mil- ministry of human hearts and hu- principaland interest the sum of the time for presentationof claims
John Stegenga/ Deceased.
Aid. Brouwer further reported
It appearing to the court that
That the matter of re-routing recommendingthat from now until his death held an important place lion dollars worth of oil has been man hands. Genuine religion never Five Hundred Twenty-five and 25/ against said estata should be limtrucks away from the Hospital be after Tulip Time all petitions for on our Board of Public Works, and produced since the discovery well quibbes about its duties in the face 100 ($525.26) dollars and an attor- ited. and that a time and place be the time for presentationof claims
Whereas,it is generally known was drilled. More than a hundred of genuine need.
ney fee as provided In said mort appointed to receive, examine and against said estate should be limreferred to the Street Committee licenses or concessionsof every nato the citisens of Holland and to thousand dollars has been paid out
The youth problem is still with gage, and no suit or proceedingsat adjust all claims and demands
for further study.
ited. and that a time and place be
ture be referred to the Manager
this Honorable body that Mr. Laep- in wages. Substantialfinancial ben- us. It is important that the prob- law having been instituted to re- gainst said deceased by and before appointed to receive, examine and
Adopted.
of the Chamber of Commerce teadjust all claims and demands
Reports of Standing Committees fore any action Ms taken by the ple during all these years of pub- efits have come to Holland from lem be squarelyfaced by every cit- cover the monies secured by said said court:
lic servicehas been faithful to his this industry.
izen. The statement was made the mortgage,
Committeeon Ways and Means Council.
, It is Ordered, That creditorsof against uld deceased by and betrust and diligent in his efforts;
to whom had been referred the rePerhaps the outstandingevent of other day that we will have the
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN said deceased are required to pre- fore said court:
Adopted.
and further,that he never, feared the year was the letting of the kind of country in 1950 that we de- that by virtue of the power of sale sent their claims to said court at
It is Ordered. That creditors of
quest of the Commonwealth Pipe
Aid. Brouwer also brought up public criticism when he felt that
Line Co. for a lease of approxiGovernment contract for the con- serve to have, and the kind of coun- contained in said mortgage and the said Probate Office on or before the aid deceased are required to prethe matter relative to manufactur- he was right in his deliberatons;
mately three acres of land on East
struction of a permanent chan* try we shall have in 1950 depends statute in such case made and pro- 10th day of August, A. I)., 1938 sent their claims to said court at
ers of beer and liquorstaking ad- and was a man who invited criti16th St, owned by the City, renei in connectionwith the improve- on the kind of men and women vided, on Tuesday, the 31st day of at ten o’clock in the forenoon, said aaid Probate Office on or before tho
vantage of our Tulip Festival in cism and believed in constructive
ported recommendingthat the rewhich the youth of today are de- May, A. D., 1938, at two o’clock time and place being hereby ap- 17th day of August, A. D^ 1138,
advertising their products. Mr. differencesof opinion, and in all ment of the east end of Lake Macquest be denied.
atawa.
The
amount
involved is terminedto be. It is a hopeful in the afternoon,Eastern Standard pointed for the examination and ad- at ten o'clock in the forenoon,Mid
Brouwer stated that, in his opinion, his deliberationswas honest and
Adopted.
$130,000 which will be paid by the sign today that so many adults Time, the undersigned will, at the justment of all claims and demands time and place being hereby apthe Council should take a definite persevering;
pointed for the examination and adCommittee on Ways and Means stand to oppose such procedure.
Government. A temporary chan- are interestedin youth. Youth has North front door of the Court against said deceased.
It is therefore,Resolved, That
______ ______
always had its problems. Today House in the city of Grand Haven,
to whom had been referred the reIt is Further Ordered, That pub- justment of all claims tnd demands
In this connection,Mayor Geer- this body po on record as commend- nel will be constructedat the outquest of John Cooper of the Holset at a cost of ten thousand dol- however, they rise in a new social Michigan, sell at public auction to lic notice thereof be given by pub; against said deceased.
lings stated that last year he had ing and giving full credence to the
It is Further Ordered. That publand Motor Express Co. to purchase
setting. At a time when our stan- the highestbidder the premises de- lication of a copy of this order, for
ordered them to stay out of the work and the accomplishments of lars, of which amount the city will
a strip of ground on Central Ave
pay
four
thousand
dollars and the dard of living is high, thousands scribed in said mortgage, or so three successiveweeks previous to lic notice thereof be given bv pubparades, which they had done, and so faithful a public servant as Mr.
between 4th and 5th Sts., reported
Lyons Construction Company, six of youth are homeless; when we much thereofas may be necessary said day of hearing, in the Hol- lication of a copy of thia order for
he, too, felt it a good move for the Gerhardt Melchior Laepple has
that this property might be very
thousand. The improvement will are providing the young with ex- to pay the amount due on said land City News, a newspaper print- three successiveweeks previous to
Council to take a definite stand in proved to be;
useful for the City’s own use inasadd considerablenew shore line to tended educational opportunities, mortgage with interest and all le- ed and circulated in said County. said dav of hearing, in the Holopposing such advertising.
Be it further Resolved, That the the city’s property and will also our college and high school gradu- gal costs together with said attorland Citv News, a newspaper Printmuch as it has railroad facilities.
CORA VANDE WATER.
Adopted.
Mayor and Common Council exed and circulated In said county.
The Committee,therefore, recates are unable to use their added ney’s fee, the premises being deJudge of Probata.
The
Mayor
and
newly-electedtend the deepest sympathy to Mrs. enlarge the holdings of property
CORA VANDE WATER.
ommended that the property be not
skill in serviceto mankind; when scribed as follows:
owners
along
the
east
shore.
ImA
true
copy:
Aldermen then took the Oath of Laepple and her family, who feel
Judge of Probate.
sold.
youth are equipped both physically
provements
will
be
made
at
easy
Harriet
Swart,
The South two and one-half
Office, and Mayor Geerlings delivA true copy:
deeply their loss;
Adopted.
stages
and
within
a convenient fin- and mentally for useful work, they
Register
of
Probate.
(2V4) acres of the North seven
Harriet Swart.
It is further Resolved, That a
Committee on Ways and Means ered his annual message.
are unable to find jobs. And youth
and one-half (714) acres of tho
On motion of Aid. Kleis, seconded copy of this resolutionbe sent to ancial scope. Employment will be
Register of Probate.
to whom had been referred the regiven to about fifty men during the feels it keenly. The great probExpires May 14
West
twenty
(W-20)
acres of
by
Prins,
Mrs. Gerhardt Melchior Laepple,
quest from the local newspapers
em, however, is not to do something
MORTGAGE SALE
land of the South forty-nine(49)
Expires May 7-17200
The message was accepted and to the family, and other immediate length of the contract.This fact
relative to purchasing space in tthe
is certainly a boon to many fami- for youth, but to help youth do
Default having been made in the
acres of the West one-half(W'4 )
the
Clerk
instructed to have it relatives;
STATE
OF MICHIGAN
Tulip Time Edition, reported reclies as well as to the city it- something for themselves.
of the Northwest fractional quar- conditionsof a certain mortgage
The Probate Court for the Counommending that the City purchase printed in full in both the local
And, further, that this resolutionself. I appreciatethe fact that our
Holland’s financialstanding toter (NWfrl4) of Section Nine- signed and executed by Jacob Poest, ty of Ottawa.
papers. (Note: Message in full be spread on the records of the
the same space as it did last year.
people are in hearty accord with day is high— very high. This is
teen (19), Township five (5), mortgagor, to the Peoples State
printed elsewhere in this issue.)
At a session of said Court held
Adopted.
City, ------------and that it be printed in the this project. This same company due largely to the economical manNorth of Range fifteen (15) West Bank, a Michigancorporation,of
Mayor then appointed the folat the Probate Office in the City
Street Committee presented
local
newspapers,
thus
publicly will also dredge out the lagoon at agement of all the boards.Our aim
measuring on West and South Holland, Michigan, mortgagee, on of Grand Haven in the said County
lowing
Standing
Committees
for
recognising the value of the ser- the eastern end of Kollen Park to has been to live within our means.
resolution authorisingthe City
sides from the center of the pres- the 26th day of February, A. D.,
the ensuing year, 1938-1989:
on the 11th day of April, A. D.,
Clerk to requesta permit from the
vices of Mr. Laepple to the City of a depth of six feet, providing a The budget is intact.There has
ent highway, situated in the 1912, which said mortgagewas re- 1938.
Ways
and
Means
State Highway Department for perHolland covering a period of many suitable place for the anchoring been no waste. The policy of econTownship of Holland,Ottawa corded in the officeof the Register
Ben Steffens, Chairman
Present,Hon. Cora VandeWater,
mission to close trunk lines M-21
years.
of lake craft, as well as provid- omy has been practicedcontinuous- County, Michigan.
of Deeds for Ottawa County, MichM. Oudemool
Judge of Probate.
and U.S.-31 at certain periods durly. Equipment that was needed
Respectfully submitted,
ing
a
suitable
beach
with
a
sand
igan, on the 1st day of March, A.
A.
P.
Kleis
The
mortgagee
may
elect
to
pay
ing our Tulip Festival.
In the Matter of the Estate of
EDWARD BROUWER bottom extending for a distanceof has been purchased. Necessary im- any taxes due prior to date of said D., 1912, in Liber 101 of Mortgage, Truida
Streets and Crosswalks
Kuizenga, Deceased.
Adopted.
• » •
200 feet along the shoreline and provements have been made. At the sale, and add any amounts so paid page 237, on which mortgagethere
Peter Huvser, Chairman
Street Committee, to whom had
It appearing to the court that
close of the fiscal year our balance
30
feet
into
the
lagoon.
The
budget
is
claimed
to
be
due
at
the
time
of
Carried unanimously.
Henry Pnns
to the amount due on said mortbeen referred the matter of openthe time for presentationof claims
carries an item of $500 for con- was $76,OOOJOO.This amount will
this notice for principaland interFrank Smith
Aid. Kleis reported that several
ing E. 12th St., from Lincoln to
carry us through until the next gage.
against said estate should be limstructing
a
crib
in
the
lake
which
est the sum of Five Hundred ForClaims and Accounts
merchants
located
in
the
block
beDated: This 24th day of FebruFairbanksAves., reported having
ited, and that a time and place be
will house intake pipes used to period. The Board of Education has
ty-six
and
29/100
($546.29)
dolEd. Brouwer, Chairman
tween College and ColumbiaAves.,
had this matter under consideraappointed to receive, examine and
draw water into the park’s sprink- retired 71 thousand-dollarbonds, 46 ary, A. D., 1938.
lars,
and
an
attorney
fee
as
providJas. A. Drinkwater
were requestingone-hour parking,
tion for quite some time. It was
of which have been paid before
PEOPLES
STATE
BANK,
adjust all claims and demands
ling
system.
The
present
intake
has
ed
in
said
mortgage,
and
no
suit
Henry Ketel
and recommendedthat this matter been unsatisfactorybecause prev- they were due. The Board of Pubreported that Mr. William H.
Mortgagee.
against said deceased by and beor
proceedings
at
law
having
been
Welfare
be referred to the Street Committee
Vande Water owns most of this
ious dredging operations in front lic Works has a very substantial Lokker and Den Herder,
institutedto recover the monies fore said court:
M. Oudemool, Chairman
for
conaideration.
property, and further, that his resiAttorneys for Mortgagee.
It is Ordered, That creditorsof
of the dock resulted in materials balance. I am sure the whole citsecured by said mortgage,
John Menken
Adopted.
dence is located on what will be
Business Address:
said deceased are required to preinto the lagoon behind the dock, izenry of Holland deeply appre• • •
NOTICE
IS
HEREBY
GIVEN
John
Vogelsang
the street, if opened.
Holland, Michigan.
causing the intakes to become ciates the efficient servicesof the
that by virtue of the power of sale sent their claims to said court at
Public Buildingsand Property
Committee reported having tenMotions and Resolutions
clogged. The original plan of the members of this Board.
containedin said mortgage and the said Probate Office on or before
Jas. A. Drinkwater, Chairman
» • •
LASTING
AS
THE
STARS!
tatively agreed to pay Mr. Vande
In
closing
may
I
expfess
my
park board was to extend the instatutein such case made and pro- the 17th day of August, A. D.,
Cor. Kalkman
Water the sum of $2500.00for this
On motion of Aid. Steffens, sec- takes further into the lake. The deep appreciation to your honorvided, on Tuesday, the 24th day of 1938, at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
Frank
Smith
property with the understanding
onded by Oudemool,
Lyons Company proposes to make abe body for faithful and loyal
May, A. D., 1988, at two o’clock said time and place being hereby
Licenses
that he is to move the house. It
RESOLVED, that the Rules of this improvementalong the shore- co-operation You have rendered a
in the afternoon,Eastern Standard appointed for the examination and
Henry
Prins,
Chairman
was furtherreported that they had
the preceding Council be and here- line and place the intakes in ser- real service to our community, and
Time, the undersigned will, at the adjustment of all claims and deBen Steffens
tenUtivelyagreed to give Mr.
by are adopted as the rules of this vice again without moving them this is true of all the members of
North front door of the Court mands againstsaid deceased.
John
Menken
Vande Water a period of five years
all
the
boards
of
the
city.
They
Council.
to another location for the approHouse in the city of Grand Haven, It is Further Ordered, That pubOrdinances
in which to move his house. Comhave
co-operated
one
hundred
per
priation.
Carried.
Michigan, sell at public auction to lic notice thereof be given by pubFrank Smith, Chairman
mittee reported that it was bringcent. After all that is the only way
On motion of Aid. Steffens, secROOVWf
The
speeding manfa is still with
the highestbidder the premises de- lication of a copy of this order for
A.
P.
Kleis
ing this matter to the Council’s atresultscan be obtained.Co-operaonded by Oudemool,
us. As I watch the’ traffic from
scribed in said mortgage,or so three successiveweeks previous to
Henry Ketel
tention for its consideration.
RESOLVED, that the Mayor and time to time I am amaied that tion is nothing more than volunmuch thereof as may be necessary said day of hearing, in the HolPublic
Lighting
Propositionadopted unanimously.
tary
democratic
common
action
for
Cleric be and are hereby authorized there are not more deaths than
to pay the amount due on said land City Newi, a newspaper printCor. Kalkman, Chairman
Street Committee, to whom had
and directed to execute all con- there are. Drivers of cars and ped- common ends. It cuts both ways.
mortgage with interest and all leg- ed and circulated in said county.
John Vogelsang
been referredthe matter of repairIt
enriches
those
who
receive,
withtracts necessary to be executed on estrians alike are taking many
al costa together with said attorCORA VAN DE WATER,
Jas. A. Drinkwater
ing the driveway into Kollen Park,
out making pooreF those who give
behalf of the City of Holland.
chances. It is my convictionthat
ney’s fees, the premises .being deCivic
Improvement
Judge of Probate.
reported that tne matter wo
'
would be
it
Carried.
the ’ continuing slaughter and
scribed as follows:
Ed. Brouwer, Chairman
A true copy:
given attention and this drive
One of our number retires. He
On motion of Aid. Steffens, sec- maiming of human beings on the has been a faithfuland conscienLots nineteen (10), Twenty
Henry Prins
Harriet Swart,
onded by Oudemool,
streets and highwaysof this coun(20), Twenty-one (21), Twenty
Henry Ketel
Register of Probate.
tious alderman. He has given unRESOLVED, that every claim ac- try la part and parcel of our be- stintedly of his time. Mr. Bultman
Sewers
two (22) and Twenty-three (23)
Meet beautifultribute to om, decount In order to be considered by wildered, ruthless and unsniritual
John Vogelsang, Chairman
of Slagh’s Addition to the city
deserves a vote of appreciatefor parted la the effering that exMcta
the Council must be in the office age. As a people we do not hold in
Peter Huyser
what he has done. FaithfuT in at- ao reward Mve its own evidence of Holland,Ottawa County, Michof the City Clerk not later than high respect the holy command tendance and, devoted to duty he
iRan.
Eye, Ear, Nose sad Throat
Cor. Kalkman
of lasting worth. Whether Maple
the Saturday next preceding each ment of all ages and of all religSidewalks
SpaeiaBst
has rendered splendid service. We or iapoeiag la character, memorial The mortgageemay elect to pay
regular meeting of the Common ions— thou suit not kill. We do
M. Oudemool, Chairmaa
(Over MoM Drag Stare)
will miss him m our deliberations. problem* *f yeans become ours any taxes due prior to date of
Council
not seem to honor, in practice, the
Holland. Mick.
A. P. Kleis *
Mid sale and add any amounts so
His counsel has been valuable.A
Carried.
common tenet of all peoples that word of welcome may not be amiss from the day yen consultus.
Ed. Brouwer
paid to tha amount duo on Mid Office Hoars: 9-11 aje. 2-5 pj*.
On motion of Aid. Steffens, see- man’s first doty is to protecthis to the two newly-electedaldermen
mortgage.
Board of Public Works
Evening*— Saturday 7:90 to 9:99
onded by
neighbor as himself. These stric
Henry
Ketel, Chairman
Dated: Thia 21st day of Febru- Phones: Office
Rea. 2779
Mr.
Ketel and Mr. Menken. I can
Attoraeji-at
MONUMENT
WORKS
RESOLVED, that the Committee tures an
are not based upon a condi
Peter Huvaer
aftr, A. D., 1988.
assure you that you will find your
on Ways and Means be and hereby tion that is unavoidable.It is well
Henry Prins
PEOPLES STATE BANK,
Block north and half Mock
associates very agreeableand
Chamber of Commeace * is authorized to receive bids on establishedby now that a high per- pleasant to work with. •
Office-overHolland State
Mortgagee. ATTENTIONneat
of
Warm
Friend
Tavern
printing the City’s legal advertis- centage of motor accidentsmight
Tulip Time Committee
Lokker A Den Herder*
Bank
ing, bids to be in not later than be prevented.The appalling list
A. P. Kleis, Chairman
Attorneys for Mort|pgee.
Very cordiallyyours,
PHONB 4X84
4:30 p. m. on May 18, 1988.
shames civilisation. . It exceeds all
Holland,
Ben Steffens
Business Address:
’
HENRY
GEERUNGS.
18 W. .7th SL, Holland
reason. It violates all the laws of
Henry Prina
.,
Holland, Michigan.

tee
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Diekema
Gross k

Dr. A. Leenhouts

TenCate

Oudemool,

Law

V

.

Carried.
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m

Newham

of Saugatuck last Wednes- citizens refrain from dumping traah
day, on a charge of drunken driv- in streets in the city.
ing. He pleaded guilty and paid
• * •
fine of $60 and costs of $7.46 asA fish supper was served in TfTfTWTTflTWTTfTWWTWfWWl
sessed him. Keegan was arrested Eagle hall Thursday night to about
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Evenhuis, 250
in Allegan county on U.S.-31, just 100 retail beer distributors. Those
south of Holland.Tuesday night by sponsoring the affair were F. S. West 19th St, were honor gue*ts
, MINE KEPT
MOfiEr-L
state police, who had blockaded the Underwood of a local bottling com- at a surprise party presented by
highway at that point in connection pany, and Harold Tanis, Marvin friendsand relatives at the EvenPEOPLE MOVING
with the Bloomingdale bank rob- Bennett, and Albert Gebben, sales- huis home Friday night in celebration of their 40th wedding annibery on that day.
men of the concern.
versary. The Rev. Peter Jonker,
• • •
• • •
pastor of the Sixteenth St ChrisDirectorselectedMonday at the
Applicationhas been made for a tian Reformedchurch, of which the
annual stockholders' meeting of the building permit with City Clerk
honor couple are members,gave a
Michigan I’ublicService Co., in Oscar Peterson by Nick Hofsteen, brief address. A two-course lunch
the general officesof the company, 168 West 1-lth St., who seeks perwas served.Mr. Evenhuis is ft nalocated in the Sentinel building on mission to erect a stairway at his
tive of the Netherlands,while Mrs.
West 8th st., include the following: home at an estimated cost of $36.
Evenhuis was born here. Their oldS. F. Massie. C. F. Cook, W. 1.
, • • •
est son, John, died in 1920. Living
Campbell, and W. C. Blanchard,
Lawrence Veltkamp, Albert childreninclude Mrs. Henry Kamall of this city; M. L Kapp of
Arens, Mr. and Mrs. Dick Klein, meraad of Holland, Mrs. George
Traverse City; R. H. Fredberg of
the Rev. and Mrs. L. Veltkamp, Ten Hoor of Chicago, Seymour
Cheboygan;and F. A. Swanson of Peter and Ed Saggers, Mrs. B. Evenhuis of Detroit, and Robert
I.ud'.ngton. Officers elected followHuizenga, the Rev. I). H. Wolters, and Richard Evenhuis of Holland,
ing election of directors are presi•John liemmen, Mrs. James Vanden and five grandchildren.Those who
dent, Mr. Blanchard;vice-presinaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa444, dent, Mr. Massie; secretary,Mr. Berg, Mr. and Mrs. E. Wolters, and attended the affair were Mr. and
the Misses
and t-orCor- Mrs. Robert Pool, Mr. and Mrs.
\i
u
. l,lp
ib sen Helene
neiene Visser
visser ana
Cook treasurer, Mr Campbell; and nip Van De Schraaf recently visited Dick I’laggemars, Mabel PlaggeI assistant treasurer, C. H. Ramsey. Henry Huizenga of West 12th St., mars, Mr. and Mrs. Henry KamfVVVVWfffWfVVfVVVWVVV
who is ill at Blodgett hospital, meraad, Mr. and Mrs. Peter De
Grand Rapids.
Kraker, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Evenhuis, Mr. and Mrs. Simon Pool, Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Plaggemars, Mr.
Last Thursday night Immanuel and Mrs. Nick Tappen, and Mr. and
church here assumed responsibility Mrs. Richard Evenhuis.
for the support of Assaph Tobert
• • •
of Edmonton, Alberta, Can., who
The night of Wednesday,April
will sail May 6 for Nigena, Africa, 27, will bring the last meeting of
I Columbia Ave. and 32nd St. The
• •
new plant contains 2,600 square where he will work in conjunction Olive Center P.-T.A. for the season.
with the Sudan Interior Mission. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Redder and
Mrs. John Bronkhorst of 62 West feet of floor space.
On May 1 a farewellservicewill Mrs. George Smeyers are in charge
First St., who submitted to an opbe held for him. Mr. Tobert will of the program, featuresof which
eration at Holland hospital
,, , ' * *
ly. was returned to her home Mon- Holland s elementary school band, work in northern Nigeria, which
will be a play by a Harlem group,
dry
senior high band and orchestra, and has been closed in the past to mis- a talk by the Rev. H. Schripsema
• •
soloists from city schools, totaling sionaries, but which has been
of Pine Creek, musical selections
The Women’s Guild of the Grace "'together about KKi Holland stu- opened to the Sudan Mission for by John Swierenga, a male quartet
its
splendid
advances
in
work
FpiscopalChurch will stage a
wi" 8° to Ann Arbor today
from Zeeland, and election of offimage Sale in the Guild Hall next an'1 tomorrowwhen* they will par- among the lepers in that section of cers.
S-t-irday.April 30, beginning at ticipnte in the annual state solo. the land.
• • •
• • •
9:00 a.
.ensemble hand, ami orchestra fesshower was presented last
• ‘
tival. Fugone F. Heeler, director
Buildingpermit applications have week Wednesday night by Mrs.
Miss Nstnlio Morlock, teacher
public school music, stated to !>een filed with City Clerk Oscar
Mary Wiersma, Mrs. George WiersDetroit schools,spent the Easter d®)'Peterson by John Hoover of 132 ma, ami Mrs. Harold Bonzelaar,
'"i cation here with her iparents,
West 19th St., and Benjamin Speet at the home of the latter, for Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Morlock, 141
.* *
. ,
136 West 27th St. Hoover seeks Nell Kalkman, an April bride-to-be.
West 19th
i William Slater was general chair- of
man of a “Ladies’ Night" meeting to reroof his home at a cost of Prizes at games were awarded to
o
.* *
, sponsored last Thursday night in $13(1, while Speet desires to con- Mrs. John Bussies, Mrs. Ray Wiersstruct a five-stallgarage at an es- ma, Mrs. Henry Bowman, Mrs.
*^MHnlUn5yMHU,rh?KP[r,dCMt°(
h8'1 of ^^06 Episcopal timated cost of $1800.
Henry Menken, and Miss Kathryn
C,U
' rh,.rch by the Men’s club of the
» ft •
«.r^7
Prient’ d”- rhurrh- About 60 attended.The "Marijuana Evils,’’was the sub- Wiersma. A two-course lunch was
rK<.mn;nnRohbl^','
l0y ’nvocotionwas pronounced by Wil- ject upon which E. J. Barr of served to the above guests and the
?' !
b,,r
candidate in Grand Rapids addressed members following:Mrs. Tom Thomas, Miss
Ixmise Thomas, Mrs. Jim Van
wpnt
, ty„
charge. Verne C. Hohl led group
of the Men’s league of Third Rep
ronvpntinn0nf\hndMbtK2“nd 8in,!:in,r ^iss MarJ^ry Brooks, ac- formed church Friday night at the Till and daughter, Lois, of Grand
Rapids. Mrs. Joe Grit, Mrs. LawFedpJl.Z n? M.w l th.e.Mlchl»fan|companiedby Mrs. L. Kuite at the church.
ration of Music clubs.
oiano, sang several vocal selections.
rence Timmer of Grandville,Mrs.
• •
A. Grit of Hudsonville, Mrs. C.
* *
and Master Lloyd Van Raalte
Henry J. Luidens, who has been Kalkman, Mrs. N. Dirkse, Mrs.
A graduate scholarshipin Eng- j violin solos. Miss Ruth Verhey gave
r h h’s b en offered Peter Veit i several readings. Motion pictures seriouslyill for the past several John Westerhof,Miss Henrietta
of th's c tv Sy the Un vers tv I on Boy Scouting were shown by weeks at Blodgett hospital, Grand Westerhof. Mrs. D. De Witt, Mrs.
of rvot-do of B^u’d-r. Colo. Th? I Mr. Kingwill. Can! games were Rapids, is now convalescingat the C. De Witt, Mrs. Foster Bow^o!«-h n. one of twenty offered | played. Louis J. Vandenhurg. nresi- home of his daughter,Mrs. William man. Mrs. Jim Wiersma, Mrs.
, tho ppt,nT, hv {hp (?..ad .,ont nf thp Mon,s
i(le<i at
Mull, 1)28 Fountain St., in that city. Martin Wiersma. Mrs. Joe Wieruate school, covers tuP'on
a business meeting of the group.
sma, Mrs. Nick Wiersma, Miss
ft •
' ol*"vy,. son of the R iv. "nd M-s at which it was decided to present
Recent election of officers of Dorothy Bowman. Miss Dorothy
ltm"n, 163 W. 19th St., about a picnic for th<* entire vestry this Sixth Reformed church Senior-In- Martinus, Miss Gladys Andringa,
th-ee wr’-ks ago ree**iv»d a sitn 'o- summer. Mr. Hohl was intr?
charge
ch;
•ermediateC. E. resulted as follows Miss Florence Derks. Miss Thereffe** from ^'’f»«tornft,«cnrvp Uniof entertainment for Thursday’s President, John Steggerda; vice- esa Wiersma and Miss Gertrude
versity at ClevelnoH. Ohio.
affair.
president,Muriel Modders;secre- Wiersma.
• • •
• ft •
tary. Margaret White; and treasl.awrence Keotmn of Evanston
Since the city operates no rub- urer, Harold Dalman.
Miss Madge Anna Brook, daughTIL, was housed in Holland jail bish removal servicein the spring
ter of Dr. and Mrs. J. D. Brook
ofomiffW l"«t wo^V,
* • aw-itin^ trial of the year. City Engineer
iiiiptu izrr i Jacob
ai if
Ren H. Tucker of West 19th St., M Grandville, became the bride
before Justice of Peace Stephen L. Zuidema has requested that local lubmitted to a tonsillectomy at Hol- 'ast Saturday afternoon of Ruasell
Nelson De Jong of Ann Arbor, in
'and hospitallast Saturday.
\ ceremony performedin Grand• • •
A party was presentedThursday ille. Dr. De Jong is a brother of
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EFFECTIVE AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS SATURDAY EVENING, APRIL SOtfi, we are
closing our stores at 12 West Eighth St. and 62^ East Eighth St. and transferring the business
our new

to

#

We

Market, which we guarantee

#

STAR SANDWICH SHOP
presents

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday
S/>ecial Luncheon

C

27, 28, 29.

Menus

30

Organ Concerts on

ORGAN

the

8

o’clock

HAMMOND

ELECTRIC

every afternoon from 2 until A

every evening from 8 until 10

F. E.

Furmm

Grand

Rapids, Mich.

Star Sandwich Shop
‘

A

Sandivich Immense for

five

and

THE
/ipI

DRUG STORE

..

CowtAt fxhiceA Ui tcum

RAZOR BLADES
SO STOCK UP

West Sth

NOW

TLSE

YONKER'S
20

19

«SAVE with SAFETY »
at your j^exoLt DRUG STORE

GoAflAxme

St.

#

Here

band

and a sure cure
for hot words is to give him
a plentiful supply of hot
water to whisk awav those
rave,

—

Announcement
NOW OPEN

and

constantly

at

OF OUR

RENTAL TRIAL PLAN

Cor. 17th Si. and Central Ave.

Here It a plan, designed to
let you teet the convanlenca
and economy the Automatio
Gai Water Heater afforde

Phone 2630

Holland, Michigan

Butter

2 lb.

Hckm>i“

*

n'km‘n'‘

....

Cookie*, aoorted
20 oz. Loaf

.

.

PENNY

WE INVITE YOU TO
TAKE ADVANTAGE

JIM’S GROCERY

Roll

new Super-Market the

talk of this community

:

Everyday Low Prices—
Shop any time, save all the time. Low everyday prices, changing only
with markets, assure you the lowest cost on your total food purchases.

No

limits — buy any quantity you please.
Displays all plainly priced.

No premiums

or “bait” offers.

Self-Service—
The economiesof self-service operation are returned to you in everyday
low prices. No frills or fads, but real convenience awaits you.
Wide

aisles, convenient displays, effortless basket carriers, speedy, accur-

and an itemized printed receipt for your purchases, will make
your shopping easier — more pleasant.
ate cashiers,

Well-Known Brands—
A complete variety of well-known brands carried at
Super-Marketeveryday low prices.

all times — at

A&P

Your Guarantee—
Every item sold carries A&Prs unconditional guarantee of satisfaction or
your money will be refunded.
You will really save money at this store, which has been designed to take
as much as possible the confusion cut of shopping.
Very Truly Yours,

The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company

box

f

5C

2 lb*. 49c
16. f4c

.
•

w ..

NOTICE—
$0 our many frirttda and nriyljboro mifo tijrauyt?

oeruirra,

tljrir

sympathy, and floral
Uylfirnrb fife

tributra,

dark daye of

tlf*

passing of our aon and brother
Julian, me rnialj to express our
profoundesf appreciation.

.

lb.

27c

lb.

10c

7V2C

nated May 3 and 4 as Clean-up
weeks-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Days in this city citizens are asked
to clean up their yards on these
days. Rubbish and refuse, when

for Gordon Harvey Lankheet,eight-

placed in proper containersat the
curbs, will be gatheredby city
trucks without charge. Ashes and
garbage will, however, not be ac-

wiry whiskers. GAS Automatic Hot Water, to be ex-

MR.

Chocolate Cookie*

this

Wm.

Mr.

8 Mrs.

Mr.

& Mrs. B.

J.

Arendhorst
Arendshorst

Elizabeth Arendshorst

William Arendshorst,

Jr.

THEATRES
mmm
HOLLAND, MICH.

COLONIAL

ZEELAND

hand ... at penny-cost.

-

make

SUNDAY DINNER

act .. . gas-heated... in-

— Holland. Mich.

Monarch Coffee

are four features that will

“vening hv Harold Karsten. son of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold J. Karsten. city. Prosecuting attorney DethWest 11th St., for a number of ners and Mrs. Dethiiers attended
friends,who included Bob Snow, the wedding at which Mr. Dethmers
lames Brooks, James McLean. served as best man. Miss KathaJoanne Vander Velde, Douglas Ea- rine L. Brook of Lansing, sister Merten Lankheet, who live 4 miles driving cars behind Van Dyke’s,
ten, Barbara Osborne, James Den >f the bride, was maid of honor. south and a half mile west of
• • a
Herder, Sally Diekema, Janet The Rev. John Y. Brook of Plain- city, who died Friday morning at I Van Dyke was projectsupennfield. N. Y., uncle of the bride, and
Brooks,and. Joyce and Yvonne Timthe home. The parents, and the tendent of the Ottawa-Allegan
mer. After the dinner, the group •he Rev. John A. Dykstra of Grand grandparents, William Haverdink Co-operative.He was enroute from
Rapids
officiated
at
the
ceremony.
attended dancing class at the
eting
of North Blendon, and Mr. and Overisel to a director’smeetin~
I-ocal residents attending were:
Woman’s Literary club building.
of Holland, here when the accident occurml.
Mrs.
Gerrit
Lankheet
Mrs. D. G. Cook, Miss Christine
in Overisel
Broek, and Miss Alma Cook, cou- survive. Burial was
Survivors are the father, Bert
cemetery.
sins of the bride. Dr. and Mrs. De
Van Dyke of Allendale;three sisJong will reside at 2640 Geddes
Committee appointments for Zee- ters; and one brother, Cornelius, of
*oad, Ann Arbor.
land have been made by Mayor G. Allendale. Arrangements were in
Yntema for the year at a recent charge of the Wolbrink funeral
q
A shower was sponsored Friday meeting of council as follows: home, Allendale. Funeral services
night for Jeanne Griep, by Mrs. Finance, Aid. J. Holleman and F. were held at 1:30 p. m. Monday
House.!
John Mulder and Mrs. Peter Meu- Langeland; ordinance,Aid. M. from the brother’shome and at 2
;er at the Mulder home on West I/)oker8e and J. Holleman; streets p. m. from Allendale ChristianRe20th st. Miss Griep will become the and sidewalks,Aid. P. Karsten, N. formed church, of which the debride of Cornelius Vander Wege Frankeman,and J. Bouma; public ceased was a member. Interment
n the near future.A three-course property, Aid. P. Karsten and M. took place in Allendalecemetery.
• • •
'uncheon was served by the hostes- Lookerse; city poor, Aid. J. Bouma
ses. Prizes at games went to Miss and N. Frankema; buildings, Aid.
Mrs. Grace Van Ecnenaam of
Marie Meinsma, and the Mesdames F. langeland and M. lookerse;and Holland is visiting for a few weeks
Neil Kammeraad. John Van sewer, Aid. F. Langeland, J. Bou- with her children, Mr. and Mrs.
Eerden, and Tom Elzinga. Others ma and J. Holleman.
William Van Eenenaam of Lawwho attended the affair included
_ rence St. Another daughter, Miss
the Mesdames N. Griep, J. Vander
,
rp
, . 1 Evelyn Van Eenenaam, teacher in
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Telgenhofthp 'Eaton Rapid8 schoo,Bigp(,nt
Wege, Jacob Mulder. V. Van Oosterhart, and the Misses Ann Van- were surprised at their home on last week
d with relativesin
LincolnSt Friday night by a group
der Wege and Minnie Nykamp.
this city.
of friends and relatives, the occa• • •
sion being their 40th wedding anMiss Anne Essenburg was honor niversary.Coming from the NethA charge of indecencyon the part
guest at a surprise shower preof Bernard George Raterink, 17,
Dear Mr. Penny:
erlands, they have lived in this
sented last Thursday night by Mrs. county about 37 years. Mr. Telgen- of this city, was dismissed TuesWilliam Klaasen and daughters. hof is 82, while Mrs. Telgenhof is day morning in court of Justice
husband never
Many useful gifts were presented 79. While they resided in this city, of Peace Raymond L. Smith of Holswears except when he is
to the bride. Games were played, they formerly ran a grocery store land, when lack of testimony was
shaving and then he does
prizes going to Mrs. James Van
forthcoming from the girl involved
at State and Lincoln Sts. Those
Iwaarden,Mrs. Edward Klaasen, who attended the affair included in the charge.
enough to last him all day.
and Miss Wanda Freehouse.Among
I’ve pleaded with him, — I’ve
Mr. and Mrs. William Spoelhof,
those present were the Misses Miss Agnes Spoelhof, Paul, John,
put cotton in the children'*
Wanda Freehouse, Yvonne Free- Cathryn and Frances Spoelhof,Mr.
ears, but I can't stop him
house, and GenevieveEssenburg,
and Mrs. Herman Telgenhof.all of
from shaving and I can’t
and the Mesdames Clarence Cost- Grand Rapids; Mr. and Mrs. C.
ing. John Klaasen. Edward Klaas.op him from swearing.
Telgenhof. Anna and Sena Telgensen, John Essenburg, James Van
What tball 1 do, Mr.
hof, William Karsten, Josephine
Iwaarden, John Itykhuis, and WillBouwens, Herman Telgenhof,Fanny
Penny?
ard Dykstra.
Woudstra,and Roelof, Sena, AnBy ANN PAGE
PERPLEXED
toinette, and Junior Telgenhof, all
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
T
OTS
of
good
food it moderatecoat
of Zeeland; and Jerry and Conny
Dear Perplexed:
Telgenhof, and Mr. and Mrs. Cor- l^can go into week-end market batketa. A generaldrop in the level of
VVTTTwVYYTTYVffVfVVVVVVV
nelius Smith, all of Holland.
meat price* makes planningSunday
It's the cold water
dinner esaier, • pleasant adventure.
• • •
Funeral serviceswere held SatDucklings are the only inexpensive
shave that makes your husurday at 2:30 p. m. from the home
Zeeland city council has desig-

stantly

Soda Cracker*

more convenient and more economical for yon.

My

len cenfs"

extra been Medford

iMOOTH SHAVtS

while doing business in former locations

this

w

AT THE CONSOLE

Mr>

will be

Awtcerot*

Every Day!

indie Light Steak Plate Suppers every night

from 6 un'il

you have given us

this

its

Spring Fiesta
APRIL

be open

charge of the
Super Market.

i f

Mrs. John R. Dethmcrs of

will

manage the grocery department and “Gene” Van De Vusse will have
meat department,and they will be happy to welcome their old friends in this new

‘

The

which

“Bill” Jekel will

ft

vii

Sts.,

and sincerely hope we may have the privilege of serving you in the future in the new Super-

f|ub

**

located at the corner of River and 10th

appreciate the patronage

* ,,

-

SUPER-MARKET

Monday, May 2nd.

.

and

Mean Additional Savings on your

#

R6w5e-e J'

™
ten

Will

—

You

Purchases of Food!

^

.

plKb

*

urn.
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,

One That

in

St
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An Announcement of Great Importance to

I

plaillsil
uin
•

•
m.•

TO OUR FRIENDS:
£ M'

you befora you buy. Uae tha
heater for aa long aa Six
Months. Ascertainhow llttla

AutomatioHot Watsr costs
you by actual use In your
own homa. Three months
Rent refunded If you buy.

L

cepted.

• •

O
A
N
S

%aA Company

©
rnmmnurrci
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Mrs. Kate Pyle was guest of
honor at her 75th birthday anniversary celebration, held last
Wednesday afternoon at the home
Low Coat Dinner
of Mrs. John Goorman, East CenVaal Rib Chopa Creamed
tral Ave. Among those who attendGreen Peas

ed were Mrs. J. H. Holleman, Mrs.

L

Derks, Mrs.

Meengs, Mrs. Ben-

jamin C. Van Loo, and Mrs.

STATE

BANK

Tea or Coffaa

“OVERLAND

Added — News, Cartoon and

Added— Episode No. 11 of

March of Time
Potatoes

April 30
Milk

Remain to aea
Dick Powell and Ruby Keeler

Monday and Tuesday, May

Medium Coat Dinner
Maddevon, all of Zeeland,and Mrs.
in
Roast Vaal Pan-browned Potatoes
John Ossewaarde of^Coopersville.
> Green
New Onions
“VARSITY SHOW”
Bread and Butter
When the car in which he was
StrawbarryShortcake
Monday, Tueaday and Wadneaday,
driving skidded in loose gravel on
Tat or
Milk
the State it. road, about four miles
May 2, S and 4
.Very Special Dinner
south of the city Friday at 8 p. m.,
Martha Raya, Burns and Allen
Fruit
Cut
and then struck an abutmentin
•
in

se

Beans
Coffaa

a

•Ktfe.s'M

this city was instantly killed.Chief
of police Fred Boama, Sheriff Frtd
Miller, and Allegan county coroner,
followinginvestigation, blamed the

-

.

2 aid S

Victor MeLaglen and
Loniae

Hovick ^

in

“BATTLE OF BROADWAY**
Added— News and Cartoon
GUEST NIGHT—

Tiaoday, May I

•

Sally Blane tad Thomas Beck

-

•

“GREAT HOSPITAL MYSTERY**

Coffee

•

.L-

in

College Swing
•

The regular issue of the Woman’s
Van Dyke died of a broken 'heck Day, a monthly publication' sponand fractured spine. He also suf- sored by the Atlantic 4 Pacific
fered body bruises. His body was Tea Co., is now availableand copfound next to the car by those who ies can be Secured at 2c each at
first reached the scene.. His car any Holland, Ottawa, or Allegan
rolled over again and again for county AAP food stores. Ask
almost 120 feet Mr. and Mrs. John for your copy. Copies of the
Brinkman aj»d Mr and Mrs. Wil- weekly, eight-page, recipes and
lard Clever of West Cherry st, menus— in rotogravure-Arealso
witawwl tha accident They were availableeach weak.
vehicle.

Serial

“Wild West Days’*

GUEST NIGHT— Saturday,

P.

*

HALLET”

Fools For Scandal

Bread and Butter
Rhubarb Betty

William Ossewaarde,Mrs. Harry

accident to exceuive speed of the

HOLLAND

MaUnees dally at 2:30
poultry item.
Continuous daily aUrtlng at 2:M
Butter prices are lower while egga
Evenings7:00 and 9:15
are a little higher, though atill plentiPrice change at 5:00
ful and very reasonable.
Strawberriesand asparagus, those Friday and Saturday, April 29, SO
Friday and Saturday, April 29, 30
spring luxuries, are relatively inexpensive. Pineapple and rhubarb, or
Carole Lombard and
Double Feature Program
green peas, beans, broccoliand spinach
Fernand Gravel
are equally attractive in quality and
price.
Ralph Bellamy in
For variety, in quality and In price,
“CRIME
DR.
no food is more attractive than fish.
Eat it now because it’* good rather
than at a duty.
Buck sjonea in
Hera are three dinner menus auited
to the aeaion.
jBXPRESS”

Thoraday, Friday aad Saturday,
May 5, t, and 7

Gary Cooper and

Sigrid Curie

Wednesday aad Thmday, May

*

Doable Feature Program

Adventures Of

“BLONDES AT WORK"

4,

Glenda Farrell la
John Barrymore ia

Marco Polo

“BULLDOG DRUMMOND’S
'

.

PERIL’’

5

